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the coverage of our competition and reaching as far as
the Nevada and Arizona borders.
Happy Holidays from L.A. Cellular.
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Investors Buy Local Trust Deeds
Today, I'm telling the industry and
anyone else that processes policyholder claims, that the clock is
ticking, and I hold the timer.
F
ulfilling a campaign pledge,
Insurance Commissioner John Garamendi proposed California's first-ever
regulations to implement the Unfair
Claims Practices Act.
When adopted, these regulations
will provide t.he strongest protection in
the nation for consumers who file
claims wit.h their insurance companies.
Garamendi 's regulations mandate
specific time limits under which
claims must be processed by insurers.

million--about a $6.5 million protective equity.
"We've set t.his area off to test t.hc
marketplace, seeing how quickly we
can raise further funds and how
smoot.hly we can go through t.he process," says Grafton-Holt. "If t.his is
successful, and 11 loolcs like it will be,
we will use this technique on all of our
ot.her projects, until such time as t.hc
bankmg indu try gets back into the
seat again. "
In theu first month, Covmgton
received about tw1ce the number of
responses they had expected. "Now
it's just a quesuon of going around to
collect all those monies from
investors," says Grafton-Holt.
Currently t.he land in Ontario is still
in e crow. Covington is expected to
begin building soon.6
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The SoUJhern California Regional Rail AUJhority ho.s approved
AmJralc as operaJor for the
Metro/ink. commUJer rail system
thaJ will connect Los Angeles to
San Bernardino counJy in October of 1992. AmJralc will also
operaJe on service to VenJura
CounJy and the Sama Clarita
Valley.
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Inland Office Market Still Strong
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L e asing activity i n the Inland
Empire commercial office market continued at a strong pace in the third
quarter. The 85,474 square feet (sf) of
net absorption brings t.he 1991 year-toliate absorption to 481 ,978 sf, surpassing 1990's year end total of 434,017
square feet.
The marlcet is generally divided into
three major areas: Ontario/Rancho
Cucamonga, Riverside, and San
BernardinoiColton/Redlands.
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This Month in the Inland Empire Business Journal
About the Cover

I

Loa Angel•• C.llul•r Telephone Comp•ny
rec.ntly opened the l•rgeat c•llul•r superstore In the South•rn C.llfornl• r•glon. They
choN the lnl•nd Empire bec•us• of th• •normous growth potentl•l. Their commitment to
the business community lnvolv•d the Joining
of ovH 40 Ch•mber of Comm•rc•s, •nd th•y
•ctlvely support • v•rlety of businesses •nd
•ocl•l orv•nlz•tlons.
Cellul•r t•l•phonea •r•
ld•el ex•cutlv•
gift for the holld•y ....on. Tod•y, th• cellut•r
telephone Ia pr•ctlc.l, It help• provld• p . .ce of

The Five-year Housing Forecast 17
Report predicts that major social issue
for the 90s will be finding solutions to
the problems of providing adequate housing for fmancially-strapped residents.
Demand for Inland Empire Industrial
Space is Steady
19
While industrial sales and leasing is off
from the 1990 record pace, a total of 2.8
million square feet have been sold or
leased in the third quaner.

Guess Wbo Needs $70 Billion
35
Dr. Roben Auerbach, former consultant
to the House Banking Committee offers
his insights on the banking crisis in an
exclusive Inland Empire Business Journal interview.

.\lso . . •

•n

LA Cellular Superstore

mind, can give us comfort by st•ylng In touch, •nd most lmport•ntty,
continue• the qu•llty of proleaslon•l Nrvlce
render to our custom.,.. In • world of vlol•nce, •ccldents •nd •merg•nclea, • cellut•r
t•lephone could meen the dlff•renc• ...

w•

Investors Buy Trust Deeds
3
Ifs the newest wave in construction
financing. Called Fractionalized trust
deeds, this invesunenttool may be just
what horne builders need to get their
projects off the ground.

Running on Empty
30
In an exclusive interview with the Inland
Empire Business Journal, acclaimed
banking authority and author Ned Hill
explores the epicenter of our nation's
banking crisis.

Executive Girt Giving
14
High-tech gifts for your favorite Inland
Empire executive.

Christmas Shopping Malt.
6
It's Santa's arrival or Santa's survival...are
malls ready for a down season?

Getting the Most Bang for your
Tnvel Buck
15
If you believe airlines are going to give
you the lowest fares, you're living in a
world where milk is delivered door-todoor and doctors make house calls.

Do Not Pass Go...
Do Not Collect $200
10
It could be one of the biggest rip-offs in
&be last two years. Investors are upset
that "CitiOpoly" never worked. Owner
says lbere's still a chance.

You May be Closer than you tbink to
an SEC Investigation
16
What is the Securities and Exchange
Commission? Are they after your business? What steps can you take to ride the
stock market safely?

The $100,000,000 Baby
20
What's going on with Del Webb at Sun
City. The people are there, the homes
are there. Will the community make it?

Newamakera.....•·-·················-··················7
Editorial & Oplnlon.•..........- .....................8
IEBJ Cloa..up: Maurlc:e Goodbsn...........9
The Uata:

The Metaphysics or
Computerization
21
We've got the software, we've got the
hardware ... there are books, programs and
all kinds of paperwork ...but where do
people lit it?
22
The Home Office
It's a changing world out there. People
are leaving the freeways and the
skyscrapers to boldly go where no one
has ventured before ... the home office.
Projects Vital to Long-term Success:
San Bernardino Redevelopment 24
City moves in right direction with assistance and inC('.ntives to encourage economic development
Success Stories or 1991
28
In an exclusive year-in-review, discover
which Inland Empire companies are
proud to say 1991 was a winning year.
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32
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Western Community Bank is the
Inland Empire SBA Expert
Call one of our "Extra Effon" officers
or visit one of our offiCes today.
"SUPER PREMIER PERFORMING BANK"
2ND YEAR IN A ROW
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1992 Economic Forecast
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Chuck Fulkerson, Journalist • A Memorial
sisting of escrow owners and manhe 1950s were full of hope and agers) and publishing their monthly
promise for the real estate industry. magazine entitled Escrow Update.
Homes were springing up like mush- About a year ago, Chuck relinquished
rooms, fed to voracious buyers aided this position to form an escrow conby Federal Housing Administration suiting firm, Fulkerson and Associinsured or Veteran's Administration ates, to serve the industry he knew so
guaranteed financing. Low down pay- well. With the expertise he had gained
from publishing
ments and monthly
payments spurred a
Escrow Update, he
His disarming smile and
supplanted
this
nation chock full of
veterans returned
formed ceased pubcomfortable drawl that
from the " ... war to
lication
with
end all wars" to
felt like a toasty bedroom
Escrow Magazine,
become homeownwhich was again
ers settling down to
slipper on a cold winters
geared toward manraise their family.
agement personnel.
Into this supernight, gained him a
His dream of
charged atmosphere
building his publiof activity, with
regiment offriends and
cation into the prefresh journalism
mier periodica l of
diploma from the
associates who would stay its time was not to
be. Five years ago
University of Southern
California,
close to him for the
an elevated blood

T

..------...L...-------.

strode a young New
pressure and signs
balance of his career.
Mexico
native,
of anemia began to
Chuck Fulkerson.
haunt him. It was
In this maelstrom of hustle and bustle, not until mid-year that it was diagChuck served as the calming waters in nosed as a football-sized tumor. As
an otherwise blustery sea in the bee the story goes " ... the operation was a
hive of real estate. He joined industry success, but the patient died." Tragigiant, Title Insurance and Trust Com- cally after returning home from a sucpany, to work in the public relations cessful operation, Chuck suffered a
area. His disarming smile and com- stroke and returned to the hospital fortable drawl that felt like a toasty never to depart to this world. Chuck
bedroom slipper on a cold winter's went to that big composing room m
night, gained him a regiment of the sky, passing away on Friday, Octofriends and associates who would stay ber 18th, 1991. Ironically, his death
close to him for the balance of his occurred while the California Escrow
Association was having its annual
career.
educational
conclave at the Wyndham
Chuck's career - a distinguished
one - serving the real estate industry in Hotel and Convention Center in Palm
a variety of capacities ranging from Springs, where he had been a familiar
financial public relations to the area fixture at all of their previous conferthat he held nearest and dearest to his ences from its inception.
Those in the escrow and title insurheart - the escrow industry - was one
ance
industry will fondly remember
of forging the way that others might
this kind and gentle man who gave a
follow.
Veteran members of the California leg up to all who were fired with the
Escrow Association can relate to their writing craft. 6
modest beginning in 1956. As the
fledgling group began to increase in
size, who did they tum to in order to
stan a newsletter? You guessed it.
Chuck Fulkerson was their man .
From this modest beginning, Chuck
served the escrow and allied title
insurance industries as editor of the
Western Mutual News while concurrently being the executive administrator for the Escrow Institute of California (a professional escrow group con-
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Toll Road Dtbate
Leaves Unanswered
Questions

Two overworked ribbons of road,
the Corona Expressway (California
Route 71) and the Riverside Freeway
(Interstate 91) have become involved
in a jurisdictional imbroglio. The
question; should users underwrite the
cost of toll lanes under a privatization
franchise from CaiTrans ( Assembly
Bill 680)? Should the cost of toll lanes
be borne by the taxpayers, much like
highway cost have been in the past?
At stake is the the peculiar form of
co-dependency shared by Orange and

Riverside Counties. It's a case of sheer
economics. The jobs are in Orange
County, but the affordable houstng
(currently at a figure of those eligible
who can alJord a median-priced home)
is located in the Inland Empire.
The players in this scenario are the
Orange County Transportation
Authority (OCTA), leaning heavily
toward a total privatization of the toll
lanes by the California Private Transportation Corporation (CPTC-an entity
formed by industrial giant CRS Serine). In the opposite corner stands
Riverside County Transportation
Commission (RCfC), which previously said the cost of toll lane construction should be borne by taxpayers.
The lines of demarcation are fairly
well set, particularly in the case of
Riverside County, where these lanes
Conlinued on pagt 50

Land Reforms in Mexico Will
Affect the United States
all major labor and farm associations.
he United States will soon feel the
Ejido members will probably get 'fee
effect of proposals for land and agricul- simple' title to lheir share of land, with
tural reform sent to the Mexican new rights to borrow against it or join in
congress by the fast moving President ventures with groups 1n Mexico or
Carlos Salinas de Gortari. It's hard to abroad for business purposes. This carkeep up wnh the changes underway in ries no risk of losing the land, as well.
this second Mexican revolution.
Only this risk·taking will increase
Land refonn in Mexico, by which all responsibility on the part of the new
the useable land has been granted to owners, reduce dependence of its nationabout 28,000 communal groups, called al government for cheap loans, and
ejidos, was a basic doctrine of the great increase the prospects for individual
profits. I have helped American farm
Revolution of 1910. Limits
to land ownership were estabenterprises work profitability
with ejidos and private land
lished also, although shrewd
folks - including foreigners
owners, as things are now.
Clearly, these new conditions
- were able to get around
the 250 acre limit. For examwill make major American
pie, about 60 percent of Baja
joint ventures far more attracCalifomia is owned by ejidos,
tive.
some of which control thouMexican land varies
sands of acres of relatively
greatly in all respects. Gen·
useless land. That is, if you
erally it costs much less than
discount beautiful beach sites, Jul~n
form• our prime land, and Mexicans
U.S. Aml»s. .dor
are anxious to JOint venture
ideal places for marinas,
to Mexico.
with us because we can guarmountain locations for huntantee
capital
for improved technology
ing game, numerous minerals and farmto
markets in the U.S., As1a
and
access
land that only needs reliable water to
and
Europe.
Mexican
land 1s not spoiled
grow anythtng you can tn Ventura County, for example, wllh no danger from by excess fenilizers - like much of ours
frost. S1milar cond1uons abound in olher - and IS available for year-round pro·
duction. Sman U.S. agncultural interests
pans of Mex1co.
Ejidos have not been productive, have been major investors in Mex1can
however. This has been a poorly hid "'custom farming" for years and this rela·
secret for years. There is no point in tionship will probably expand grea1ly
going into why at this point. This presi- now that huge amounts of land would
dent, however, has undertaken to jab at now be available for the first time.
As more and more American land
the political sacred cow to move it into
the twentieth century quickly. Refonns becomes less productive, Mexico comwill require changes in the constitution, prises a new farming frontier to the
which Carlos Salinas can probably get South. I feel that specialty crops that
from Congress because such changes require intensive labor for segmented
only needed the right leadership and cir- markets here and in Asia and Europe are
cumstances like those today. All Mexi- especially attractive opponunities.
To date nothing has been said about
can governors met in Mexico City during
the recent Third State of the Union the exclusive rights or ejidos to "farm the
Address, at which President Carlos Sali- sea." I will watch to see if the fabulous
nas announced tbe intentions to present fishing grounds within the exclusive 200
the reforms to Congress. All the gover- mile zone off-shore will be opened to
nors approved tbe plan lartily. IS have joint ventures with foreigners. IS well. 6
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N E WS M A K E R S
It is not a happ picture for Christmas. Sales have been down throughout the year,
been a significant upturn.

This

season merchants are hoping
the jingles they bear will be the mellifluous chime of the punching of cash
regisler keys and coin clanging in the
till, not just Santa's sleigh bells and
Christmas carolers.
1be current recession has created a
consumer mentality of fat trimming and
belt tightening. Rolfe Amhym, executive vice-president of the Palm Springs
Chamber of Commerce, says, "As the
average consumer is sitting at the top of
their credit line, they have very little
flexibility. Since there is a built-in

As one of those centers, the Inland depth workshops and seminars on busi- based on business type and location). The
Empire MBDC provides management and ness related topics. In addition, the Center MBDC is also a State of California Plans
technical assistance to minority owned maintains an extensive database of minor- Room. As such the MBDC plans room
businesses in areas such as: business ity vendors for referral to prime contrac- will maintain paper plans for major proplans, personnel policies, management tors, governmental agencies, and other jects in the Inland Empire.
plans, training programs, management businesses. The Center serves as a focal
NEDA has been operational since
information systems, productivity analy- point for MBE business contracting and ICJ72 and has had contractual agreements
sis, strategic planning, internal controls, subcontracting, thus being able to provide with MBDA since 1982 to provide serEstablish- market research, feasibility studies, adver- referral information concerning opportuni- vices in the Fresno area. Other NEDA
ment of an tising and promotional strategy develop- ties in a wide range of commodities and centers are in Bakersfield. Sacramento.
academic chair ment, site and location analysis, demand services.
and Stockton. NEDA has been successful
in the Univer- and price analysis, distribution analysis,
The MBDC has a wealth of resources in assisting flrms in procuring approxisity of Califor- bid preparation assistance, bonding assis- to bring to any project. The Center has mately S208 million to date.
nia, Riverside tance, contract compliance, loan packag- computer access to US Department of
For additional information call the
Honors Pro- ing, preparing projections, establishing Commerce census data, Commerce Busi- NEDA Inland Empire MBDC at (714)
gram through financial controls and negotiating with ness Daily, US Department of Commerce 386-5266. ll
an endowment creditors, MBE cenification, and contract national business database, and CACI (a
P~SecPage41
by the gift of a procurement. The Center also provides in- database that builds economic projections
trust valued ,-JL.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....L_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _J.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Trust Establishes
Endowed Chair For
UC Riverside
Honors Program

sales resistance due to the ecomony,
marketing people have to be infmitely
more creative in terms of activities to
generate foot traffic in Inland Empire
malls. 'They have to pull out every possible stop and convince the buying public to go beyond their need and feed
their desires by providing quality goods
at affordable prices.
This is what mall marketing moguls
and managers thoughout the Inland
Empire have to say:
Dick Wagner, general manger of the
Inland Center Mall in San Bernadino,
feels this will be a better season than
the last when sales figures were only
down a few percentage points from the
previous Christmas.

Ecology-omnte4 products
will be bot Iicht ittmS this
season, 111611g with the
Supernintendo enterlainJMnt IJflem, rilko tapes,
~plwntJ 11114

w•arint apJilln.L
'They will be using traditional marketing strategies throughout the mall
including Saint Nick's arrival the weekend prior to Thanksgiving, reserving

choice parking spots for shoppers. and cent of shopping is by impulse. In
a gift of a cassette tape of 'The Night today 's atmosphere, shoppers are
Before Christmas" with the purchase of avoiding the malls completely, so they
$100 worth of merchandise.
don't have to subject themselves to this
Wagner predicts that ecology-orient- temptation. Despite last minute buying
ed products will be hot ticket items this flurries, it is preuy evident it is going to
season, along with the Supemintendo be a very difficult Christmas."
entertainment system, video tapes,
The general manager of the Mall of
cordless phones and wearing apparel.
Victor Valley, Alan Schmiedicker, is
Ernest Hahn, chairman of the Hahn using glitz to generate interest, includCompany, that has a proprietary interest ing Santa's arrival in a stretch limouin the Palm Desen Thwn Center, says, sine, dancing spot lights focusing on
"It is not a happy picture for Christmas. special sales, storybook reading hours
Sales have been down throughout the for children, Men's Shopping Night,
year, and by now there should have and mall elves.
been a significant upturn. Seventy perP~Sec

·~""""'~~ .~'!'f'r+:~

.~

~ ~ ~ - ~'*ft ~ ~ ~~

-~~ at more than
"We are lto11Ued to receiYe
tlti.J IJOIUOIIS support for iUl $60 0, 000,
academic cltair tltal will enriclt w
a
s
tlt.e ltrUIIing uperunufor approved

llllllfJ,IIIIllfJ JOIUI8 1IWt tJJtd
• StJid Jamu
H. Ericlcsoll vice,cltancdlor for
wOiffOJ at VCR

UlliversilyRdalionsand
Dmlopmu~~.

recentI y by
the
UC
Board of
Regents in

San Francisco.
The Honors Program is designed to
enhance undergraduate education
through small group interaction
between faculty and students and specialized sophisticated academic study.
Creation of the chair will permit the
university to appoint a senior scholar or
research who will serve simultaneously
as director of the University Honors
Program. Appoinunent to the chair will
be for three years.
The trust is the gift of Howard H
Hays, president and chairman of Tht
Press Enterprise. Income from the
endowment would be made available to
the chairholder to support teaching and
research in conjunction with the University Honors Program.
No department or discipline is specified by the terms of the gift. Appointment to the chair will be made by the
executive vice chancellor, the campus'
senior academic officer, on recommendation by the Honors Advisory Committee composed of senior faculty

members. ll

Weighing a mere 7.7 ounces, the new PacTd Micro Lite nucro-ponable cellular phone is the slimmest, sleekest,
most desirable phone m the world. And, right now, you can slip the M1cro L1te mto your pocket with no money down and
no payments for 90 days.• Plus, you 'II receive a fm Casio B.O.S.S. ~lectroruc organizer. While you're at it, be sure to ask
about PacTd MtcroCell" semce, the flf'St technology des1gned to prov1de peak perfonnance from today"s m•cro-ponable
cellular~- With a PacTd Micro Lite portable phone and PacTd MicroCell serv1ce, you'll be able to keep talking
no maner where you're walling. Call now for more information or a free demonstration.

1-800-H\CTEL-1, EX'[ 34 ANYTIME, 7 DAYS AWEEK.

Business
Development
Center Opens

~~

Everything FJse Is Just CeUular~

•ecia\ists
S
tnsUtUte 'r

Providing Quality Business Insurance Since 1976 For•..
• Contractors
• Office Complexes
• Manufacturers
• Mobile Home Parks

• Apartment Buildings
• Industrial Buildings
• Workers Compensation
• Bonds

The

Inland Empire Minority Busineu Development Center (MBDC)
opened for business October 1,1991 at
290 N. "D" Street in San Bernardino.
The Center is opc:raled by NEDA Business Development Centers Wider a cootract from the U.S. Department of Commc:n:e, Minority Business Development
Agency (MBDA). MBDA wu established in 1971 by Executive Order
1162S to provide ptieasiooal business
uailtaDCe to minaity owned businesses through local centers across the
country.

• Shopping Centers
• Hotels/ Motels
• Restaurants
• Retail Stores (all types)
• Umbrellas

Compare! Call (714) 981-5210
(800) 444-4844

Hamilton Brewart
INSURANCE
1294 WEST 7111 STREET
UPLAND 91786
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The Power-Mad AQMD

Editorial
One Person, One Vote

I

urban-industrial growth brings to the
or over a generation now the oneInland Empire is requiring the creation
person, one vote rule has been the
of joint commissions and Joint Powers
coostitutional law of the land. That is
Authorities (JPA's) amongst counties
why congressional districts, state
and cities. A critical factor in the
senatorial districts, assembly and
planning phases of these joint ageocies
county supervisorial districts are
is not only to build responsiveness and
regularly reapponioned to catch up
accountability into the process but also
with shifts in population. The officials
to keep a close watch to ensure that
representing these districts are directly
these agencies represent an equitable
responsible to those who elected them.
number of people and businesses
There are now, however, more and
within their jurisdictions.
more bureaucracies legislating public
The one-person, one vote principle
policy. In many cases they are
cannot stop the legislative level of
accountable to no one for their actions.
government. As we require more and
In previous editorials, for example, we
more cooperation among counties and
have argued against the insulated,
municipalities to combat the problems
unresponsive and arrogant tactics of the
created by rapid growth, we must be
South Coast Air Quality Management
sure that the resulting agencies are
District
accessible and accountable to those
But the issue we are addressing
they serve and also represent in a fair
here has profound implications far
fashion both the private population and
beyond SCAQMD practices. Dealing
the relevant business sectors within
effectively with the problems which
their districts. 6.

A 1992 Christmas Wish
• 60,000 new Inland Empire Jobs ...• A ••••• development plan for Norton AFB
in San Bernardino...• An 80 percent occupancy rate at the refurbished Riverside
Mission Inn. ..• A boom in housing stans and housing sales as a result of huge cuts
in developer fees ...• The completioo of the Ontario Airport terminal (oh well).

I
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Sure, you hear applause from a few businesses-mostly larger
outfits-but smaller entrepreneurs don't seem so happy.
nity at large?
In scores of ways, AQMD dictates either
The South Coast Air Quality Management District says it's going to streamline considered or implemented in recent years
some of the procedures for complying with amount to taxation pure and simple. A proits mandates. But hold the champagne. posal for forcing cars to be powered by
Sure, you hear applause from a few busi- methanol would stick motorists with a gushnesses-mostly larger outfits-but smaller er of a bill. Deliveries to retail outlets were
entrepreneurs don't seem so happy. It's to be banned except at night, raising costs
for many fmns; people who don't ride in
always harder and costlier for them to
car pools will face stinging sanctions;
dance to the bureaucrats' dictates,
government might even be stompafter all.
ing into our backyards, eventuAt any rate, the basic
ally requiring that all lawn
anomalies persist: AQMD
and garden equipment be
will still operate as a
powered by electricity.
super- government
The
total price tag?
without any direct
Likely, it will be far more
accountability to voters. The
than the $3 billion estimated by
constitutional problem seems
by AQMD
AQMD.
obvious, especially after the US
AQMD can do the unpopularSupreme Court, in 1989, found New
and
the
unreasonable - with cool arroYork City's Board of Estimates to be
unconstitutional. That panel, which set the gance because it is an unelectcd board with
city's budget, was structured so that small little or no accountability. That's the outrage
boroughs, in effect, had more representation that has to be righted. Reforms in the prothan some larger sections of the city, hence cess amount to half-measures as long as the
its unconstitutionality. Wouldn't the same structural injustice remains intact. 6
logic invalidate AQMD, whose board is
anything but representative of the conunu- -With Permission of Orange Cowt~y Regisur

Defending Your AQMD
Chairman Younglove Stands up for Air Quality

iNLAND EMPIRE
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on any rule they may be interested in.
Norton Yo1111g.lol'e is the chairman of would also encourage businesses to work
the South Coast Air QllllliiJ M41tDgement with their trade associations.
District (SCAQMD) and is a San
Bernardino County Suptrl'isor. In an IEBJ: What is the AQMD doing to see
uclusil'e inteniew with the Inland that small business voices are heard?
Empire Business Journal, Younglovt
details the districfs efforts to demystify the Younglove: We have a small business
web of rerulation now facing snuzU bllli- office and we have a public outreach program specifically for small business.
nesses in our stale.
There's also a loan fund for small business
IEBJ: We understand that the AQMD is specifically designed to solve capital
working to streamline some of their proce- investment problems.
dures.
IEBJ: Tell us about the recent proposal
Younglove: Our staff is committed to encouraging methanol powered vehicles.
streamlining both the application and the Will this be a mandate?
inspection procedures, especially with situations where people all to often have to fill Younglove: You would have to ask the Air
out of wave a complicated forms just to get Resources Board because that is primarily
rolling. Right now the system is extremely in their jurisdiction. We are requiring, for
"user unfriendly" ... it's like a God-awful neet operations, the increased usage of
maze, requiring amongst other things, lev . alternate fuels- not necessanly methanol.
cis of mathematical skill that the typ1cal There arc quite a few cho1ces. Iniually
businessman doesn't have. It's not that the w11h nects, California cars will be substanowner of the neighborhood dry cleaners tially cleaner over the next century- and to
doesn't want to comply or that he is not look at the legal requirements, they are also
willing to comply, but these forms can dnve much cleaner than the United States car I
h1m right up the wall. I've heard from a am fully confident that Califom1a will confa1r number of them who are very upset tinue to lead the way.
about what is being expected. Frankly, 1
don't blame them, and, in response to th1s IEBJ: We heard that 1f prc-1975 cars could
feedback, 1t has become a very firm com- be eliminated, you could cut half of the air
mitment on the pan of Jim Lents (our direc- quality problem right there.
tor) and staff that we are going to make
user-friendly changes as rapidly as can be Younglove: Our total car population condone.
tains an unfortunate large percentage of
these older vehicles. If we keep these off
IEBJ: How can businesses voice their the roads, or if all cars could meet the same
input on current regulations?
inspection and maintenance requirements,
this would make a substantial difference in
Younglove: The simplest way would be to the amount of pollutants we get m the air.
call the nearest district office and ask when Needless to say, if you did it all at the same
and where there is a workshop being held
Please See Page 9

Murlu Goodbo11 was bone;,. 01114rlo,
Califoneill.. Ht atu11dtd Clui!JtJ Higll School
111111 CluiJ!tJ Colktt (troduodlfl ...W. 1111 A.A.).
Lllur, MIIMrict atuttdtd U.CL.A.., tnuiJUJtilll
1•1952 wllll 11 B.A. F~'""llnuiiUJiiollfro"'
U.CL.A.., IN worUd u plalll -NI.Itr for Gtlltrtll Foodt I• O•t.rlo. Ma11rlct jolt~td First
Trrut llc•k I• Norttllbu 1952.

IEBJ: What do you enjoy most about
being a banker?
Goodman: Daily challenges, personal
one-on-one negotiations, personal and
customer contacts.
IEBJ: Tell us a little about First Trust
Bank. When was it founded? How large
was it when it was first opened? How
large is it now?
Goodman: First Trust Banlc was chartered in March 1887. When I joined the
bank in 1952, it had between SlO million
and $11 million in assets . First Trust
presently bas S400 million in assets. It
was purchased by the Arnold family, who
are still the principal owners.
IEBJ: Tell us about some of your subsidiaries:

Goodman: Western Destrt Corporation
is a wholly-owned subsidiary of First
Trust Bank, that represents their property
development. All property development
title is carried in the subsidiary's name.
Investments and developments are mainly
in single-family residential homes
throughout the Inland Empire, as well as
the Palmdale area and Lake Elsinore. Balboa Thrift and Loan Association is a $20
million industrial loan company headquart.ezed in Chula Vista, California_ It has
been a wholly-owned subsidiary since
1985.
IEBJ: What, in your opinion, has been
the strength behind growth at First Trust
Bank?

Goodman: Personal contact with our
custoJD!:rs. Ability to deal one-on-one and
give special, personalized service, which
is not available with major banks.
IEBJ: It seems that right now many
banks are almost doomed for failure. The
FDIC is looking to take on a needed $70

Goodman: Stay with what you know.
Retain and obtain key people that are personalized and customer-oriented. Continue practices that you know and have been
successful in the past.
IEBJ: From a banker's point of view,
how would you characterize the Inland
Empire market?
Goodman: Still dynamic. Still unlimited
growth potential. Growth needs to be
carefully planned and have the infrastructure either in place or already planned
before large major expansions take place.
The potential of the Inland Empire market
exceeds any potential that Orange County
has had in the past

A closer look ...
Age: 61

Hobbies: Enjoying beach and marina

areas. Traveling and vacations.
Occupation: Banker
Brier description or daily duties:
President of First Trust Bank, resident of Western Desen Corporation,
President of Balboa Thrift and Loan
Association.
Family: Married. Two married
daughters living in Hesperia. One
son, Doctor of Pharmacy, residing in
San Diego. Three grandchildren ages 14, 8 and 7.

Spare time: Holidaying at second
home in Mammoth Lakes.
Affiliations: California Bankers
Association Regional Committee.
Member of Western Independent
Bankers Association.
Awards/Honors: Previous West End
Junior Chamber of Commerce Man
of the Year. Previous member of the
Board of Trustees for Chaffey Union
High School District

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
billion just to bail out more institutions.
What, in your opinion, does the future
hold for small to medium-sized banks?
Goodman: The potential for the future of
small and medium-size banks is generally
the same today as it has been in the past.
If the position of such banks is to serve
their communities to the best of their abilities, they will continue to thrive and
flourish. Only if banks venture outside
their expertise, or their objective is to
grow and to be sold to larger institutions,
will they face the same perils as small to
medium-size banks have in the past. Even
with the merger of large to mega-size
banks looming in the future, individuals,
as well as medium to large businesses,
still will need that personalized banking

Younglove: Whether it is fair or not. I
don't think we're doing it To me a much
more intelligent approach for companies
COflliNwl From Page 8
with fewer than 100 people at the same
IEBJ: Who does the AQMD answer to?
wortsite would be to take the geographic
Younglove: There are 12 policy makers, worksite, rather than the ownership workof which I am one. I personally am site, and start a different tier. A tier
directly answering to people who want to where more than five thousand people are
complain about the AQMD, but more employed at the same location (eg. a
directly I answer to roughly 250,000 peo- large shopping center). That group
ple that lived in my disttict Additionally would be required to meet different
I answer to my four colleagues on the requirements than the small businessman
board because I represent the county of sitting here running the barbershop. The
shopping center is probably already payRiverside.
ing part of his lease to the owner-manIEBJ: Do you feel that it is fair to make agers the money appropriate to cover the
mandalory ride-slaing plans for all small cost...so to my mind, why even bother
saying hello to that local barber... he's
b.!Sinesses with at least 100 employees?

Defending Your AQMD

IEBJ: What, in your opinion, is the key
to survival in this "new banking order?"

Even with tlte merger of
large to mega-size banks
looming in the future,
individuals, as well as
medium to large businesses, still will need
that personalized banking service that can only
be provided by the local
small to medium-size
banks.

service that can only be provided by the
local small to medium-size banks.
IEBJ: How do you feel about recent legislation that would allow banks to become
more actively involved in the securities
market? Could this spell trouble for banks
who are not careful with their depositors'
money?
Goodman: Involvement in the securities
market should be approached the same
way as any other activity that is not "traditionalized banking." Unless real expertise is already known or obtained by
financial institutions to go into other
areas, such as the securities market, such
institutions risk major problems and possible long-term losses.
busy enough cutting hair.

IEBJ: Personally, Mr. Goodban, what do
you foresee as your greatest challenge?
Goodman: Continuing to assist First
Trust Bank in being a force in both San
Bernardino and Riverside counties. The
opportunity for future growth and profits,
despite the current recession, are unlimited in our area. The strategic locations of
our present offices allow us to continue to
give personalized service both to individuals and to the middle market segment.
IEBJ: What is your management style?
Goodman: Personalized and sometimes
hands-on. Hoping to develop senior management group officers for their role in
the bank's future.
IEBJ: As a business person, how would
you, or bow would your co-workers,
describe you?
Goodman: Very organized and knowledgeable. I deal with others in a professional and calm manner.
IEBJ: If you could name three people
who have made a significant impact on
the Inland Empire, who would they be?
Goodman: Will abstain from answering
this question for fear of leaving out so
many equally-influential persons that
have had impact on our counties. 6

IEBJ: What do you foresee as your
grealeSt challenge?

IEBJ: Is it fair for companies with a
total of 100 or more employees and several different offaces to have a transportation coordinator for each office?
WouJdn't this get a little expensive?
Younglove: From a practical Slandpoint,
what I suggested was to start with a real
large numbet...you know 5,000 or something~on't start with anything near
100. Work out the concept in an area
where geographically it's making some
serious air pollution problems and therefore a very sensible target to benefit the
public. That to me is a much more logical Slep.

Younglove: My greatest challenge as
chairman is very simple-that being an
orderly transition of my positions. By
law...that's only a month and a half away,
and I'm already worting on it Looking
back, I will have been chairman for five
years. Having an orderly transition is
inevitably an important obligatioo on my
part and for the district, myself and the
new chairman alike that is not only my
greatest challenge, it is also my most
important task for this month and a half.
I wouldn't trade the experience for anything, but I wouldn't repeat it ei~. ~
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Do Not Pass Go....Do Not Collect $200

-

Inland Firms-· Ticked at the MONOPOLY-that
'
. Never W:orked
» .

Elusivewu

Dream Marketing Services.
That
the name of the company, and
right now that's all they appeared 10 ~
elusive dream.
In 1990, Elusive Dream began marketing a board game, "Cityopoly," based on
Parker Bros.' classic MONOPOLY game.
It was customized for six major cities (San
Francisco, San Diego, Portland, Seattle,
Albuquerque and San Jose). Already a
number of class-action law-suits have been
filed against the El Cajon-based company,
many for fraud and breach of contract
Elusive Dream took about $3 million
fnm investors, offering each a place with
their name m the MONOPOLY-style board.
An average spot on the board for a specific
regim like San Diego might sell anywhere
from $1,500 to $3 ,500. Boardwalk and
Park Place were offered at a substantially

higher price.
Jim Gross, attorney for investor Mary
Gambosh, who dumped $15,000 into the
game, alleges that she received no money
from the company, despite their sale of
sane 100,000 games nationwide at $12 per
game. She is asking for a minimum of
$65,000 in damages.
How was the game marketed?
Each Cityopoly investor took responsibility for one metropolitan area. That
investor was responsible for getting businesses to buy spaces on the board as advertisements.
The lnl(Jild Empire Business Journal
bought into both "RiversideOpoly" and
"San BernardinoOlopy." But on July 27,
1990, due to lack of interest, the two counties were ccmbined into one board, "Inland
EmpireOpoly."

..

....

What, in your opinion, will be the key to financial services su rviva/ in the 90,fi?
Tim Anderson,
V.P) Manager,
First lnkrstate
Banlr.,
Riverside Banlr.ing
Cenler

-

Please See Page 39

Copier, Fax and Business Equipment Retailers in the Inland Empire
Ra11ked by /991 Sales \ 'olume
Company Name
Addres
aty, Slate, 7Jp

L

Xlros Carpondoa
650 E.lbpitality 1..-, Ste.., SOO
Su Bemantino, CA 92408
SlaDdard Oflke S:fll-

l.

1991
Inland Empire
Sales Volume

$20,000,000

•• ...._s,._

"

571 E. Jtedlmdl Blvd.
s.n BemmliDD, CA 92408

Copiers. Fl.lt, Laser Printers,
System Reprognphic Supplies

Jldf. Dickey
Area Sal~ Manager
(11<4)3~100(.386.6171

Minolta Copiers and Fl.lt Machines,
Murata Fl.lt Machines,
VeloBind Binding Equipment

Joei...Greca
President
(114) 824-2000/888-1819

$8.000.000

3
3
San Benwdinoll881

59
59

Copiers. Fax, Microfilm System,
Engineerin& CAD System, Optical Disk Stonge
System. Laser Printen. Audio Visual System

$6,000,000

2

41

Copiers, Fsx, Typewriters, Printers.
Word Proccsson, LAN

G.P. B11111ett
President
(114) 885-75761885-7416
Kdtb Hlllen
President
(114) 946-5995~3

38
57

Slwp .t Tolbiba Copiers, Sharp Fl.lt,
Oz.alid.Engineering Copiers,
Canon Typewriters

23
30

Sharp, Xerox. Konica, Copier,
Fax, Lasen & Computers

.a

Ricob Copier and Fl.lt Systems

Upland/1983
$4.5 mi1Jioa

eon-, CA 91720

Copy s:rs-

150
110.000

Top Local Exec.
Tide
Pb011e/Fax

71
74

5. 1451 Pomona"Rd..
Advuced

1

D/a

Unes

2
2
San Bemardino/1965

S.~CA92A08

Compllk ..._s,._
183-4 w. lltb St.
Upland. CA 91786

Products/

$8,000,000

3. 216 S. Anuwt.e.d Ave, P.O. Box 1170

4.

Employees (IE)
com,anywlde

Slanford, Conn/1966

1831 Conunm:enter West
SUI Bemantino, CA 92408
~Busm-s,.u-

omc:es (IE)
Companywlde
Headquarttn/Yr. Est.

2
3
Corcm/]980

S-4.3 millita

1
1
San Benwdinoll'178

~-

220
80

200
30

166
1
350

5

s
2
3

12
2,000

EdGUm~re

CEO
(114) 371-6231ms-8069
Walter Ferguson
President
(114) 889-4006/889-3602

J. Mark Sutton
Marketing Manager
(114) 824-8730/825-2748

Ricoh, Xerox, Copier, Fl.lt

John R. Finnell
President
(114) 460-0428/4(i0-0158

C... Fax, Copim

)ORphPayne
B11111<:h Manager
\114) 788-8994n87-8037

Copiers, Fl.lt Machines

David Kim
President
(114) 824-73201824-7780
PauiWUis

Owner
(11<4) 9~89/989-3179
James R. Parker
President
(114) 337-0749/337-2153

Mike GeGrp
Service Manager
(714)~S72QI~5721

attractive interest rates on loans even
though lower rates have greatly
increj!Sed affordability of home ownership.
In my opinion, the key to the survival of thrift type financial institulions, is simple ... GET BACK TO
BASICS. Savings and loans must continue to do what we were supposed 10
do in the beginning; this is, to collect
deposits from families and reinvest
them as residential loans in the communities we serve. This conservative
approach is the difference between
those that have survived and those
which the regulators have been seized.

ing reduction of staff and office locations if necessary). Those with a good
market share, deposit base and strict
quality control of assets should fare
N.A.
well through the transition.
Individual banks should strive to
A bank's key to survival in the 1990s capitalize on doing more of what they
will rest in the quali- do best and finding their niche. Service
ty of management , will be king in the new banking order.
Now is not the time to venture into
operating efficiency, market share ,
deposit base and overall banking or remain in areas in which one has litexpertise.
tle or no expertise.
Top performing banks will have
Nevertheless, in the wake of all the
superior management and comprehen- potential change, financial institutions
sive strategic plans that provide for must continue to make customer satisoptimum operating efficiency (includ- faction a priority.il
}oyu M. CampbeU,
Vke Pnsident-Businen
Banking
The Bank of California

We are seeing the impact
of mergers, as
customers from
other banks are
rethinking their banking relationships.
Customers from these other banks
come into our branches and share with
us the problems they encounter, or the
concerns they have as mergers~----------------------------L---------------------------~--------------------------
unfold. Our success in the 90s will
depend on our ability to provide the
best customer service of any finanFull color copy1ng lakes a quantum leap wilh the Canon Color Laser
cial institution in California.
Cop1er 500 Acompletecolor reproduction syst~. whose exctus1ve
To make relationship banking a
Color 01g1tallmage Process1ng Syst~ (DIPS) cop1es your ong1nals
reality for all of our customers, we
w1lh 256 gradations for eacll color a! 400 dots per 1ncll. Ctanty dnd
must provide superior branch bankColor communication has a new definition.
resolution are comparable to professional pnntJOg, Stale of-the-art
ing and provide the customized sergraphic capabtlilies allow you to createartwork and layouts-right al
thecop1er. W1th an optional Intelligent Process10g Unit (IPU), you can
vices that matter to different types of
produce full color output fromcomputers. video eQuipment and telecustomers. Instead of just filling out
VISIOn signals.
forms, bank officers must talk with
their customers, listen to them, and
come up with financial solutions:
Perhaps our Bancard processing services could improve a merchant customer's profit; maybe a lease makes
more sense than an equipment purchase loan; perhaps a market interest
account will serve the customer better than a regular checking account.
Specifications:
Survival depends on lasting relaCopySiz. .:
11"" X 17'" 108~~ X 11•
CopylpMd:
Full4-color 5 q)m
tionships- relationships that can
Mono color 10 q)m
translate into greater fmancial oppor(black. magenta. )'eltow. cyan)
1·99
tunities. 6.
AulomaiJc doOOie cassetle system
(250 sr-ts per cassette)
. - .. - . ......_ - ~--- -~-~
~bypasa
15kWtnaxJ
One of the most
11SV. 60Hz. 15A
significant changes
........... ~ . . CCIP)'I"''gd'*'-tdlaloJftW!ts~.,....,.~.~ Wt
we have seen
...
recently was the
passage of the
Financial Institutions
Reform,
Recovery
and
Enforcement
Act
Robert D.
of 1989 (FIRREA).
Nkhols,
President/CEO Fortunately, our
PomofUJ First
strong capital posiCANON COLOR LASER COPIER 500 SYSTEM CONAGURATION CHART
Fedual Savings lion and very high
&Loan
percentage of performing loans has made the general
effects of FIRREA a non event.
"-"-~ 
~-·
More recently. we have seen
OPTlONAI. I3CWUl FOR fPU.lO
problems in the real estate sales and
IM-48· 48 t.bl (2048 • 102A X 2o4) AG6. CMYI<. 0!4·bit cob
development which have adversely
IM-192" 192-Mbot (4096x 2048 x 24) AGB. CMYI<. 24-bl color
TM-321 32·Mbol (tr x t7t'Bonary 400 dpo
impacted our loan volume. The sick
Analog (NTSC) Interlace 8oarO ~/AG8(1~ S·Ter1lW181(2). ~VIdeo( I)
MoMor (NTSC) nlerlace Boertt Oucpu,IAG8(1~ s TerfTWllll(;!). ~ Vodeo(1)
real estate industry together with a
Dlgolal (GPI!) Interface Boerd
fairly severe recession, especially
Digolal (SCSI) Interlace Board
locally, has slowed real estate sales
- 1. ,..............,ol4image"""""'YI:><len:t.C811be.......,
togolher 111he f'U The,...,..,.., """""'Y C8C*:1y •
and development activity. This has
~ (96-Mbyteol. en. ceo one ledgor ~
made it difficult for us to originate
11"" • 17". 24 billl lUI-color Image. 400 dpi~
2. s.. yout -.on.zed Canon Coler ecp. call< lor
the number of good loans, that we
av-*Yol-~ylol-loryout..-
... Coler t.u. Copier.
need to replace loans being paid off
through refinances made attractive by
falling interest rates. Unfortunately,
employment and income uncertainties on the part of potential home
buyers have more than offset very
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~

•
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Fallbrook Winery very quietly released
its fliSt vintages to the public one year
ago. A tiny winery owned by the John
Culbertson family, it is perched on top of
a hill where gentle ocun breel.es sweep.
The Chardonnay produced at Fallbrook
is a delicate varietal character intensified
by a 1~ barrel fermentation. Their
Pinot Noir incorporates 40% whole clusLer fruit along wilh crushed fruit during
fermentation 10 produce a wine with the
lovely cherry-raspberry jam nose and
rich eanhiness.

Fallbrook Winery is located at 2608
Via Rancheros, Fallbrook, CA 92028
(619)728..0156.
Whm mjoying a[t.M fMal Ill your
favorite restawrQl'IJ, always aslc for
Fallbroolc wiNs.

DECEMBER 1991

G
This colWM is wrilte11 for tilL bwsi~~ess
puso11 who fouJs travel a ~~ecessily, as well
as for those who bel~w: that eatillg a f~~~e
meal with a very pleaslJIIl wille is a reward
of travel cwJ eve11 life.
Each mo11th we shall commellt 011 differtilt restaJ.vlJIIlS, ill tilt various cit~s that, I
bel~e. are most often visited by business
pusofiS from the Inland Empire. These
restaur(lllts are chosen strictly on merit. All
restaur(lllts were personally visiled. I pl(lJI
to offer you brief surveys, in lieu of long
rev~s.

Oriental House

Catch 30 minutes of the
best Inland Empire restau-

,...,,.o.a,

rant reviews three times a
week on KVCR TV 24, the
Inland Empire's PBS station. Table for Two is the
only restaurant review
show of Its kind on television. The show airs 7:30
pm on Tuesday, Thursday
and Saturday.

RIVERSIDE IN
REVIEW

and tranguil which completes the setting.
For those who are adventurous, brave,
and can hmlle fresh chili, Rasmee will prepare the most exquisite balance of taste and
spice. For those who fear spice, all dishes
can be prepared especially to order with as
little or no spice, depending oo your preference. Her place stands out amongst other
Thai restaurants because of the way she delicately uses the herbs and spices in preparing her cuisine. Her dishes are very delicate,
light, never heavy. In preparing some of her
dishes, Rasmee adds lime leaves. kafir,
coconut milk, lemon grass. mint leaves,
basil and fresh chill which are JUSt some of
the herbs and sp1ces used. There are also
dishes prepared which may be more familiar such as beef and broccoli, stir-fry vegetables, etc., for the less adventuresome.
This is a new experience waiting to be
discovered by the Inland Empire. Explore
the new tastes which await your palate at
the Oriental House in Rancho Cucamonga,
California.

This hideaway restaurant which does not
have a street sign to indicate its existence,
and has for the most pan, remained a secret
to the Inland Empire. It is located on Haven
and Foothill and has been there for the past
few years. Though it is tucked away in the
V!rgmia Dare Wmery shopping center and
is somewhat hidden, it is not a secret to its
regular patrons who enjoy the exotic cuisine
of Thai food. Those who eat there regularly
enjoy food beautifully presented with
There art those who nltJU the consumpexquisitely hand-carved vegetables and the tion of wine a cultish affair, more COIICtrned
undivided attention of its owner and staff. wilh being "right" thM having fun: am I
Eating at the Oriental House is an exotic drillking the "right" wine, willa the "right"
experience for the palate. The ambience cre- food, at the "right" temperature, in the
ated by the owner, Rasmee, is very nouveau "right" glass?

I thilllc everyone who bwws what they
lilce and what they don't is already expert
enough. The following list of new releases
is offered for both you cwJ I to have a little
fun. Enjoy!

Mead on Wine
Snooze and Loose
There's a winery in Sonoma County that
has recently undergone a small change in
ownership and a big change in philosophy.
It's all in the consumers favor if only he/she
is smart enough to take advantage of iL
As someone who constantly preaches
that the beverage called "wine" shouldn't
have to cost $20, it's my job to alert you
when someone is trying to do it for less and
still offer good quality.
Belvedere Winery has always been
owned by Bill Hambrecht and Pete Friedman. The wines have always been good and
of good value, but being dependent primarily on purchased grapes, left the winery
without complete control over prices.
Belvedere is still owned by the same two
gentlemen, but Hambrecht recently purchased half of Friedman's half. What docs
that mean to you? Plenty. You see Hambrecht is a big time vineyard owner, and
with his newly acquued controlling interest,
the winery is now vineyard driven instead
of sales driven.
Instead of the winery going out and paying nuctuating market price for whatever
grape is in vogue this season, Belvedere
will now make wines from grapes from its
owner, at a known price, and with a constant supply. In effect, we have a grape
farmer processing his fruit and sellmg a finished, preserved product. Turning grapes
into wine is basically the same thmg as a
Central Valley grower drying grapes for
raisins or a Salinas tomato farmer canning
his crop. Admitlcdly, winegrowing is more

side County News Tuespm and Thursdays at 10:00

am, channel 3.

A ~Ill Cdcbntion October '26. t991, 8:15p.m.. CaliiOmis Theatre. ~en f>emerdino
Glinka, Rlwilllllllld Ludmilla Ov~w-e, Raclaenino!F: Piano Concert.o No. '2: Tchaikov!ky:
fe!Uay Overture. Romeo end Juhet.lllld Capnccio ltalien Aadaa HaltiDioe. PiiiUl

MC71'.81t Biccnt.emial TriJW: .November 30. 1991: 8:15 p.m.. California Theatre
In c~~tion of the '200lh lllllllver.wy ofW. A. Hozart.·a dealh. t.hit concert. YiD fCalure lYo
ofhilmo& beloved IIINl~OIU, the Oerinet. Concerto IIJld Qequiol .him <Ala. on.::t

VIlli HIIIOik:III..Mdlnlrk end
Stlylor Lundl or Dinner
~
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glamorous, but it's all agriculture.
mouthfeel but rich in navor. Speaking of Cabcmet Sauvignon and one half Cabemel
So instead of having two businessmen (a taste, we're talking subtle tropical navors Franc. It is grown at famous Wildwood
grape grower and a vintner) both trying to with some pineapple and vanilla. There's Vineyard m Sonoma Valley and is produced
make as big a profit as possible, you now layer after layer of good stuff coming at you as pan of the Sebastiani Estate program. A
have one agricultural enterprise trying to all the way to the aftenaste. A solid "Best steal at $14, I've seen this wine on sale for
make one fair profit on a crop. This is a bit Buy." Rating: 90/90.
as hnle as S9.99. Lush, ripe black cherry
of an over-simplification, of course, but l
Belvedere 1990 ·Alexander Valley- aroma and flavor, with some berry underthink you get the point.
Chardonnay ($8) Primary source of grapes tones, earthy complexity, round, mouthInstead of making all the wine types it here is famous "Jimtown Vineyard" (yes. fri endly tannins and super balance
used to, Belvedere will now concentrate on Hambrecht owns it) and stylistically it's overall. .. the wine simply feels good in the
two basic varieties, Chardonnay and Zinfan- lighter and brighter, a very, very easy to mouth. As l re-read these notes, I'm aware
Corporate ID
del, because that's what Hambrecht grows. drink white wine. II is so drinkable, you'll that they are totally inadequate at describing
There will also be a tiny amount of Caber- have to watch yourself. There's a tempta- just how great and delicious this wine is.
Sales/Product
net Sauvignon.
lion to overindulge. Flavors are melon, Let me try it again with numbers. Rating:
Orientation
Hambrecht has instructed the troops to apple and peach. Rating: 85/85.
95f)2
Sales
Marketing
sell the new wines from his vineyards at fair Like many small to medium size wineries,
Recommended Reading - Great article
prices, prices low enough that he hopes to Belvedere is available in many states but in the November issue of that magazine
not have to hire very many salesman, or do not always at every outleL For nearest retail called Reason, by Archie Brod ky and Stanany advenising or fancy marketing. Cutting availability, contact: Belvedere Winery, ton Peele, and titled "AA Abuse:· It's an
to the chase, he wants the wines to taste 4035 Westside Rd., Healdsburg, CA 95448 invesugaLive reporting kind of piece on a
good enough and be so attractively priced (707) 433-8236.
very sensitive topic ... how "alcohol-treatthat they sell themselves through word of
Great Red Wine -Trust me. Do not hes- ment evangelists" are being forced on peomouth
itatc. Buy a bottle of the wine I'm about to ple who don 't really have an alcohol probThis is not an entirely new philosophy. II recommend, drink it tonight, and I promise lem. Brodsky is a research associate at Harwas the idea behind the Estancia brand you'll go back tomorrow and buy a case. vard Medical School and Peele is a psycholwhen it debuted a few years back, and old This is a truly great red wine at a " Best ogist and health -care researcher.
LENGTH
Up to 7 Minutes
family brands noted for value like Pedron- Buy" price. This combination comes along
Wines are scored using a 100 Point sys314"
VIDEO TAPE
celli and Parducci have practiced the phi los- once or twice a year if we get lucky.
tem. First number rates quality; second
VIDEO
TAPING
On·Site/Studlo
ophy for decades without knowing it was a
Wildwood 1987 Red Wine ($14) This number rates value. ll
marketing plan.
Meri tage-type red is roughly one half
EDITING
Cuts/DYE Wipes
There's only one problem. If consumers ~-.~~;;;;;;~~~;;;;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;;_ _ _ _ _
NARRATOR
Included
don't discover the "new" Belvedere and
SCRIPT
Client Supplied
embrace it. a new philosophy will emerge
~
~
and chances arc it will cost us all more
MASTERING
314"
VIdeo Tape
li£IUilltM5 J ·ililelijl
money. Too many Americans refuse to trust
DELIVERY
3-4 Weeks
their taste buds. No matter how good a wine
tastes, they don't believe it's any good
Now·s the ume for th;H roman11c g~t:.~way you promtsed y our~eh es
unless it costs a lot.
months Jgo. PIJn J ntght awJy 1n a Luxunous Suue Jt the new lnnSuues
HIGHEST QUALITY
Belvedere 1989 •Dr Creek- Zinfandel
OntJno Atrpon Hotel.
LOWEST PRICE
($10) Only 2300 cases of this lovely wine.
AI lnnSuues each suuc tnclude:
A goodly portion comes from the Lynon
• Co mplimc:ntJry Deluxe Continental Breakfast
Springs area, the balance from Bradford
• CompltmentJry Social Hour
Mountain, all of which is within the "Dry
• W~t Bar
• Refnger:Hor
Creek Valley" appellation, horne to the best
• :VlicrowJv.:
• Coffee :VIaker
Zinfandel produced anywhere in this
• Inn Room JUJce. Coffee & Popcorn
galaxy. Gorgeous plum and cherry navors
2 Room Executive Suite $69
on top of traditional raspberry notes. Perfectly balanced and structured like a claret.
or
An appropriate statement from oak barrel
2 Room Presidential Suite $79
aging. The great thing about great Zinfandel
is that it costs half as much as great Cabernet. Just released, it won a gold medal at the
A Great Getaway for Lnnch,
Sonoma Harvest Fair, its first competitive
Dinner and Cocktails
outing. Rating: 93/88
Belvedere 1990 •R!issian River
J~OO helby St.. Ontario
Chardonnay ($10) This one won ' t be
7 t~ I ~tili-96011
U£iil!iiii5(·111Jiiiji
released for a few weeks yeL It's definitely
my kind of Chardonnay. It's totally dry but
Orha lwrSuu' Louuwtr< PHOE:'-IIX I Y U~JA I T E\IPE I Tl:CS0'-.1 SCOTISD.\LE
RESERVATIONS: l -l!00-8-t2--t2-t2
with good fruit. II is lean in structure and

CUSTOM
COMPANY
VIDEOS

$2,999
INCLUDED

In!l5ui tes

~eberOfHtoobero Cela Concert. Jenllllry ll. 8:15 p.a .. CalOOmie Theatre. ~en f>emardino

(714) 367·1334

:~iTE HOUSE

,.\ ,mrd Wn111111S Italian CutS/Ill'

n Overture, !nlllla, Dout:Ae Concert.o lOr Violin «1 CeDo
f>eet..hoven: ~ymphony No. 7 .llllol &.ta cc§a . Ylia. Plod. ~
•'

;.----j

Romantic Suite Retreat Special $59

~In!fiuites ·

C8tch 30 Minutes of River-

days and Saturdays at 6:30
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:

I

INTERMEDIA
MARKETING
PRODUCTIONS

Breakfast at Maxwell's
gives you
a fresh outlook.

Houge ~ OuW.opbc:r ~ March 14. 199'2: 8:15p.m.. CaiOOmie Theatre

Lot r..clevoa relic~: de reb: ~ in the Cerdent of ~pain end ll fvaor flrujo:
Cranedot: Coyacaa, Ravel: Rapeod~e l'.lpeanole &rsio de loa Cobol. ~

Arriaaa:

ff
Aflcdllb• EJepnce
C...IA......,_e

...... fleh.foul
Qrlled fNet • neturel
tire

of-......,.._,

~

T--"1.

n=-a•
1bza

II I

y...,..._
a=-e:ao

Cll (7141 . . . .

Ant

.

:aLr-L...:....

Thil~~ ~~_.. April '25. 199'2: 8:15 p.a .. ~nae ~ho, Pavilion
~m uwouo.·alyle COncert. YillfCature hiiJIIOallivd ompotitio111.
Cuban Overture: Wl~by 10~ &rlnsa. Rhapeody in fllue. Cirl ou/~rolllleMde. ·
I Col Qhyt.J. . lllld Aa:ricen m Dena. Tablet often ere eve~eble. .1c::5t:y Diqp. ~

who _.,.

The pick of Business people
• fresh outlook w"h their eggs & eoffM.
Ore:..~ Code

rNe Coacat. &:nea: am. ~- 150. 125

11me Coacat. ~,

~ '1\d.cU: 125. l'lO. 115. 110

m. 150. c;_m

To rc:queala brochure or order tdet.A. phone, ('11-t) 381-5388

• Lunch, Dtnnt>r • Pnvale Faalthes

887 S. Anaheim Blvd
Anaheim, California
714/772-1381

Open 7 days for Breakfast at 8 a.m.
For Groups. larg• m..trngs,

raervatoons, 1>1-au
536-2555
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The World's First
"Twin Lens"
Smm Camcorder

DECEMBER 1991

Computer Lovers
Put Spreadsheets
to Bed
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olch ntroduces a
Perfect Executive
Christmas Gift

Weekend Time Out
GETTING THE MOST BANG FOR
YOUR TRAVEL BUCK

This Gift Will Send
Your Boss on a
Hike

0

utdoor
Products new
Ecology Pack
hclps you support everything from
files to a
bagged lunch
while also

----------------~providing

fmancial suppat to the Natiooal Partes and
Conservatioo Associatioo. For each of the
U.S.-made daypacks sold, Outdoor Products donates $1.00 to NPCA, the only
national, non-profit organization focusing
oo defending, promoting, and improving
the COWltty's Natiooal Park System.
Tbe Ecology Pack measures 12.5" wide
by 15.S"high and is available for approxiIDIIdy $25 in navy, back, or olive. Tbe perfect bo\iday season ICCeSD)' for lbose who
want to belp themselves ... and everyone
ebe.
For inforrnatioo regarding retail availability, calll-800-438-3353. ~

Sharp is introducing a new camcorder
incorporating the world's first "twin lens"
syStem with two camera sections and video
mixing capabilities. The VL MX7U features super wide-angle views and instant
zooms, plus picture-in-picture and video
mixing capabilities. It's a great Christmas
gift and a break through combination that
makes it even easier for the consumer to
produce professional-looking videos.
The camcorder market in the United
States is growing steadily with the total
demand in 1991 projected to reach 3.26
million units, a 9.6% increase over last
year. And, the demand for the compact
camcorder is expected to grow to 2.05 millioo units, an increase of 36.2% compared
to 1990.
With this growth comes an expansion of
uses for a camcorder with the subjects of
home videos ranging from recording a
child's growth to vacations, sports and special events. Accordingly, in choosing camcorders, buyers are putting more and more
emphasis on features that meet their specificneeds.
The VL-MX7U 8mm camcorder features the world's ftrSt "twin lens" system

season

Dolch Computer System introduces the
ScreenPacnc, full color, active matrix TFf,
overhead projection screen as a accessory
to the company 's li ne of mu ltimedia
(MPCnc) capable, portable compu ter.
Dolch, the first ever to produce " Full
Motion Video" on a colo r flat panel
display, now makes possible overhead
projection of high speed, action packed
Multimedia presentation. Long a favorite
for corporate presentations, the overhead
projector is now a multimedia projector.
Lay the ScreenPacnc on the projector and
integrated multimedia applications come
alive in 24,389 dazzling colors. Image size
is limited only by the size of the room and
the intensity of the light source. Big
Multimedia presentations which, until now
have been stationary or have literall y
required a road crew, can be moved about
in a powerful, lightweight portabl e
computer. The future of corporate
presentation is here today on a Dolch P. A.
C. portable. The screen P.A.C. option is
now available for shipment, and is li sted
for $6995, F.O.B. Milpitas. tJ.

that provides the extra wide-angle views ~======---------+-------------
that customers continue to demand, plus I
instant zoom and picture-in-picture. The
VL MX7U "twin lens" system makes it
easy for anyone to enjoy a new way of
videctaping. 6

WE RESPOND SO FAST

Dieting 'DOs' For the Holidays

As

Get into Spreadsheets. They're complete, fiued bed sheet/pillowcase sets that
are attractively designed to simulate bluebar, tractor feed-type printer paper. And the
package is half the fun - with entertaining
computer-related quotes from Spreadsheets
lovers. Available in twin and queen bed
sizes, Spreadsheets are quality percale, 180
count, 50/50 cotton/poly.
Or geL a head start with HeadCrashers.
They're a set of the two standard pillowcases that are packaged with spreadsheets.
They also come in a fun package designed
for computer lovers. Spreadsheets are
available via MasterCard, Visa, check or
money order, from BedWare Unlimited in
complete twin and queen sets, and are
priced at $29.95 and $34.95 respectively.
HeadCrashers, the standard pillowcaseonly sets, are priced at S12.95. Add $6 to
sheet sets, $3 for pillowcase-only sets for
handling and UPS. call (408) 395-1622 or
send check or money order to BedWare
Unlimited, Inc., 15720 Winchester Blvd.,
Los Gatos, Calif. 95030. 6

human and may have difficulty from Lime
to time. This will set you up for success,
not disappointment.
• Maintain a positive attitude. If you
do slip from your goals, tell yourself that
"it's ot." Use your slips as an opportunity
to learn, so that the next time you are in
the same situation, you will know how to
get through it successfully.
• Use your support system. It's ok to
ask others for help. Family and friends
can provtd c you with a tremendou s
amount of encouragement and support.
• Define success in terms or behavior
and attitude change, not just in terms or
numbers on the scale. For example, give
yourseir credit for such behavioral
changes as increasing exercise, drinking
water and planning ahead for difficult situations.
• Use acuvity to your advantage. Jt•s a
great way LO bum extra calories during the
holidays. And best of all, any amount or
activity you do can help. Stand instead of
siLting while talkmg on the telephone,
park your car in the farthest spot at the
mall and walk to the entrance, walk
around your bullding during your lunch
hour or take the stairs instead of the eleva-

the holiday
approaches, you
may find yourself filled with excitemenl,
amicipatioo and maybe even some stress - about who you will see, what may be
planncd and what you wilJ eat.
In fact, many holidays are traditionally
linked with big special meals.
The good news from Dr. Leslie Siegel,
director or psychological programs and
services for Nutri/System Inc. is this: Just
because you are on a diet does not mean
you have to give up the excitement of
looking rorward to the holiday meal. By
making some smart food choices and
planning ahead, you can still enjoy the
meal and stick to your goals.
Dr. Siegel recornrrends that people on
a weight-loss program can get through the
holidays successfully by following
through these tips:
• Try to identify your personal obstacles (e.g. emotional eating) in advance so
that you will be ready to deal with them tf
they should strike.
• Set realistic expectatioos and goals.
Don't expect yourself to be perfect 100
percent of the tift, because such unrealistic expectatioos are Likely to lead to disappointment. Instead, realize that you are tor. D.

YOU'll THINK YOU

t---=~-

B efore you pick up the phone to call
the airline to make your reservation STOP! If you believe the airline is
going to give you the lowest possible
fare, you are living in a world where
milk is delivered door-to-door and doctors make house calls. Times are tough
for the airlines. Consumers have to be
as alert as a mongoose in front of a
cobra. Caveat Emptor. Call a travel
agent

Ill

But before you do, take time to read
this article. Not all travel agents offer
the same degree or quality of services,
although they all offer nearly the same
types of services.

Advertising Ploys
Scan the Yellow Pages under "Travel
Agencies and Bureaus ." You will
notice that many agencies advertise that
they are computerized. This is basic
hype. They all use computers. It is virtually impossible for a travel agency to
operate without one. (See section
below on "Computer Services.")
Several agencies advertise "airport

If you believe the airline is
going to give you the lowest
possible fare, you are living

CALLED 911.

in a world wMn milk is
tklivered door-to-door and
doctors make house calls.
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use them exclusively for the best ser- your travel agent about whether you
vice. Many travel bureaus have agents should buy trip insurance, which runs
dedicated to corporate clients. about five percent of ticket cost and can
Although the non-business consumer be purchased through the agent
Commission vs. flat rate. It might
can get the same quality of basic travel
services, businesses get two extra perks make a difference in how hard your
that are not directly travel related "We agent will work to fmd you the lowest
set up an account for the business and fare whether the bureau is paid a comdeliver the tickets. These are the only mission by the airline or a flat rate
differences," said Dana Hugues at Sun- regardless of ticket price. Desperate
set Travel in San Bernardino.
agents working on commission will not
be motivated to reduce your ticket price
(and their commission). However, a
large agency working on commission
may do so much volume that it won't
make much difference to them. Do not
hesitate to ask a travel agent if they are
paid by commission or flat rate, or
Airline sponsorship.
what their volume is, and be a very
Ask the agency if they are sponsored wary consumer.
by an airline. If so, they will have
Sabre or Apollo (or its upgrade, Focal Consider alternate routes.
Point) systems. This is industry softYou might save $80 oo your fare to
ware, state-of-the-art systems spon- Chicago if you are willing to stop first
sored by airlines. Otherwise, the agent in Las Vegas, rather than go non-stop.
could be using Prodigy, which you can Ask your travel agent to research alteruse at home! Also check that the air- nate routing. You can find big savings
line sponsor is in good financial condi- this way.
tion, otherwise the agent might suddenly have to scramble to find another Check Southwest Airlines.
sponsor. American, United and Delta
Ask your travel agen t to check
are the three strongest.
Southwest's fares if they fly to your
destination. They are often the cheap-

est carrier. However, many agents do
not like to do this because it is extra
work for them. Reservations oo Southwest cannot be made through the COOlpuLer and they must call the airline
directly.

Airlines that are about to go
belly-up will offer tickets as
prizes in Cracker Jack
boxes!

Trip specialists.
Ask if the bureau has an agent who
js a specialist in your type of trip skiing, Mexico, Hawaii, business, etc.

Check the ads.
Just like any sales, you can fmd real
bargajns in the newspaper ads. Don' t
assume that your travel agent Jcnows
about these specials. One agent told us
that they often fmd out about a special
fare because a customer calls and tells
them about it. "Typically, we do not
find them any faster than clients who
are loo king in the papers for sale
fares," said Gunn at Riverside Travel. A

Computer services.
The fanciest agencies have computers that print the tickets and even your
boarding pass on the spot. A few agencies have devised software programs
that scan the airline fare data bases for
the lowest possible fare. Others have a
quality control deparonent that doublechecks the fare the agent found to make
sure it is the lowest The only way you
are going to fmd these agencies is to Jet
your fingers do power walking and
dialing.

prices." Because all agencies have
access to the same listings and prices Watch out for rock bottom
through interactive computer systems, fares.
Airlines that are about to go belly-up
this is also meaningless hype. The premium paid to a travel agency for its will offer tickets as prizes in Cracker
services is paid by the airline, not the Jack boxes! Not literally, but some of
consumer. "The airline is the least the promotions have been just as unbelikely to give you the lowest fare," said lievable. For example, just before Mjdway Airlines gave up the ghost, it was
Mr. Val Gunn of Riverside Travel.
offering
a round-trip certificate wonh
Many agencies have logos in their
ads that identify them as ASTA, Ameri- $198 if you bought $100 worth of grocan Express Travel Service, or as mem- ceries at Alpha Beta. Needless to say,
bers of some other travel society. consumers can be left holding the bag.
These look good in the ads, but have no
Book ahead, but not too far. If the
significance for the consumer. You
will not get better service from an airline is at all shaky, your reservatioo
ASTA member, nor will service be for next summer could be a "back to
the future" experience as you have to
defiCient from a non-ASTA agency.
go through all the motions again. You
may even be stuck for the money if you
How to Get the Most From
pajd in advance. You should. however,
Your Travel Agent
book at least 21 days ahead 10 get the
Shop for a lraYellllftlCY. Business best possible fares, which are offered
COOIUJDerS sbould find one agency and on that basis. If you are unsure, aalk 10

We'll do whatever it takes
to juice up your meetings.
When they sa1d 1t couldn't be done, the first navel orange tree~
were planted 1n Rtver..ide, creating the California c1tru~ mdu~trv
Thafs the same attitude we'll take when 1t comel> to helpmg you
plan your next meetmg. The expenenced meeting plannmg
professionals at the Riverside Convention Center and the nearby
Riverside hotels know how to make your event a succel> . The
Riverside Convention Center offers 50,000 sq. ft. of convention
floor space The Sheraton R1vers1de Hotel, adjacent to the
Convention Center, offers affordable luxury, as well as
meeting space of its own.
So next hme you·re plannmg a function for 10 to 2,000,
let Riverside make 1t a sweet success.

~
KJVfKSIDf

VISITORS~

t.._..,,

t"s·,

I

Sheraton

I

COI'lVflmM
Cfi'ITfK

Riverside

:\443 Orange Sl
Roversode, CA 92501
(714) 787-i'o/.oO

(71 4) 7l>4-8aX)
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You May Be Closer Than You Think to an SEC Investigation

The Five-Year Housing Forecast

Whenever a stock's profile is exceeded, everything from flashing lights to computer voices alert stock
watch analysts at the exchanges or NASD.

The major social issue for the 1990s, the report predicts, will be finding solutions. to the problems of providing
adequate housing for California's financially-strapped res1dents.

D

for buying several thousand shares of caught by surveillance systems, not off, a review is conducted until a cause
o you know what the acronyms her company's stock prior to public dis- because their positions were so highly is found . In most cases, the trade in
ISIS, SWAT and ASAM mean? With closure of confidential merger talks. visible or their trades sizable, but question is satisfied by a reasonable
the increased focus on insider trading The stock's abnormally high-trading because their actions set off automatic explanation.
activities, no matter what your position volume set off the computerized
The major systems in this process
is oo the corporate ladder, if you have surveillance systems which later helped
are ISIS - the Intermarket SurveilThe next day, when the comaccess to "inside information," you are pinpoint the couple.
lance Information System, and SWAT
pany distributed its forecast
walking a legal tightrope whenever you
Generally speaking, criminal
- the StockWatch and Automated
to the entire public, the inforbuy or sell stock, or even when you charges are not filed in most instances
Tracking system. On-line at all major
mation leak was traced to the
respond to an innocent question regard- like these. But, quite often fines are
stock exchanges and NASD, these syscompany's chairman.
ing company activities.
imposed, consent orders are signed,
tems allow trading to be tracked across
Cross a hidden stockwatch trading indiscretions are publicly announced
markets by monitoring , on a "realthreshold, and you will trigger one of and reputations are permanently tar- alarms that the exchanges and the Lime" basis, price and volume fluctuathe computerized insider trading sys- nished.
National Association of Securities tions and news announcements. With
terns mentioned above, putting you at
The "culprits" in these situations Dealers (NASD) watch for very care- additional research, they can also detect
P'-se SN Page 47
the center of an embarrassing and
failed to realize that they had to be fully but quietly. Once the alarms go
costly investigation ... and you may~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
not have even meant to do anything

wrong.
Like others, you may think that
your trade is too small or you're "too
small a fish" to be caught in a
surveillance net The following reallife situations involved people who

How to start

a pickup truck.

A corporoJe maiUiger and
her husband were sued by
the Securities and
Exclumge Commission
(SEC) for buying several
thousand shares of her
company's stock prior to
public disclosure of conjiantial~Mrger lalb. The
stock's abnormaUy hightnuling volume set off the
computerized surveillance
systems which later helped
pinpoint the couple.
didn't realize how little it takes to
trigger an investigation:
The chairman of a small electronics company was accused of telling a
handful of financial analysts of a
probable downturn in the company's
future earnings. The analysts advised
their large institutional clients to sell
their holdings, and a jump in the
stock's trading volume that day
caused suspicion. The next day,
when the company distributed its
forecast to the entire public, the
information leak was traced to the
company's chairman.
• A consultant was accused of
placing what seemed to be a modest
buy order for shares of his client's
stock after being told in confidence
of a pending takeover. The consultant failed to realize that his trades
actually represented a significant
portion of the stock's volume, automatically triggering an exchange
inquiry which quickly uncovered the
indiscretion.
• A corporate manager and her
husblnd were sued by the Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC)

Call1-800-222-1811
Express Mai~service has always dearound-just $9.9o tor up to 8 ounces. It's
livered, but did you know we pick up, too? reliable-next morn1ng delivery guaranteed~
Just give us a call, and
And with pickup service,
we'll be over to collect your
it's incredibly convenient.
pre-paid letters and
So the next time
packages. And we'll do it
you have overnight
for just $4.50. That's per
packages to get out,
pickup, not per piece.
don't put on your coat.
Express Mail service
Pick up the phone.
•. iXi'itUS
has one of the lowest rates
WE DELIVER.
U S A
-~" MIJIL
/V".

·-~

~ EXPR.:-ss ltfiJIL

~
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"T

he good news is, the recession
is over. The bad news is, this is the
recovery," according to nine of California's prominent real estate consultants, who forecast that factors contributing to California's housing
shortage will accelerate over the next
five years with costs continuing to
outdistance incomes. This, combined
with a projected slow economic
recovery, weak consumer confidence, constraints on capital for
fmancing, and political restrictions
not only precludes a return to the
"good old days," but gives rise to a
new set of economic dynamics.
In a five-year forecast and analysis of factors and issues facing the
state's housing industry, the California Real Estate Market Roundtable's
second white paper, entitled "The
California Five-Year Housing Forecast," warns that as a result of past
shortages in terms of actual demand,
the state enters the forecast period
(1991-1995) with a residual shortfall
of over 150,000 units. Five years
from now, unless the state's political
leadership begins to focus on how
the state's growing population can be
accommodated, the shortage will
exceed 300,000 and could approach
500,000 units.
The major social issue for the
1990s, the report predicts, will be
fmding solutions to the problems of
providing adequate housing for California's financially-strapped residents.
The forecast for recovery of the
state's residential housing industry
will be a minimum of two years, due
to the current capital shortage, time

est. Long term, failure to provide a lower quality of amenitization. The builders can sell location or value,
mix of housing to accommodate real reported price increase will under- either will do, but neither will proincomes, and a political system lack- state real change in v a! ue, an duce the bidding wars of the past.
Emphasizing one of the major
ing a cohesive plan or realistic agenthemes
of the white paper's authors,
da regarding housing, will not only
Even though population
pressures
in conflict with popular
dampen recovery of the housing
growth is forecasted by
down-zoning
practices of governindustry, but actual achievement of
mental
bodies
will mount for infills
Roundtable members to be
the state's economic potential.
and
higher
density
multi-family
Even though population growth is
an annual average increase
housing
in
urban
areas
as a means of
forecasted by Roundtable members
of 600,000 people, based on
reducing
costs
and
access
to employto be an annual average increase of
ment
centers.
The
growing
populaand
existing
demographics
600,000 people, based on existing
tion
and
need
to
supply
affordable
demographics and immigration patimmigration patterns, this
housing will continue to come into
terns, this will not necessarily transwill not necessarily translate
conflict
with environmental issues
late into a strong market for new
for
new
into
a
strong
market
such
as
air
and water quality, endanhousing, unless jobs are created to
gered
species,
a deteriorating infrasprovide the income needed for purhousing, unless jobs are
tructure
and
community
no-growth
chase. The bottom line is that given
crealed to provitk the
movements.
the forecasted slow economic recovincome neetkd for
Governmental zoning and restricery over the next five years, little
tive
land use practices, delays and
purchase.
change in the median income, and
uncertainty
of entitlement and return
reduction in the growth rate of basic
of
investment
for lenders, developer
jobs, housing costs will continue to
fees,
insurance
costs and tax
increase of over 35 percent, due to
outpace household income.
changes,
will
exacerbate
the disparity
One of the major changes the fact that unit size will be shrinkbetween
what
builders
can
afford to
Roundtable members anticipate is ing while price is escalating, albeit at
build
and
what
consumers
can
afford
that, "in the past, housing starts fol- a slower rate than in the past.
to
buy,
the
report
contends.
~
In the future, the report advises,
lowed employment growth, now, and
in the future , job expansion is depen- ~-------------~-------------

dent on and will follow the location
and composition of housing starts.
This is already more than evident in
the Inland Empire. Despite an economy in a significant contraction and
negligible job growth, the price of
housing is once again on the rise.
Since people don't buy houses, their
incomes do, California's housing
shortage will translate into higher
costs, accelerating the trend to double up, even at the higher income
levels."
The twin conditions of a continued supply shortage and rising costs
of new home production, according
to the report, will combine to create a
The forecast for recovery of
"California Housing Misery Index,"
the stale's resitkntial housmeasured by "how much one must
pay,
for how small a home, shared
ing industry wiU be a miniwith how many." The overall conmum of two years, due to
sensus of Roundtable members is
tM cu"ent capital shortage,
that the average price of new homes
will increase at about 4.5 to 5.5 pertime required to realign and
cent per year, compounding over the
construct new product and
next five years , for an absolute
tM surplus of discretionary
increase around 20 percent, with the
average price of a new home at
higMr-income housing.
$275,000 in 1995. In the near term,
new home prices will decline somerequired to realign and construct new what in real terms relative to prices
product and the surplus of discre- in 1989-90, as a function of downsiztionary higher-income housing. The ing.
In the corning years, the average
magnitude of the gap between supply
home
will decrease in interior living
and unrelenting demand will sustain
space,
be built on a smaller lot, or at
upward price pressures and regenerate investor opportunities and inter- a higher level of density, and offer a

SUBSCRIBE
For only $18, you can't afford not to receive a full
year's worth of the best business news in the
Inland Empire.
Also, the Business Journal will provitk you
with sophisticated, authoritative, concise informalion to Mlp you operate your company more
effectively and profitably --you wiU be updaled
and informed on new stralegies to
tkal with old problems.
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Real Estate
•--ocus "
Smith Joins Birtcher Construcbusiness community take note with the
tion's Los Angeles Office- the
recent completion of Whirlpool CorporaDonna M. Smith
has joined Birtcher
Construction Limited's
Los Angeles office as
director of business
devel~t, replacing
Tim B. Chelf, previously with Birtcher. In _.......__ ___..
ber new role, Smith will be responsible for
the generation of major tenant improvement, renovation and rehabilitation construction contracts throughout the greater
Los Angeles area, in addition to marketing
the services of Bincher Construction Limited to new and existing clients. 6.

tion's West Coast distribution center in
Ontario, California. Believed to be one of
the largest, if not the largest, build to suit
project in 1991, the 766,000 square foot
facility was completed four weeks ahead of
schedule with final costs coming in under
budget and no change orders during the
construction process. This success resulted
in substantial savings with all savings
passed directly onto the clienL
The project broke ground in mid-January \991 with an original estimated movein date of September 15, 1991. July 24,
1991 saw substantial completion on this

Cahan/Crisell Announces
Goodyear Tire and Auto Signs
as Tenant at New Cathedral
City Marketplace

project,
andasWhirlpool
Corporation
occupancy
of August
16, 1991, took
four
weeks ahead of schedule.
Led by The Utrnan Company, the group
has a combined total of 88 years in business. The Utman Company is a real estate
investment company with successful experience in acquisition, development, financing and management of cornmercial/indusuial real estate properties. tJ.

Alta Health Strategies Leases
12,269 Sq. Ft. of Office Space
in Sunset Park in Victorville -

C

ahan/Crisell Properties, an Escondidobased firm that specializ.es in the development of shopping centers throughout Southern California, has announced that
Goodyear Tue and Auto Centers has signed
u a te:nanl at the company's new Cathedral
City Marketplace, a 220,000 sq. fL retail
center.

Goodyear - the wa-ld's largest tire company and last major domestic tire manufacturer - is headquartered in Akron, Ohio, and
currently operates over 6,000 tire and auto
centers throughout the United States. The
90-year~ld company posts sales in access
of Sll billioo annually, and is ranked in the
"Top 50" of the FortuM 500. Their newest
facility will occupy a 5,300 sq. fL site at the
Cathedral City Marketplace.
According to Bob Cahan, general partner at Cahan/Crisell, the $20 rnillioo Cathedral City Marketplace is the development
frrm 's largest ceruer to date. In addition to
Goodyear, Cahan indicated the Marketplace
features four ancha' tenants- Food 4 Less,
Thrifty Drug, Family Fitness Centers and a
Cinemark movie theatre multi-plex.
Ca.hn/Crisell Properties, a general pannership, presently has three Olher community shopping centers in development - Victor
Valley/Home Center in Victorville, and the
Redlands Cross Roads Center. In addition,
the company is developing La Terraza, a
major mixed-use development in Escondido, which is ancha'ed by a series of seven
low-rise office buildings. The partners
have previously developed commercial projects in Buena Park, Riverside, Lakewood,
Sun Valley, Covina, Garden Grove, Cardiff
By-The-Sea and Rancho Calif<mia. 6.

Tbe Utman Group Dewlop-

meat Team· A Suclc&s Story-

T

be Utman Group, a Southern Califa-Dia-blled deu el Df"P"" CCIIlidon, illlllkill&

Alta Health Strategies, Inc., a Salt Lake
City, Utah-based health care management
company, has leased 12,269 square feet of
office space for three years in Sunset Park,
a new office park in Victorville, according
to Grubb & Ellis Commercial Real Estate
Services.
When complete, Sunset Park will consist of three two-story, concrete tilt-up
buildings comprising Ill ,634 square feeL
Alta Health Strategies has taken space in
the ftrst building, which was completed in
May 1991 and totals 37,120 square feet.
The office park is located off the 1-15 Freeway at Palmdale Road and Park Ave.
Alta Health Strategies is slated to occuPY its new second floor space in January
1992. Anticipating future expansion, the
firm has made arrangements to lease the
balance of the floor, some 5,482 square
feet, in August 1992 6.

Rancon to Manage RTC
Portfolio - - - - - - -

R

ancon Asset Management of
Temecula has been awarded contracts
to manage a portfolio of Southern California properties by the Resolution
Trust Corporation (RTC), ~ounce_d
James C Milligan, senior v1ce presJdenL
,
Under Jn'C guidelines, Rancon s
primarY responsibility will be to .~

age and coordinate value apprec1auon
at tbe properties for future sales. The

DECEMBER 1991
portfolio includes commercial properties located in Rialto, San Bernardino
and Costa Mesa.
Rancon Asset Management has
assumed all property management
functions at the properties including
the coordination and administration of
leasing, marketing, maintenance activities, and supervision of the properties'
overall financial performance.
"We have worked hard over the last
few years to extend our fee management program to large institutions, and
it is an honor for us to be awarded contracts by the RTC," said Milligan. "We
have created a program and a team of
professionals geared specifically for
this type of opportunity."
Rancon Asset Management is a
division of Temecula-based Rancon
Financial Corporation. Formed to manage Rancon's more than $500 million
worth of industrial, office, retail and

residential properties, Rancon Asset
Management began offering third-party
management for selected properties in
1989. The company specializes in costeffective, tenant-retention oriented
management programs for properties
that meet Rancon quality standards. ~

Office Buildings Completed at
Rancho Cucamonga... - - - -

T

wo Class "A" office buildings have
recently been completed at the Arrow
Haven Corporate Park in Rancho Cucamonga, a project of George Development
Corporation. The three story buildings containing 87,000 square feet of deluxe space
are finished in reflective blue and silver
glass with extensive use of granite and roarble in the two story lobbies. The buildings
were designed by C.R. Carney Architects of
Thstin and are located on Haven Avenue at
Arrow Highway. 6

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Bureaucratic Arrogance
and the Endangered Species
task of providing affordable housing, and
Some Lime ago, I was graced with the expanding the economic opportunity of
dubious opponunity of attending a meet- home ownership, low-level federal
ing on the Desert Tortoise sponsored by bureaucrats are busily undoing the conthe Federal Bureau of Land Management structive work by HUD.
(BLM) in Barstow, California. The meetOne of the proposals being
ing was held to bring together federal,
state, county, and local officials for purconsidered is a federal
poses of discussing preservation of the
policy which denies HUD
species, and to outline potential mitigation
avenues to this end. As usual, increased
monies to those states which
developers' fees were the favored means
increase the cost of housing
for accomplishing the government's
by means of additional
objective.
What was troublesome, however, was
regulations.
the arrogance with which relatively lowlevel federal field bureaucrats advocated
policies contrary to the tenor of the Bush
What is needed then, in addition to a
Administration's housing policy. Honor- unidirectional ship-of-state on affordable
able Jack Kemp, Secretary ,....---------. housing, is a workable soluof the Department of Houstioo to save the species a.OO
ing and Urban Development
the housing market. Baldy
(HUD), has organized a
View/BIA developed one
Commission on Affordable
such alternative that was
Housing, of which Clarepresented to then Senator
mont Institute President,
Pete Wilson, and current
Larry Amn, is a member, to
Senator John Seymour. Our
examine and develop soluproposal, which was well
tions for affordable housing.
received by both senators,
One of the proposals being
would require relocation of
considered is a federal polidesert tortoises on federal
cy which denies HUD monies to those land, where the federal land is speciesstates which increase the cost of housing suitable habitat, and where relocation has
by means of additional regulations. Even been proven successful. Given that fully
as Secretary Kemp is serious about the 75 percent of the land mass in the California Mojave Desen is owned by the federal
government, such a proposal would go a
long way in reversing the decline of the
We believe, 111 a minimum,
species,
and in preserving economic
tlull this proposal should
opponunity a.OO private propeny rights for
receive full consideration by
the development community.
the federal and stole govWe believe, at a minimum, that this
proposal should receive full consideratioo
ernments, in the inh!rest of
by the federal and state governments, in
protecting land rights,jobs,
the interest of protecting land rights, jobs,
and the American Dream of
and the American Dream of affordable
home
ownership. 6.
affordable home ownership.
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Demand for Inland Empire Industrial Space is Steady in Third Quarter, But off 1990 Pace
A total of 2.8 million square feet of industrial space was sold or leased in the third quarter of 1991
Demand for Inland Empire
industrial space remained healthy in
the third quarter of 1991, however,
was behind 1990's record pace,
according to a report released today
by Grubb & Ellis Commercial Real
Estate Services.
A total of 2.8 million square feet
of industrial space was sold or
leased in the third quarter of 1991
in the Inland Empire, down from
the 3.0 million square feet posted in

At the end of the third
quarter, 863,958 square
feetofindushialproduct
was under construction
throughout the twocounty area, down
sharply from the 4.1
million square feet under
construction a year ago,
an 80 percent decrease.
the previous quarter, as well as
from the 4.9 million square feet of
activity recorded during the same
period a year ago, the study noted.
Sales and leasing activity for the
first nine months of 1991 totaled
8.6 million square feet, down from
the 1990's year-to-date total of 12.6
million square feet.
Vacancies stood at 21.6 percent
as the third quarter ended, up slightly from the 21.3 percent posted in
the previous quarter, as well as the
19.8 percent recorded for the same
period a year ago.
"Demand for industrial space has
been steady; however, new product,
both recently completed and second-generation, has continued to
come on the market," said Jeff
Spindler, senior marketing consultant with Grubb & Ellis' Ontario
office. "So far in 1991, we've
added 4 .2 million square feet of
new industrial space to the base,
which has helped keep vacancies
above the 20 percent mark."
However, with financing now
virtually impossible to obtain, the

amount of industrial space under
construction in the San Bernardino
ANNUAL HISTORICAL INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY
and Riverside Counties has plumINLAND EMPIRE
meted, Spindler added.
At the end of the third quarter,
Millions
863,958 square feet of industrial
product was under construction
18
throughout the two-county area,
down sharply from the 4.1 million
16
square feet under construction a
14.8
year ago, an 80 percent decrease.
Accounting for the majority of
the total was the Ontario/Mira
Lorna submarket with 484,094
square feet of new industrial space
under new construction, followed
by Chino with 159,050 square feet.
The West End which accounts
-ACTIVITY
for 60 percent of the industrial
space in the Inland Empire, had the
majority of sales and leasing activity in the third quarter with 2.1 mil6
lion square feet, the study said. The
West End includes the cities of
Chino, Fontana, Montclair, Upland,
4
Ontario, Mira Lorna and Rancho
Cucamonga.
2
Ontario/Mira Lorna led the West
End in sales and leasing activity
with 1.1 million square feet, fol0
lowed by Rancho Cucamonga with
1988 1989 1990 YTD'91
608,950 square feet.
"We had some major deals close
this quarter in the West End," said~==========================
Spindler. "IKEA preleased 400,012
square feet of distribution/ warehouse space in Ontario, while in
Ranc ho Cucamonga, Georgio
leased 261,558 square feet and
Jenny Craig took 100,000 square
feet."
Meanwhile, the East End, which
includes the cities of Corona,
Colton, Rialto, San Bernardino,
Redlands, Riverside, Moreno Valley and Perris, posted 667,692
square feet of sales and leasing
activity in the third quarter, the
study said.
Corona led the East End in sales
and leasing activity with 310,003
square feet, the report noted.
Vacancies in the West End for
the third quarter were: Chino, 40.5
perce nt; Fontana, 27.2 percent;
Montclair,
21.6
percent,
Ontario/Mira Lorna, 25.1 percent;
Rancho Cucamonga, 21.7 percent;
and Upland, 6.8 percent.
Vacancies in the East End for the
Call
third quarter were; Colton, 37.2
percent; Corona, 24.4 percent;
Moreno Valley/Perris, 1.6 percent;
Rialto, 3.9 percent; Riverside, 13.3
Consulting Engtneers • Geologtsts • Enwonmental Sctenttsts
percent; Redlands, 26.3 percent and
In southern California, call Kathleen Ryder or
San Bernardino, 11.0 percent. ~

ONCE UPON
A TIME...
You could just build it
In the design and construction environment
of the '90s, you no longer dme
leave a stone unturned.

At Woodwmd-Oyde we develop answers to
tcx:iay's tough questions... from the ground up.
Whether you need seismic risk analyses, geologic
investigations, soil or foundation engineering,
or environmental permitting assistance, our
multidisciplinmy team is ready to help.
us for tomorrow's answers tcx:iay.

Woodward-Clyde

fl

Steve Pearson at 714-835-6888 or 213-581·7164.
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The $100,000,000 Baby
analysis, Webb's study reveals a typiborn Frank D. Pankratz, cal buyer profl1e:
Age: 60 to 65
chairman and president of Del Webb
California Corporation represents the
Desired Price Range: Low to Mid image that large real eslale developers $100,000s
will project in the 1990s. Fonified
Current Residence: 80 percent
with an excellent educational back- from Southern California with the
ground. initially receiving his bache- remaining 20 percent being principally
lor's degree at the University of a mixture of Northern California and
Saskatchewan, followed by receipt of the Pacific Northwest, Canada, New
his Owtered Accountancy (Canada's York and New Jersey.
Personal Traits: More active and
mobile, health and nutrition conscious, typically married (85 percent
Frank D.
of respondents), if working , their
Pankratz.
desire for social interaction to balance
their active and mobile lives - generalprojects
ly the respondents have been affluent.
an image
Housing Requirements: Cleanliness, identify with Del Webb's reputation, quality of construction, and variety of product with which to choose.
equivalent of a CPA) from the presti- Along that line, there will be 50 onegious McGill University, Frank pro- bedroom " vacation villas" in the progressed into the accounting profession ject which allow overnight accommowith Touche, Ross & Co. in Canada. dations as a "sampler" of the deve lopBut the lure of development was too er 's product. There will be no onestrong , and Genstar was to prevail bedrooms in the project itself, and
upon Frank to share his considerable last, but far from least, recreational
abilities with their invesunent thrust facilities.

Canadian

into the United States. With stints at
Ge:osa. 's Broadmoor Development and
the Peoasquitis project in northern San
Diego County, be eventually ended up
with the Canadian investment behemoth in Phoenix. There his irreversible career pa1b iniO the Del Webb
organization began. The Journal was
able to steal a few minutes from his
busy schedule to query Frank on the
progress accomplished toward development of a 692.8 acre parcel located
west of Jefferson on Varner Road in
the Thousand Palms area.

Rationale Behind Project
According to Pankratz, marketing
SlUdies reveal that prospective buyers
want to be within a two and one half
hour drive from family and business
conoections. In this regard, there is a
population of 15,000,000 people
within that driving range from the Sun
City locale. Other contributing factors to locating in the Coachella Valley are low land costs; an ample supply
of water and well maintained infras-

More than 70,000 seniors live the "active adult" lifesty le at Del Webb's Sun Cities in
PhoeniJC, Tucson and Las Vegas. The lifestyle includes a wide rQ/lge of recreaJional and
sociDl activities such as golf, tennis, swimming, bocci, bicycling, arts and crafts and
hundreds of clubs .

turbines at the mouth of the valley.
This compares favorably to the
amount of wind and blow sand that the
Desert Springs Marriott experiences.
In order to mitigate the effect of the
wind, Webb will be installing snow
fencing and landscaping designed to
abate the impact.

Time to Complete

There is a population of
15,000,000 people within
th.at driving range from
th.e Sun Cit] locale.

Current Project Status
The specific general plan for the
two-stage 5,800 unit project, along
with the zoning and environmental
impact repon, has received tentative
approval from the Board of Supervisors of Riverside County. At the
Supervisors' October 22nd meeting,
this tentative approval will be incorporated with other general plan amendments in order to issue a notice of
determination which allows adjoining
landowners to express their opinions
concerning the project during a 30-day
period. After reviewing homeowner's
comments, save any strenuous objections, the plan will be implemented.

Wind Innuence

Valley residences, as well as the
Webb organization, were vitally conPhase One, consisting of
cerned about the impact of wind and
1,900 units is expected to
sand
deposits in the area of the project.
be •old out witlail• three
Webb engaged Donald C. Weaver,
to four ~e11rs.
P.E ., Caltrans engineer as a project
consultant to do an extensive wind
tructure; excellent shopping facilities study. The results of the study reveal
(37 .3 acres outside the gates of the that the southerly ponion of the area
project is allocated for thal purpoee); would have the highest degree of wind
IDd favorable housing prices provide impact. Surprisingly enough, on a
scale of zero to 30, Sun City's loca• ideal letting for the project.
tion falls into a high of two and a low
of
zero in relative impact. 30 being
Purc:baser Profile
the
higbest at the location of the wind
A&aill u a pan of their market

Pankratz estimates that it will take
approximately eight to 10 years to
completely build out and sell the project. Phase One, consisting of 2,900
units is expected to be sold out within
three to four years with completion
estimated to be in that time range or
possible a bit beyond, since sales
sometimes predate completion .
Groundbreaking is scheduled in midNovember with sales to be generated
from a model complex consisting of
13 units in a block eventually
designed to hold 48 units.

Population Impact
Frank estimates that some 10,000
people will be occupying the units
upon completion which, combined
with the geometric impact of some 60
new businesses, their employees
(including 150 of Del Webb's people),
will add significantly to the Valley
population. Webb intends to relocate
in the industrial area at Washington
and 1-10 in order to gain proximity to
the Sun City project from their current
Palm Desert location.

The Future
Mr. Pankratz, speaking as Webb's
California arm, sees great potential for
the state as well as the valley. Webb
has optioned 1,200 acres in the
Roseville area (north of Sacramento)
and bas developed 300 acres of the land
at this moment. They are presently
waiting out a two-year moratorium to
start a Northern California Sun City
project. The company anticipates possibly one or two more Sun Cities in

the state, dependent upon land availability and the entitlements required by
governmental authority-which m ight

Valley residences, as well
as the Webb organization,
were vitally concerned
about the impact of wind
and sand deposits in the
area of the project.
pull the end product out of the affi:rdable range. At the present time, the
company is involved with the Sunrise
Company in a joint venture involving
120 acres just east of the Sun City
location planned for a conventional
detached family project designed for
families. They may venture into similar projects in the future with their
Phoenix building partner, but the
bread and butter operation for the company will continue to be housing for
seniors. Although their involvement
in commercial development has been
spotty in the past, no decision has
been made as to whether Webb or
other developers will be involved in
building out the commercially-zoned
area.

The $100,000,000 Baby
By the time Del Webb Corporation
delivers the keys to the first homeowner in the project, there will be a
$100,000 ,000 investment in land
acquisition, offsites, recreational facilities and the like in the project. This
represents an investment in the future
for Webb, as the golf course and recreational facilities are granted to the
homeowner's association from project
inception, thus lessening the impact
of dramatic increases in homeowner
assessments in the future.
Frank Pankratz, accounting trained,
is a charismatic visionary watching
the binh of his $100,000,000 baby.
We're anxious to be present at its
birth. ~

I am fascinated by all the notes
that accumulate around the computers on people's desks to docu·
ment the key strokes and proce·
dures they need to follow to
accomplish their tasks.
Years ago when I was a congregation·
al Rabbi, I was fascinated by computers
and their impact on society. When I started into computers, the learning curve was
steep, the frustrations were great, but each
time I loaded a program successfully, it
was a thrill. At my first job I was not
allowed to even think about hardware, let
alone hold a screwdriver near a computer
case. Now I open cases, change components, install networks and complicated
accounting software, but the thrills and
frustrations are still there. There are amazing levels of complexity involved with
computers, with the bringing together of
three complex entities, the hardware, the
software and the humanware.
We know the costs of the hardware and
software. These are documented in the
invoices and the newspaper ads promising
even lower costs than the competition.
What is still unknown, is the cost of the
humanware. We are learning of the resulting physi cal damage that simple, but

We know the costs of the
hardware and software.
These are documented in the
invoices and the newspaper
ads promising even lower
costs than the competition
What is still unknown, is the
cost of the human ware. We
are learning of the resulting
physical damage that simple,
but repetitive keyboard data
entry can cause monitor eye
strain and radiation are still
an uncertain sources of
problems.
repetitive keyboard data entry can cause
monitor eye strain, and radiation are still
uncertain sources of problems.
We are also not sure of the human
costs of computing in terms of learning
time or the social impact of computing
within organizations. What should an
enduser know about computers? We know

that electronic mail can make organizations more efficient by dealing with telephone tag and other time-wasting aggravations, but it disembodies communication, and raises legal privacy issues_
Significant progress is being made to
make the hardware/software combination
more " user friendly" through such graphic
interfaces as windows or support of the
mouse and other pointing devices; however, these raise other issues for businesses,
namely the costs upgrades and new programs.
I am fascinated by all the notes that
accumulate around the computers on people's desks to document the key strokes
and procedures they need to follow to
accomplish their tasks. These notes raise
the question of training for specific tasks
versus real working knowledge of the programs. Again, there is the time and money
investment question for the employer.
Which approach is more costly on both a
short-tenn and long-term basis?
Documentation also raises interesting
issues. Desktop publishing is making user
documentation more attractive, but there
are gaps in documentation that is costly to
all part.ies-documentation that is written
before product ships and reflects earlier
versions; documentation that does not tell
the accounting department how to enter
outstanding vouchers when first getting
the accounts payable up and running; a
networking database that does not explain
how its program should be setup for multiple users on the network. Vendors are
now putting better-help facilities on line
in their software, but this also means more
storage space required for the programs.
The question is not longer how many
angels can dance on the tip of a needle,
but how many programs can you fit on
your harddrive, which in tum is related to
the question "how many $99 and $195
program specials can you acquire and still
be able to pay off those credit cards?"
Businesses face basic issues dealing
with computers. There is a realization that
computers can greatly speed up the processing of data processing. but what value

do computers add to the bottom line? Do
we really need to upgrade hardware? And
what is the cost advantage of a 386/25
Megahertz versus a 486/33 Megahertz
machine?
What programs should a company
have? Should users be forced to use standardized programs if they are more proficient in other packages? Where should
they get support for programs? While the
best time to learn a program is during an
actual project that requires the use of pro·
gram features, it is the worst time in terms
of getting the project done in a timely
manner.
What is the value of a worker that
comes to a company knowing a multitude
of programs. What is the increased value
of that worker to a company once he or
she masters new programs on the job or
on personal time, and how is that value
shown to the worker?
These questions are part of what I call
the metaphysics of computerization. The

I hardware and software are the physics of
computing because they can be touched
and worked with on a physical basis_
Metaphysics deals with the realm above
the physical level. The problem is very
similar to the problem addressed by the
question, "What business are we really
in?" The railroads forgot that they were
really in the transportation business, and
lost out to new modes of transportation.
The metaphysical computing question follows, " What is the information that is
vital to our company in its business?"
After that question is dealt with, then the
physical hardware/software level can be
related to in a more meaningful way. The
metaphysical level also raises the question
"Who should have access to the information that is vital to our company?" and the
related "What is the skill level necessary
to access that information?" 6
Nicholas L. Behrtn111111 , is presitklll of lnformation MaMge-nt CoiiSv.lting, a Palm Springs
netw~king company.
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• Pen Computer Users Conference to Address Utility of Pen
Computing: Peter Teige, InfoCorp

The Home Office
U you grind through a 60-minute one- Direct also has other types of attractive retail stores like Staples and Comp USA,
way commute or split work shifts with a papers suitable for creating business letter- you can outfit a complete home office for
spouse to care for your children, the idea of heads.
under $3000. And because such equipment
W<Yking from home has instant appeal. But
is a business expense, it can be deducted
the overriding reason tens of thousands of
HOME OFFICE MARKET
from federal and state income taxes. U you
Southlanders are choosing to work at home
SEGMENTS
carefully follow the requirements of the tax
is to gain more control of their lives, their
code, you can virtually get Uncle Sam to
Lime and to earn more money.
capitalize your horne business. In part, this
Just as sunly as earthquakes reshape
Services like pet sitting, errand and
is because expenses that are not deductible
tht physical tnvironnunt, the neigh- referral-making, as well as wedding and
to you or an employee, such as auto expensborhoods of America are changing as reunion planning are just some of the types
es, rent and utilities, may become
people pursru their carters at home. of home-based businesses operated today.
deductible with a home-based business. In
Technology is also creating new types of
ESTIMATED MARKET 1990: 24.3 MILLION
The overriding reason tens of
Scuol Awr, o.w.on
work, such as desktop publishing and deskIn the years to come, instead of going to top video production. In fact, the reason
thousands of South landers are
an office building to see your doctor or people can work from horne now is because
To save time on typing numerous
choosing to work at home is to
lawyer, you may only have to walk down office technology, especially personal com- envelopes for an important direct mail
gain more control of their
the block. Today, if you call on a consultant, puters, fax machines and printers, have piece, you can use Avery Label Pro softlives,
their time and to earn
bookkeeper, desktop publisher or word pro- become more affordable.
ware for PCs or Macs. You can also use
cess<Y, chances are they're working out of a
more money
Label Pro software to produce labels for file
home office.
HOME OFFICE GROWTH
folders, indexes, audio/video and computer
Is this much of a change from the past?
diskettes, and even name tags and index fact, operating a home business is one of the
Indeed it is. In 1980, when we began writcards. For one-at-a-Lime label printing, try few tax shelters left for the middle class.
ing our book "Working From Home," BusiAvery Dennison's tape.<fispenser sized PerFor more information on Avery Denniness Week magazine reported there were six
sonal Label Printer. The compact printer son's home office products, you can call 1million home offices. Today the most recent
costs under $300 and lets you produce 800-541-5507. To obtain a free catalog
survey by LINK Resources, a research firm
labels quiclcly and easily with customized from Paper Direct, call 1-800-A-PAPERS.t.
that conducts an annual work-at-home surtext and graphics.
vey, tells us there are 28 million people
1st Impression, a new desktop bindery
operating full- and part-time home-based
system from Avery Dennison, helps you
businesses and working at least part of their
pull it all together and create beautifully
normal work week at home.
When people think of operating a busi- perfect-bound documents for proposals and
ness at horne, a frequent concern is how to executive reports. Sales presentations and
There are 28 million people
project a professional image or compete lectures, irnponant for establishing a solid
operating full- and part-time
with larger businesses. One way to address business reputation, can be enhanced with
this is to use the low-cost office and com- color-bordered overhead transparencies,
home-based businesses and
puter products that are available today and called ColorFrames. Avery ColorFrames
worting at least pan of their
make it possible for home business owners run easily through a laser printer and give Paul and Sarait Edwards art tilt awlwrs of tilt but sellnonnal wort week at home.
to truly affect a FortWit 500 image.
home-produced visuals a studio look.
ing boot "Working from Homl: Evtryl!Wig y()jj Nud
10
For example, it's long been known that
By shopping at office and computer
KIIOW 10 livt and WorW!Idtr tilt Sllml Roof"
That's equivalent to the population of brochures customized to the needs and even r-------------.......l-----------~-
the state of MassachusellS expanding to that the language used by prospective customers
of California's in just ll years. Nowhere in can be more effective than generalized
the country are people choosing to work brochures created en masse. Making the
from home more frequently than in South- customized brochures look as sharp as proem California. LlNK tells us that eight per- fessionally printed ones, however, has been
cent of this national work-from-home popu- a problem in the past. But not anymore. A
lation is located here. As a result, Southern company called Paper Direct offers preCalifornia is the Home Office Capital of the designed multi-colored papers that are
World.
scored for folding into brochures. Paper

BANKRUPTCIES
Is Your Business Plagued With:

Home Office Stats

• Lawsuits
• Foreclosures

• Cash Flow Problems
• Problems With Trade Creditors

• Approximately 38 million Americans- twice the combined population of New
York. Chicago IDd Los Angeles - work from their homes (Link Resources research
firm)

• By 1995 that number iseJtpected to rise to at1east 51 million; 21 millioo ofth>se
people will wort fum home full time versus five million in 1981 (Efllrtprtneur 3189)
• 70 percent of all home-based sole proprietorships are owned by women (NOJion's
BMSiM.u, 1018!1)
• Los Angeles is the "home office capital of tre world;· eight percent of all home
officea in the courury are in Soulbem Calif!Ynia (Avery Demison)
• Top five busineJs categories being run out of borne offices are:
1. Coosultin&
2. Computtr Stlvic:a
3. Business SUJ~~Qt Serviaa
4. Fmancial Setvica
5. lDdepeodcm Sales Represmtative
• 82 pen:at ofbome office w<rters expect their businesses to expand acc<Yding to a
H()IM Offia Compq magazine reader survey
• The bome dfice wort forte is higher educated- in 1991, S6.2 percent of home
oftice workm line coDege degrees VtmiS 47.8 pcn;eol in 1988 (Link Resources)
• Typical bomeworka" is mmied and livea in a dual career booaebold with m aver
IF amual income fl. $43,800 (Avery Demisoo)
• Home office IUJlPiiea IJid equipment are expected to be a $16 billioo market by
1993 (AwrJ l)mjtm)

CHAPTER 7 Liquidation
or
CHAPTER 11 Business Reorganization
Can Save Your Business
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PEN
PALS

Today's Choice Made Simple...

There is no doubt
that there is something
inherently
attractive in the
notion of operating a
computer with a
device as simple and
familiar as a pen
But is there real utility in these computers? That is the question that many
organizations and individuals will be
asking themselves as hardware and
software vendors launch their new

Is pen computing myth or
reality? Are there real
productivity gains?
Will pen computing
enhance every aspect of
corporate life?

•
•
•
•

• Pen Computers a Quantum
Leap: Dr. Portia Isaacson,
Dream Machine Inc.
Pen computers are
not an evolutionary
step from PCs any
more than personal
computers were an
evolutionary step
from minicomputers.
Pen computing will
be the driver for
restructuring all computing applications
and markets as well as paper-centered
business machines markets.

products staning in 1992. There will
be many attractive claims, many bril-

Mailing Lists
Envelope Stuffing
Addressing/Labeling
Other Services

13626-F Monte Vista Ave. · Chino, CA 91710
(714) 628-9577

liant ideas, and some confusion. The
truth of the matter is that the technology is largely unproven. Thus 1992 is ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:r=~~~~~~~~~~~~~
certain to be a year of experimentation
where users and vendors determine
what works and what doesn't.
The
Pen
-~~~~--::-.~-, Computer
Users
Conference is an
excellent investment
for any organization
that is thinking about
• When the computer is the direct interface
getting into pen combetween a business and its customers
puting. Pen computing clearly has much
• When ongoing business decisions are based
promise, as well as
on constantly changing information.
potential pitfalls.
The Pen Computer
• When a single transaction is enormously
Users Conference
valuable or extremely to a business.
will examine the
l.--~~~~~~~~!!1!!!~~=:~--__j issues of pen com• When the availability of the system means a
puting and its potential for solving real
direct competitive advantage.
Pen computers will not only replace business problems. It will provide
keyboard-only desktop and keyboard- potential users with balanced informaonly notebook computers, they will tion on this technology so that they can
also replace paper. Pen computers will make informed decisions about what it
For details, call
replace paper because they are a so can or can't do for them.
STRATUS
COMPUTER
much better kind of paper. After using
Interested parties can register for the
222 N. Sepulveda Boulevard Suite 1600
pen computers, we will never go back Pen Computer Users Conference by
El Segundo, CA 90245
to paper that does not file itself, does calling toll-free 1-800-729-3630. ~
(310) 640-1771 .
not help us draw, does not do our arithmetic, does not recognize our handwriting, is not elastic and cannot be effortlessly faxed to anyone in the world.
~--~~---~®
Pen computers will be the paper of the

What is Critical On-Line
Computing?

............. . .

=----=--- -

FREE CONSULTATION WITH THIS AD

2~

-=-.......- -

-=~
-===~
-.:..-._....._
...._.,.

~

CONTINUOUS PROCESSING™
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San Bernardino ED A Provides Incentives That Work

Ponugll ~Neal Development. localed on Redlands Blvd at
the South Wa~em~an oflnmp, in San Bernardino.

Portugal & Neal project provides over
63,000 square feet of retail space

tives totaling over $500,000 to Chuck Obershaw
Thyota to move its dealership from the downtown
to the San Bernardino Auto Plaza. The Auto Plaza
is located along 1-215 and Orange Show Road.
This location provides consumers easy access to
the plaza.
The assistance provided by the agency was
designed to help a competing Toyota dealership
move to another city, as to not violate territorial
policy held by Toyota Corporation. In addition, the
incentives provided Obershaw Toyota with funds
to assist them in their move to the new location.
Finally, financial incentives were established that
assured that the existing Thyota location will continue to generate revenue while a new tenant is
courted.
In return, the Auto Plaza is receiving a new ten-

DECEMBER 1991
ant to join other team members including dealerships representing Volkswagon, Cadillac, Pontiac,
Jeep, Eagle, Chrysler, Acura, Nissan, Suzuki ,
Volvo, Mercury, Lincoln, Plymouth and Mitsubishi.

1be new Chuck Obershaw Toyola, located in the San
Bernardino Auto Plaz.a.

A project that began as an effon 1 - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- -L- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - to remove blight in the southern
portion of the city of San Bernardino has resulted in a new 63,000
square-foot-building available for
both retail and office use. The new
building is located on Redlands
Boulevard at the south Waterman
Avenue offramp, and is currently
35 percent leased. Dwight Ponugal
and Rich Neal are the developers
in this joint venture with the city of
San Bernardino Economic Development Agency. 'The agency provided financing in the amount of
$3.25 million dollars for the project. Surprisingly, this project was
completed within one year of
inception. John Wood, project
manager for the city of San
Bernardino Economic Development Agency states, "'The removal
of blight in this area was crucial to
the success of surrounding projects, therefore, we really moved
fast on this."
Located in the South Valle redevelopment project area, the Ponugal and Neal development is
expected to generate
$100,000 a year in tax increment
and sales tax to the city. Major tenants in the project include Huntington-Pacific Ceramics, Three-Day
Blinds, Inland Printing, SCUBA
Adventures. Best Computer, and
Surfer Joe's Pizza.
Rich Neal. developer of the project stateS, "Lease rates are some
of the most attractive for new lease
space in the Inland Empire with
maximum exposure."

Obershaw Toyota Added to
Auto Plaza team
In an effon to stimulate growth
in the retail automobile sales
industry, and create a highly competitive auto plaza. the city of San
Bernardino Economic Development Agency bas provided incen-
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pre-leased, with the expectation that near 80 percent of the space will be leased by the end of the
year.
This 12 million dollar project is being financed
Westside Plaza Taking Shape
through a number of different sources including: a
Westside Plaza, a 10-acre retail development private loan, a developer guaranteed loan, an urban
located on the comer of Baseline and Medical Cen- development action grant, and public financing
ter Drive is starting to take shape. This develop- secured through tax increment revenue. Ezell
ment is a cooperative venture between the city of James, development specialist for the city of San
San Bernardino Economic Development Agency Bernardino Economic Development Agency states,
and New Frontier Development to revitalize the 'The Westside Plaza is a part of an overall plan to
west side of San Bernardino through the removal of revitalize the economy of the west side."
The plaza, located in the Northwest Redevelopblight and the creation of over 250 jobs.
ment
Project Area, is slated to include retail, dinThis shopping center will provide consumers
ing,
and
professional establishments. The Westside
with over 95,000 square feet of retail space. The
Plaza
is
scheduled
for completion in the spring of
project is anchored by a 31,200 square-foot Viva
1992.
fl
Market, and a 16,220 square-foot Sav-On Drugs.
At the present time, the center is over 70 percent

Projects Vital to Long-Tertn Success
Incentives Developed For
Developers and Businesses
The city of San Bernardino Economic Development Agency has compiled a number of incentives
that can be used for business recruitment and retention purposes. These incentives are custom tailored
on an individual basis, with emphasis being placed
on those businesses that offer the city the greatest
promise in the areas of employment, tax increment
growth, and the overall economic well being of the
city. An interview with Timothy C. Steinhaus,
agency administrator for the EDA reveals a number
of incentives including land acquisition, soil remediation, tax increment financing, site preparation,
infrastructure improvements, land write-downs,
and relocation assistance.
Land acquisition is used as a tool of acquiring
land for the purpose of resale to a private business
wishing to locate with the city. Soil remediation is
used to prepare land for development or redevelopment. The use of this tool centers around hazardous
waste clean-up. Tax increment financing is used to
assist businesses in their location or relocation
within the city limits. Tax increment financing is
used as a primary tool of the Economic Development Agency. Infrastructure improvements are
used to prepare the surrounding area for the arrival
of a new business. Types of improvements include
road construction/improvement and sewer capacity
rights. Site preparation is used as a means of
preparing the actual site for development by the
new firm. Land write.<Jowns are used as a way of
subsidizing an industry that would otherwise not be
able to locate in a panicular location because of
higher real estate costs. Relocation assistance centers around assisting businesses that wish to either
locate within the city, or relocate from their present
location in the city to another site within city limits.
In total, the Economic Development Agency of
San Bernardino has over a dozen different tools to
meet your custom needs. One of the primary
objectives of the Economic Development Agency
is to offer a personalized approach to developers
and businesses in assisting them in their endeavors.
1bis approach, coupled with the tools of the agency
and private financing, can spell success for businesses who wish to locate within the city of San
Bernardino.

American National Can Deal to
Exceed $45 Million
The San Bernardino City Council recently
approved a deal with American National Can Company to build a manufacturing plant in the northern
pan of the city. The plant is to be built in the northwest redevelopment project area on Industrial Parkway, south of Palm Avenue. The Economic Development Agency, headed by Timothy Steinhaus,
agency administrator, has provided the project with
over $600,000 to provide for sewer capacity rights
for the plant
American National Can has guaranteed a minimum of 120 new jobs. This project will generate
over $450,000 a year in tax increment revenue that
will be used within the project area to provide and
improve public facilities. John Hoeger, project
manager for the Economic Development Agency
states, "This plant is vital to the long-term success
of the nonhwest project area."
The groundbreaking for this project is slated for
late 1992, with completion planned for late 1993.
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'If You're Going to Do it,
Do it Right!'
Harris heading Main Street in
right direction

Ann

Harris is a person on the move. Not a
moment is wasted as she proceeds through her
hectic work schedule. The dynamic and selfmotivated executive director of the San
Bernardino Downtown Main Street, Inc. program
puts many long hours into the revitalization project of downtown San Bernardino.
Harris began her business endeavors in the
state of Utah where she owned several businesses in the service sector, manufacturing, and
retail. She has also served as both a city councilor and mayor. While doing graduate work at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(M.l.T.), she studied downtown revitalization
and economic restructuring theory which she
successfully put into practice in no fewer than
three communities before coming to San
Bernardino. Harris came to the city of San
Bernardino in 1987 and was recruited to the

Main Street, Inc. Street Scape
Nearing Completion
The first phase of the downtown streetscape
project is nearing completion. This includes decorative brickwork to the intersections along "E"
Street, historic style street lamps, thematic tree
grates, new benches, and trash receptacles and over
360 new trees. The color chosen for the majority of
the work has been termed by some as "Main Street
Green."
The overall purpose of the street scape is to
draw increased attention toward business recruitment and retention, which makes up a large pan of
the downtown revitalization work that is undenaken by Main Street. Sierra Pacific is the general
contractor for the street scape construction and
Ann Harris, executive director of Main Street, is
well satisfied with both progress to date and the
quality of work that Sierra Pacific has delivered.
Harris has indicated that within the next year
her priorities will be to see the street scape project
completed, giving downtown a completely new
look, ensure all leasable space downtown is filled,
seek to attract new investtnent to the downtown

city's effons of social and economic revitalization of downtown. Since then, there has been
considerable success with all points of the Main
Street program. Tenant recruitment and retention
has filled nearly all the available quality space
downtown, creating or retaining nearly 1,000
jobs. The revitalization process continues in the
form of the street scape construction, marketing,
public relations, and special events in order to
retain interest in downtown.
As the executive director of Main Street. Harris meets with 12 to 15 developers, businesses,
and potential tenants a week, as well as appearing at several public speaking engagements. Harris brings a sense of excitement to the people
who work around her. She says her work is
reflected in a quote by George Bums, "You have
to fall in love with what you do." Ann Harris
has. 6

area in the form of new construction, and, at the
same time, seek to fulfill the needs of historical
buildings such as the Andreson Building on "E"
Street
These effons. along with the effons being
directed to the downtown area by city officials, private businesses, and mall merchants, are making
the city of San Bernardino extremely competitive
in the business location and relocation industry. 6

Moi11 Street, Inc. Str«.tsc~ Nears Compldioft
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I

Corner

pie. lf morale is low, management training
needs to be number one on your plan of
The mark of a great attack.
leader is the ability to handle adversity and
8. Increase interactivity with your sales
shine where others don't make it. Many force. Have daily meetings. Nothing less.
Southern California businesses have lf your outside sales people don't come into
enjoyed a sunshine prosperity and over- the office regularly, have them FAX their
come the economic setbacks in the past daily schedule to you. Poor time and peowith a rather smug pride. However, the ple management leads to a deadly disease present recession seems to have knocked -procrastination. lnspect what you expect.
SOOle of the best off their pins. The tactics
9. Create a theme. Some that I've used
below will give the capable business owner are: "Catch the Vision," "Catch the Fever,"
some how-to's that will not only help "I had a dream," "Rich or Poor," ''When the
hin:\ft1er survive the recessioo, but will give Going Gets Tough the Tough _ _ __
them a greater market share when it's over.
"Viva L' Argen," "The S25 Million Dollar
l. Don't have a recession. If others Team." Put inspirational posters and mottos
want to have one, that does not mean that on the walls, in the foyer, everywhere.
Don't let your people forget their potential
is unlimited. Pat Riley said he used words
In luud timts, it is tasy to gtt
and themes repeatedly to inspire his team
down. If you gtt down, tht
when they were facing a tough opponent.
He stirred up their adrenaline into a powertntirt COIIIJHUIJ gttJ down.
ful no-lose force with words.
10. Take total responsibility for your
success and setbacks. Don't blame anyone
you need to have one. Millions of dollars or anything. Blame drains you of energy
have already been spent in your industry and galvanizes you in activity. You need
this year. It's not that the economy has massive quantities of energy to manage
completely collapsed, it's that it is simply manpower and morale.
harder to geL There's still a lotto get. Step
II. Keep your eye on the ball. ln most
up advertising, marketing, telemarketing- companies getting and keeping clients is
all froru~nd business activities. It's impor- your most important activity. Nothing can
tant to bold on to your cash; however, don't get in your way of this. Nothing! Ask
do the foolish things that let your customers yourself all through the day, "Is this activity
forget about you. It's more customers you getting and kt.eping clients?"
need, not less.
12. Stay the course! Columbus stayed
2. Go for excellence in service. Get the course. His daily log through stonns,
fmicky about customers. Check that not mutiny, disease and disaster stated only one
only people are customer friendly, but all entry. "We proceeded south by southwest
systems are friendly- -distribution, account- 20'."
ing, delivery, follow-up services. Search
13. It is easier to adjust to the hardships
for the small things you can do better.
of a good living than a poor living. Make
3. Get out of your comfort zone. Do the decision. You, the boss, need to be in
and think things you've never done or the field networking and selling, just as you
thought before. Time for change. Old did in the old days. I gave this same advice
reflexes that used to kick in when recession
the president of a copy machine compa15
loomed will have to be rethought. Get to
ny. He hit the streets for the first time in 1
innovative, entrepreneurial and forward years and closed a 60 new machine cootract

-----..1

12 Ways to Increase Value of Your
Inland Empire Small Business

B

oth the value and the borrowing
power of a typical business can be
increased if the business owner takes
informed actions to increase cash flow
and reinforce its predictability.
"Many business owners miss this
chance to increase their personal net
worth because they don't take advantage
of proven value-building actions. They're
so busy earning a living on a daily basis
that they don't take the time to focus on
activities that can make their business
more valuable, more predictable and more
manageable," sa id
Thomas R. Tim mons, president of
Business Direc lions, Inc.
According to the
builder, these 12
strategies can be
used successfully
by business owners
to increase market
value:
• Constantly contain costs
• Diversify customer base
• Improve operating efficiencies.
• Make the business more recessionresistant
• Use working capital more efficiently
• Encourage internal teamwork
• Improve profit margins
• Create a strong, capable managetrent
team
• Increase sales by developing new
products or services
• Improve marlcet share
• Develop a stronger image in the marketplace
• Emphasize non-cyclical or countercyclical products or services
"It's a shame that so many business

owners are too busy to build the value of
their business. They don't even think
about the future selling price or attracting
the best buyers now while they have the
luxury of time to increase its market
value. Instead, they lose out by waiting
until they're bored, frustrated or being
forced to sell. That's when they become a
pressured seller with an unpolished product for sale. They get stuck with an urmecessarily low price for what could have
been their most valuable asset," Timmons
cautioned.
"Today is the best day for owners to
begin to develop and
implement the strategies
needed to build the value
of their businesses. The
ownership of the business
is probably the largest
single asset on a typical
entrepreneur's personal
balance sheet. Frequently,
it represents 80 per cent
or more of h1s or her personal net worth. Paying
attention to building its
value can result in big dividends," stated
Timmons.
"Building the value of a business actually does far more than just increase the
personal net worth of the owner. It also
makes the business a better candidate for
borrowing money in the eyes of bankers.
Lenders, like buyers,evaluate a business
objectively. They look at the amount of
cash flow and the certainty of future cash
now," the former banking executive
revealed.
"The same proven strategies that make
the business worth more to a potential
buyer also make it more attractive to
prospective lenders. This means more
money at better loan terms and lower
interest rates," he concluded. 6
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4. Believe that there is an answer. Others have woo in all kinds of difficuh situations and are still 'l(iming. So can you!

Tah total responsibility

5. Renew, rejuvenate your own self-

for your success and set-

ccofldence. In hard times it is easy to get
down. If you get down, the entire company

backs. Don't blame any-

gets down. Be the leader you know you
are. Sharpen up! Shape up!
6. Work on a plan of attack as if you
were a great general leading your forces
in&o baule. Remember: wars are won in
tens. Write goals and a plan of action.
7. urrain to peak performance. It gives
you confidence." Vince Lombardi knew
how 10 get up in a down market when be
said this.: "The most profitable corporations in the United States lrnow that one
resource that COilSWltly needs developing is
people. • People are your number one
anlimiltd rcsowce. Hold oo to your cash in
a down market, but not your training dolJan. If lllea R down, train your sales peo-

one or anything.

in the first five days. Isn't it easier to adjust
to the hardsh•ps of a good living than a poor
living?
14. Have a dream! Become a visionary! "I was International Business
Machines in my father's garage." T. Watsoo. 6
Toni Harlcitu is a specialist ill productivity
improvemelll, ~am building, time manage/Mill, salts stra~egiclgoal pkwling, katkrship, motiWJtion, custonter urvice, participative ma~~agement, aNi communication
soles fft~JN~~tmtlll.

. Sometimes it:s difficult lO know where lO tum for help. Do you have quesuons on markeung your product or service? How to secure government contracts? How to write your business plan? How to deal with personnel problems?
For answers to these and many other business-related questions, contact
SCORE. Sponsored by the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) since
1964, ~CORE stands for tl_le Serv1ce Corps of Retired Executives. These retired
exec.uuves and former busmess o~ers arc available for free, one-<>n-<>ne, confidential busmcss counsehng
· They are
. . at var1ous locations in the Inland Emp1re.
aIso av ail ~ bl. e to rna ke VISits to your business location if necessary.
In ad.di!IOn, SCORE c~nducts monthly pre-business seminars in the San
Bern~rdino area and a vanety of other seminars and workshops in th 1n1 d
Empire.
e an
. For an ap~intrnen~ with a SCORE business counselor, call the most converuent counsehng locauon on the following list. tJ.

Banto"

(619) ~8617

Lake Elsinore (714) 674-2577

Sao Bernardino (714)885-7515

IIi& llw

(714) ~

Mormo Valley (714) n4-192J

Temecu!J

(714) 676-5890

Oino
Coltoo

(714) 6274177

Olltario

m•aJms

(619) 367-3445

(714) 82S.2222

him Springs (619) 3~

Upland

(714) 982-3316

Footana

(714) 122-4433

R. Cuaunonaa (714) 987-1012

Victcnile

(619) Z4US86

Hellld

(714) 652-4398

Redl111ds

(714) 79).2546

(619) 244-1135

Rinnide

(714) 176-3411

(714) 984-2458

Yum Vlllf7 (619) 36SQ2J

THE PINCH OF YEAR•END PLANNING•

Tax Tips for Procrastinators

Obviously tax planning is something that should bt considered throughout the year, not just during tax season.
true for accounting fees. An accountant's bill for account- notices in a timely fashion will usually avoid any unnecessary expense or having 10 petition the tax court.
ing services is fully deductible oo schedule C.
The flfSt step usually involves receiving a 30 day letter,
Because professional fees are subject to a 2 percent
floor as miscellaneous deductions, moving these to other which allows the recipient the option of an appeals proce·
areas in the return will allow the use of the deduction. The dure. If the IRS receives no response 10 this notice, a 90
alternative is to lose the deduction altogether because of day letter and a waiver form are forwarded. Once the process has progressed to this point, the only practical option
the 2 percent floor.
_ _ _...._ _ _ _ _...., available to the taxpayer is to file a

..__ _ _ _ While most people prefer to tum

tbeir thoughts 10 holiday plans and new year's resolutions
at this time of year, there is always one item that looms
over their head - year-end tax planning. Unforturtately,
improving oo this year's tax planning is probably still left
over from last year's resolutions.
Obviously tax planning is something that should be
considered throughout the year, not just during tax season.
This is particularly true for the small business owner or
professional corporation or partnership, who may have
more flexibility and control over the fmancial picture than
multi-natiooal corporations.
But, there are still a number of techniques that can be
implemented to assist in year-end tax planning, even
though there isn't much time lefL

1. Tax Payments - If your company is on a cash basis,
such as many personal service corporations of lawyers,
accountants, or physicians, the payroll tax deposits are usually not due until the third business day after year end.
However, the payroll tax returns and W2's describing the
gross salaries, are not due until January 31. Because of this,
the company may be able to lower individual withholding
amounts for key employees that must be paid immediately,
and still pay high enough salaries.
F<l' those that are in high tax brackets, such as the officers of the corporation, this can offer needed flexibility at
year end. Differences in withholding must be paid in by the
individual by April15 lO avoid penalties.

3. Prepayment or Bills - Prepaying bills

petition with the tax court 10 settle the
dispute.
at the end of the year will usually entitle the
Here are some guidelines to
user to the deduction. For example, paying all
handling IRS notices:
state income taxes in December will allow the
entire deductioo. In addition, insurance premiA. Always document your
urns can be allocated over the policy period.
transactioos. This includes telephone
However, be careful. While you can deduct
make a vast difftrence conversations with IRS representayour January rent paid in December, paying
on a personal return.
lives, which should be confirmed in
bills that aren't due for six months is a red
writing.
flag.
..__ _...,_ _ _ _ _......
B. Keep copies of all corre-

For an owntr of a sok
proprietorship, a little
forethought on how
bills are deducttd can

On the personal side, both installments of the p-operty
tax on rental properties can be paid in December 10 receive
the deduction. However, if your gross income exceeds
$150,000, you may not benefiL

spondence, and make sure reference is made lO all codes
shown on their letter. Also include your employer identification number or your, social security number, the form

number, and the year in questioo.
C. Consider giving your accountant <l' attorney a power
of attorney form. This will permit the IRS lO send notices
The Power or IRS Notices
During the month of September, the Fresno service cen- directly 10 their offices.
Year end planning need not
ter deluged SouthLmd tax payers with thousands of notices.
At some point in time, every small business owner receives be stressful. With a little for~
a notice from the Internal Revenue Service. Don't panic. thought and consideration the
only thing you will need 10 do
Many times, the infonnation is incorrecL
For example, one client recently received a notice during the holiday season - is
charging him with income on his personal return that was shop.
reported on a trust over which he was trustee. The notice
Ro~rt L. Eichel is a parrnu ill
clearly ignored the trust's identification number and con- the ptutJduta.ba#J accOWIIillg firm
cluded that this income should have appeared on his per- of Eichel .l!JaroNk.
sonal income tax return. Needless to say, ignoring the
notice, or simply accepting and paying the a d d i t i o n a l , - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

2. Shifting Deductions- For an owner of a sole proprietorship, a little forethought on how bills are deducted
can make a vast difference on a personal return. An area
that warrants careful scrutiny are the bills received from
professional advisors such as attorneys or accountants.
F<l' example, if you own rental property and engage an tax would have been aggravat.ing at best
If you are not the type of person to accurately
attorney to evict a tenant, the bill for the evictioo can be
keep
track of these forms, we recommend having
deducted on the rental schedule. If it is Jumped in with
other deductible legal fees, it could be losL The same is your accountant assist you. Responding to these

Family

~==~~~~~~~~~~==~~~=~==;:~~~==~
SCORE Volunteers can Help Your Bus•· ness

thinking.
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~-....~Leave AB
~-....~ 77 (Moore).
·~........... Requires

~-...~employers
~-...~with 25 or

m o r e
employees to grant up to
four months of unpaid leave during any two year period for family care. California
Clamber opposes.

.J

VD Ren.. tiou - AB 644 (Hayden). Requires
that on or after July l, 1993, computer video display
terminals and peripheral equipment be in conformance with all applicable design and ergonomic standards adopltd by the American National Standards
Institute. Chamber negotiating amendments.

on a newspaper or directory. California Chamber
opposes.
-./ Property Tax • SB 82 (Kopp). Requires property taxes on all partnerships and corporations to be
reassessed when more than 50 percent of the stock
or partnership interests change ownership. California Chamber opposes.
" Corporate Probation - SB 260 (Hart). Provides that a corporation convicted of a felony or
serious misdemeanor may be placed on )XObation
for five years; during this time the court could
appoint special monitors 10 oversee the operations
of the fum. California Chamber opposes.

.J

Directors' and Orrteers' lmmunity-SB 341
(Lockyer). Protects volunteer officers and directors of non-profit organizations from tort liability if
their actions were in the scope of their authority as
officers and directors. California Chamber sup-

" Pe1111it-by-Rule - AB 646 (Wrigllt). Modifies the
"permit-by-rule" (PBR) program easing the burden of ports.
environmental regulations on small and medium-sized
businesses generating insignifiCallt amounts of low-haz- " Protective Orders - SB 711 (Lockyer). Limits
ard was&es. California Chamber supports.
the ability of businesses 10 p-oteet trade secrets and
confidential papers which are subject 10 a settle.J Replatiou - AB 1061 (Polanco). Requires state ment agreement California Chamber opposes. I
qencies 10 consider adverse impacts on small business Environmental Fees - SB 194 (Torres). Requires
when proposing or amending regulations. California California businesses with 50 or more employees
Chamber supports_ Adv-=ed Disposal Fees- AB 2213 to pay an environmental fee; expands Jjen law 10
(Slier). Imposes a recycling incentive fee on any pactag- attach personal and real private propeny for key
ina material made from ~. plastics, metal or glass or waste cleanups. California Chamber opposes. tJ.

THERE ARE

HIDDEN
DOLLARS

• • •

IN YOUR PHONE SYSTEM!
AND ... WE CAN HELP YOU
FIND THEM!
CREATIVE AUDIO MARKETING
• • • "ON-HOLD" • • •
Custom deligned, professionally recorded
information for the 'on-bold' feature
of your telephone system
We1J help you cash in lhose
HIDDEN OOlJ..ARS ... md . .. at the s11me time .. .
help aeate the image your cornpmty deserves!

(714) 550-9550

(o-.Ms-...CU(o,.,...)

(800) 747-2562
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Palm Springs Film Festival to Honor James Stewart

Success Stories of 1991

M

F.arm "\iatiunal Sen ice Qualit~· A\\ard

The

C hino Valley Bank has earned regional, statewide and national recognition
for operating one of the safest, strongest and best managed banks in California and
the United States. CVB has consistently been rated either "Super Premier Performing" bank or "Premier Performing" bank by the Findley Reports, a wellknown California bank analyst Earlier this year, the Los Angeles Times 100 ranked
CVB Financial Corp., the holding company of Chino Valley Bank, in the top 30 o
all public corporations in California based on a two year return on common equity.
This was the highest ranking of all California banks.
A major part of the successful business strategy of Chino Valley Bank has been
its commitment to quality customer service. Chino Valley Bank continues to
emphasize service excellence in every aspect of its corporate culture. Top management provides the leadership and incentives to continually improve customer service through both formal and informal policies. Management is committed to training, developing and recognizing service excellence by its employees. In today 's
highly competitive business environment. a smile and handshake are not enough.
To offer a differentiating level of customer service, Chino Valley Bank employees
are required to strike a balance between their people and technical skills.
One of Chino Valley Bank's recent efforts in this area has earned national
recognition in the banking industry. At the Bank Marketing Association's National
Conference and Exposition held September 8 - 11 in Nashville, Chino Valley Bank
was awarded a Certificate of Merit in the prestigious Golden Coin Award for its
"Value-Added Service: FOCUS ON EXCELLENCE" program. Chino Valley Bank
was the only California bank to be so honored.
The board of directors, management andstaff of Chino Valley Bank know that
the final judgment of whether the service they provide is good, bad or indifferent is
made by the individual customer's perception of the service they have received.
lbeir standards are as varied as the customers themselves. The continued success
of the Chino Valley Bank is indelibly linked to its ability to meet and exceed these
variable standards.-1

year 1990 may well be remembered as a milestone year in medical history.
Lorna Linda University Medical Center's proton accelerator opened to cancer
patients revolutionizing the nature of cancer treatment.. The facility and those that
will grow from its lead bring new hope to the millions afflicted with the disease.
In 1991, the Proton Treatment Center continues to make medical history. On
June 26, Joseph Lesyna became the first person treated for a malignant tumor
using a proton beam carrying 200 million electron volts of energy rotaled around a
three-story high, 96-ton revolving gantry. Never before has protons been flexibly
pinpointed by such a device. On August 13, Beverly Wilson became the fll'St
palient at the center to receive treatment for a tumor below the neck. On October
8, the fll'Sltreatment for prostrate cancer began with patient John Brewart.
According to James M . Slater, M.D., director of the LLU Proton Treatment
Center, "This superior form of cancer treatment is made possible through the use
of the world's fl.rst proton accelerator conceived, designed and built to serve the
medical needs of patients. 1be accelerator, built for LLUMC by Fermi National
Accelerator Laboratory, allows physicians to eliminate most of the side effects
commonly associated with conventional cancer treatments, and provides a significant advance in the control and management of cancer. The new cancer center
serves as a model research, demonstration and treatment center for the emerging
new technology."
Dr. Slater continues, "The proton accelerator at LLUMC, the world's smallest.
is designed to deliver a sufficient energy beam to reach the deepest tumors in
patients. When the center is fully operational, it will serve up to 100 patients per
10-hour day...most will be on an outpatient basis."
In a cek:bration of the fll'St anniversary of the center, D. Allan Bromley, Ph.D.,
lasilisllllltiO President Bush for Science and Technology stated, "Lorna Linda's ProlOll Treatment Cancer Center is a shinning example of the kind of facility and the
kind or vision that will ensure American leadenhip in the 21st century. It takes
research at the very frontiers of science and technology and applies it to one of the
most daunting and feared diseases of humanity." li

Los Angeles Cellular Superstore Opens in
Inland Empire September 1991!

ITALIAN F1LMS TO BE SHOWCASED AT THIRD ANNUAL EVENT.
JANUARY 8-15

--------------------------------------------------Chino Valley Bank Invests in Quality Service

:\ledical i\rlilestones Reached at LLU
J>roton Treatment Center

\

'

Partnership Banking at Community Bank

1

For 45 years, the family-owned Community Bank, headquartered in
Pasadena, has shown a profit. The year 1991 continues to show a profit. In
1990, bank earnings exceeded $12 million. Its capital base has grown to
nearly $105 million, its loan portfolio performance and its investment programs are solid.

• 12,000 square-foot facility (largest in the Inland
Empire).
• Largest coverage area.
• Twice the coverage than other carrier in the fourcounty area.

For four and a half decades, the bank has served the special needs of
small to mid-sized businesses and their management It is a 16-branch bank
which is big enough to serve nearly all business needs and small enough to
know its customers by name. Community Bank has an experienced international banking staff, but makes no foreign loans.
One of the bank's greatest strengths is its employees. The bank has grown
because of its people - men and women who take pride in their work and
provide superior customer service. All employees are encouraged to become
active community service volunteers in each of the bank's 16Iocations.

• Highest quality cellular phones.
• Motorola
• Oki
• Ericsson

The bank is led by a very successful and experienced management team.
It serves as a primary correspondent bank for more than 69 other California
banks and as a secondary correspondent for another 45 banks in the state. It
provides fmancial management services for businesses and larger personal
accounts.

• State o( the art service facility.
• Factory trained & certirled technicians and installers.
• Mobile sales force. We'll come to you.

Community Bank is dedicated to providing quality service tailored to the
specific needs of the business community. The bank facilitates business and
professional services throughout the Inland Empire.

1-800-675-6789

(Please see advertisement on inside front cover)

Inland division administrative headquarters for Community Bank is located at 210 East Citrus Avenue in Redlands. W.E. "Scott" Burger serves as
divisional president. His phone is (714) 793-9511. li
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ore than 75 feature films representing five countries will be spotlighted at
the third annual Palm Springs Intemational Film Festival, January 8 - 15, 1992.
The festival will honor academy wardwinning actor James Stewart with its prestigious Desert Palm Achievement Award,
it was announced recently by festival
executive director David Nicks.
"Within the Festival this year we plan
to showcase Film Fest Italia. highlighting
the currently resurgent Italian film industry. A delegation of Italian producers,
directors, actors, and journalists will be
traveling to Palm Springs to participate in
this event." comments Nicks.
Other Festival programs include: 1_
"The Best of Europa Cinema." featuring eight new European films making
their United States debut. "New Directors Showcase," unveiling the films of
hot. up-and-<:Oming filmmakers; "Contemporary World Cinema." showcasing
the world's finest current films;
" Salute to the California Fil m
Schools, " displayi ng the creative
works of tomorrow's industry leaders.
There will also be a number of industry
seminars focusing on various facets of
motion picture production and marketing.
"Once again we plan to provide a
broad range of international cinema,
including many fi lms making their
North American premiere and a number of award-winning new works from
around the world," comments artistic
director Darryl Macdonald. "In addition to our opening and closing night
screenings and receptions, each night
during the Festival we will be hosting a
gala event honoring a specific country
with representative dignitaries and
filmmakers in auendance." Complete
l~up of film titles will be announced
in the near future.
The Desert Palm Award Presentation Gala honoring James Stewart will
be an elegant black-tie dinner/dance
held on Saturday, January 11, at 6
p.m., at the Marquis Hotel in Palm
Springs. Many ~lebrities and dignitaries will participate in this tribute to
Stewart. Tiffany Company is creating
the special award for the ceremony.
Presentation Gala tickets are $500 per
person. For reservations please telephone (619) 778-8979.
A retrospective saluting the films
of James Stewart will be shown
throughout the Festival wjth screenings
of such classics as, "The Philadelphia
Story," "Harvey," "The Glenn Miller
Story," "Destry Rides Again," "You
Can't Take It With You," and "Anatomy of a Murder."
Screenings will be held at venues
throughout Palm Springs including the
recently restored Plaza Theatre,
Metropolitan's Courtyard Theatres,
Camelot Theatre, and the Desert Museum's Annenberg Theatre.
The Festival's box office is open at
the Palm Springs Mall, 191 South Farrell Drive, Monday through Saturday
between the hours of 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.,
and on Sundays from noon to 5 p.m.

during the Festival the box office will be
open daily from 10 a.m. until 9 p.m.
Festival organizers provide several
ticket packages for film goers ranging
from "Friends of the Film Festival" membership to individual screening tickets
priced between $4 and $10.
A one-year $750 membership in the
"Friends of the Film Festival" offers subscribers substantial sav ings over "per
event" ticket prices, plus an invitation to
attend the mayor' s reception at Mayor
Sonny Bono's estate during the Festival,
Desert Palm Award Gala, opening and
closing night receptions, Fall and Spring
Film Cocktail Parties, and all Festival
galas. Individual screening and seminar
tickets are included in the membership.
The Fall Film Cocktail Party is being held

Courtyard Theatres in Palm Springs. A
special screening of the Marcello Mastroianni-starrer "Everybod y's Fine,"
directed by Giuseppe Tornatore ("Cinema
Paradiso") wil l follow the reception.
Information regarding the "Friends of the
Film Festival" membership social event
and film ticket packages, advance ticket
sales and senior and student discounts is
available at the Palm Springs Mall box
office and by telephoning (619) 778-8979.
The Palm Springs International Film
Festival was founded in 1989 by Mayor
Sonny Bono. Funding for the Festival is
· 'd ua 1
generated by corporate and ind1v1
donations, government funds, and box
office and merchandising proceeds. For
information regarding the city of Palm
Springs and hotel reservations,please tele-

Aauiorry Award·willlll1lg actor
lamu Stewart will rece1~ IM
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1992
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A Recent Subscriber To The Inland
Empire Business Journal Reported
A Net Worth Of $10 Million
(There Go Our Demographics.)

Subscribers have an average net worth of $687,826. (Of
course that was before the slug with a $10 million net
worth came along.) Call 714-391-1015 and ask for Doug
Tucker for advertising information.
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I nla nd E mpire Inde p e nde n t Bank Scoreboard
City

Bank Name

Acclaimed National Banking Authority Tells All in Exclusive I.E.BJ. Interview
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problem with today's large banlcs?

Banks and S&Ls
By Ptllllp Dlment
lniMd Empire Busl,... Jounvl

I. •• •ill•

udasilfl

iaterrie•
tile
lai.U B.,U. IJariaus
Joar11al,
auW..n ICOIIo•ill
aatl aatllor l!tlwartl
W. "N1tl" Hill
upMiu •111 1111 bellie for a 1rofitabl1

Hill: You have to realize they've had a
decade or taking some pretty significant hits
on their capital. First there was a lending
crisis, followed by, in some places, problems
with oil ponfolios, followed by the growing
problems in highly leveraged portfolios
(junk bonds). Today we see 25% vacancy
rales in many metropolitan areas across the
counLry... this is the fourth big hit they've
taken in a decade.

IEBJ : What will banking consolidation do
to this?
Hill: It will make it worse because banks
have been a major consumer or downtown
orlice space. Understand that every person
fired has between 80 and 200 square feet on
their shoulders. So we have at least a five to

IEBJ: Why?

Hill: There are a number or loans out there
on properties where there is a tenant signed
u.s. kldl.fl1111•
up. In most cases the tenant is current and
the developer is paying orr the loan ... but
unull. HiU, •Ito Pro{es!IOr Edward Hill
because the value or real estate had fallen 20,
A Message for the
teacll11 1coao•lc
30 and in some cases 40 percent, the value of
Na1ion
""'lo1•'•'for tll.r
the loan becomes more than the property
~.r of Ur6aa Affairs at C"•laNI Sau Ullinritself. So even if that loan is current, it is
.U,, - nallll, 111Utl , WaslliafiOII Pori Pnu classified as "nonperforming" by the regula·
lo c-lllllor a /look 011 dtt baldi•t crisis. Now tors and that's causing some problems.

••, ., •• .,,.m

aJ.osl c,..,., Hill w ia/or.H as tllal cOfkJ
fr- dt<t illili4l pnu ru will H Joltlal $175.00 11
clif. W.r traslllil c-•.ratl will H 1t911.U1.,
Nl-.bll to -.Hn of dt.r IalaNI 1!-,in basi·

IEBJ: What prompted your recent indul·
gence in the woes or the banking crisis?

Hill: I started looking at the banking indusLry from the perspective or development
fmance. A few years ago I looked at the
regional impact or the savings and loan
problems with commercial real estate, and I
began to wonder what was the impact or
commercial real esute problems on commercial banks. The end result is a fairly long
and integrated study on the future or the
fUWlCial system as a whole.

lEBJ: Why is commercial real estate a

IEBJ : You have called commercial real
estale the "wild card." Do you say that with
optimism?
Hill: Oh I'm an economist, I don't say anything optimistic.
IEBJ: So you think this market will be in
the rul for quile a while.
Hill: Oh sure... we kept on building without
paying anention to the demand side of the
market. This is a marke1 that should be oper·
ating with eight and, at most, II% vacancy
rates ... instead it's operating with a 17%
vacancy rate nation-wide, and the nationwide suburban rate is somewhere around
22%. And then you have some metro areas
where 25% vacancy rates are even common.

You hear companies say how
much they love and care about
their woman worur because they
have diJy care within these wonderful office buildings... I look at
il as a sign that the space went off
at $6 per square foot. But you
know, I'm an economisL.l'm
cynical.
seven year supply of office space nation·
wide. Look at Austin...they almost had a
party when they wen! underneath 33%.
IEBJ: What about Southern California and
the Inland Empire?

Hill: I' m not too optimistic right now
because of the defense ind ustry
cutbacks...and it's just starting. Those cutbacks will occur for the next three to five
years. That will happen throughout the valley as well as in Los Angeles itself...couple
this with the rae! that you've probably had a
bit or a speculative buildup in home sale
prices-those will come down a bit.

the 40th floor. Why? Because the space is
so cheap. You hear companies say how
much they love and care about their woman
worker because they have day care within
these wonderful office buildings... I look at it
as a sign that the space went orr at $6 per
squa re ro ot. Bu t you know, I'm an
economist. ..l'm cynical.
IEBJ: What do you think about the elections..is it possible to get someone in there
who is going to try to pay attention to this
matter?
Hill: Hell no... The banking issue is a bipar·
tisan disaster-{:ongress and four different
presidential administrations have played a
strong role in shaping this mess. There is no
clear Democratic or Republican stem. The
banking crisis has peaked four times in the
last 12 years, each time the year before the
presidential election. It's interesting to note
how quickly it gets buried during the presidential campaign itself.
IEBJ: Tell us about the book you are working on.

Hill: "Running on Empty"
IEBJ: He-He...that's interesting...
Hill: Well, you' re not gonna be New Fngland and you will not end up like Texas
did ... but you aren ' t gonna be comronable
either. But, just look at Denver, you have
ortice markets with indoor athletic clubs on

Hill: Yeah, but I guess someone else was
smarter and faster than we were ...you have 10
Please Su Page 3 I

Inland Empire Savings & Loan Scoreboard
CltJ

Stars

Tangible

Tangible
Net Worth

Tangible
Cap. Ratio

1464.5U
151.342
577737

92.244

S4004&

2!1.4al

132.095
101.916
103.365
74.2AO
51.471
37.661

5.551
2.991
3.101
3.156
4.219
2.349

6.291
5.763
5.754
5.459
4.201
2.746
3.11
5.059
1.197

Assets

.._.

......
""'-

am....
NmSpaap

s. Bemanlino
""'-

SoD...__

"""-Jtiwaidc

49 .~

33.2AI

6.237

Risk-based
Cap. Ratio
10.253
7.776
12.957
9.304
1.616
5.415
6 171
1.725
12.731
11.101

Second Qtr.
1991 Income

2.360
1695

0.793
·0.606
0.119
0.41 1
0.!177

0(15()
0.014

0.122

1JoM Coarws, of Bour Fl-1tciol Reports, l1tc., Corol Gabks, Florido,for tnriod tlldillf }Mite 30, 1991 . R.rsearclled b;, PlliUip Di~nelll, e 1991 l~tloltd Empire Busintss Journal

About theList...
DcCmjtjpps;
StilTs:
Bauer Inc. ~ flliD&

Tangible Cap. Ratio:
TAP NW{rAP ASSETS . (Thrifts are
required to maintain a tangible capital ratio of
1.5%.)
Risk-btued Cap. Ratio:
Totai Cap./Rislt-adjusted assets (Thrifts are
required to a minimwn rllio of7.2%.)

TQIIIibk As##:
Tolll AJseu IIIC&IUJeC1 by Tqible Account·
ina Principles (TAP).

Secotttl Qtr. 1991/ncome:
Profit or loss for the second quarter 1991 .

Tt~~~~ibk Net Wortll:

De Star Ratigg;
The stir ratinp clusify each thrift based

Net Worth me&IURlCl by TAP

upon a formula which factors in relevant data
including, but not limited to: historical trends,
loan delinquencies, repossessed assets,
reserves and asset quality. Negative trends
are projected forward one quarter to compensate for data lag time. BFR employs conservative measures when assigning these ratings
and consequently these ratings may be lower
than that supplied by the institutions themselves. As a general guideline, the following
groups were used:
..... •• Thrifts with an adjusted tang. cap.
ratio (TAP CR) exceeding 6%. These institutions are on Bauer's Slfest Tbrifll..ist.

Rlvct~idc

Bank of Heme~
PalmDesert NB
Inland Empire NB
Wm<m Cooununily Bank Corona
Overland Bank
Valley Bank
O..Arrz.aNB
FiatBank of Palm Desert NA
Tanccula Valley NB
Ga~way Weo1cm Bank
Bank of Desert NA

Hemet
Palm Desert
RJvenide

Corona

Tanecula
Moreno Valley
Riverside

Palm Desert

Tanecula
Bcaumonl
u~,.

Mon:noVallq
Coaehella

Cai·WatNB
Fust NB "' Coaehella

Valley Merdv.n,. Bank NA

San Bernardino County
Cluno Valley Bank
Fin•TNSIBank
VUIC_Lard NB
Desert Community Bank

Upland Bank
Bank of San Bernanhno
Fin1 Communi1y Bank
Hlah Desert NB

Golden PaCific Bank
Full Moun,.'" Bank
Fon1ana First NB
Rcdlanda Ccrucruual Bank
Inland Ccmmunily Bank NA
Sun Country Bank

Hemet

Ouno
Ontano
R1ncho Cuc1mon

Victorvlile
Upland
San Bcrnardmo
Yucca Valley
Heapcna
Onuno
B1g Bear Lolte
Fmtana
RedlandJ
Ralto

Apple VoUey

•••• .. Thrifts with an adj. TAP CR between
4.5% and 6%.
••• "' ·· TAP CR between 3% and 4.5%
••• •· Adj. TAP CR between 1.5% and 3%
and a core CR exceeding 3%.
•• •• Thrifts or banks that do not or would
not meet regulatory capital rtqUirernents.
• •• Thrifts wilh 111 adj. TAP CR betweai 0%
and 1%. These institutions are on Bauer's
Troubled Thrift List

~O>ange

Smce

S(OOO)

Dec. '90

156020
85611

•7.4
-4.5
-4.4
7.4
45
·3.9

Non-Performing Loans
Toul
~Change
Au~
NP
Smce
of Grou
Dec. "90
LoanJ
LoanJ

232875
104625
80427
16512
15608

68796
65596

5n12
35143
33906
33713
278&2
25394
21847
14810
517091
400435
150658
65591
65511
12ln

55125
49227
43806
30253
29467
18645
12467
IOOOS

0.5
0.3
1.5

56831

14.0
9.2
8.7
4.6
6.2
8.0
·3.2
-9.5
4.8
10.8
32.3

56642
54409
4991 1
34276
44806
22592
23252
22AIO
20364
15970
1251
1120

10
·3.5
17.1
12.0
15.4
0.7
1.3
4.1
15.1
2.0
1.3
84.3
1219
47.2

358034
256049
110358
45139
51142
41747
31514
33107
28640
19425
19288
10345
4070
3973

~.9

.{)1

.{) 8
·5.2
·II
·170
~I

2.1
·16 2
128 7
-2.7
-41
1.1

28 4
100
1.7

10
·I 4
0.0
2.6
·12.2
426.5
26.7
227.5

1778
998
291
1423
304
1761
704
15

52
740
167
176
1053
3
0
10247
7461
926
611
1379
237
21
13n
261
792
252
0
0
0

.....
.....

47.6

I 14
I 17
0.51
2.50

-45.5
-52.9

0.55

.....
.....-48.5

316.3

3.52
2.04
0.17
0.23
3 18

496.8
-42.6
131.6
445.6

3 87

.....0.0

0.86
6.56
0.23
0.00

11.6
5.6
·28.4
2216
53.1

2.86
2.91
0.82
1.34
2.68

848.0
·34.4

0.56
0.01

.....6.1

4 14
0.91
404
1.30
0.00
0.00
0.00

83.3
358.2
0.0
0.0
0.0

Au~

ofToul
Aucu
076
095

0.36
I 86
0.40
2.56
107
01 3
0.15
2.11
U7
0.63
4 15
0.01
0.00
198
I 86
0.61
093
2.10
0.33
0.04
280
0.60
2.62
086
000
0.00
0.00

Income
lnaxne Before
Extra hanJ
$(000)

Ann . Return
on Avg. AJsc:u
(R.O.A.)

1047
721
408

089
1.38
1.02

206

0.51

482
74

1.31
0.22
1.40
1.21
0.74
·2.12

446

340

126
-471
·946

119
110
110
·164
4174
630
294
303
170
495
·123
209
55

108
44
·194
·301
-320

·5.29
0.85

0.83
1.74
-2.51

162
0.31
0.43
0.97
0.56

1.40
·0.45

0.86
0.27
0.73
0.30
·2.79
·6.76
-7.53

Capital
Pnmary Cap

..

~-----

Aucu
8 13
902
628
916
933
5.74
10.67
7.25
6.20
140
2.36
7.73
15 71
11 43
1971
7.83
6.64
6.0S
792
820
11.37
817
7 95
8.02
920
II 18
20.11
19 11
2907

_I
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1d10ts or else !he incenuve structure IS
encouraging them to make bad decisions. I
believe the Iauer rather than the former.
IEBJ : What exactly do you mean by the
incentive strucrure?

Banks and S&Ls

IEBJ: What are you saying?

Dec 90

Loans
Toul
LoanJ

Ri verside County
R•vemdeNB

Hill: It's almost complete in every respect
except it does not have a title ...it is a Washington Post briefing book on the banking
industry and on bank reform ... we had a won·
derful title bul we found out thai a book on
the oil induslr)' was published with the exact
same ti tle...
IEBJ: What was it?

O>ange
SU>Ce
~

Running on Empty?
(. , ,fllUllud Frotll f'lJ,t

\t l

be cautious about titles because you have to
do a full search and make sure there is no
infringement and all that But the book will
be published by the end or January by the
Washington Post, and if people are inlerest·
ed, they can contact the Post or drop them a
line, and we will make certllin they gel on
the mailing list.
IEBJ: How much does the book cost?
HiD: The initial press run is being offered at
$175a clip.
IEBJ: That's nice, do you get any royalties?
Hill: No ... so I just look at 11 and say "I
didn 't realize I was that smart"
IEBJ: What exactly do you do in the book?
Hill: We go through the roots of the banking
disasters beginning in the 1930s and discuss
why the induslr)' was stable for 40 years and
why it came apart. We also go into the ceo·
nomics or the banking induslr)' and what is it
about the cost structure or the very large
banks that has led them 10 systematically
stub their toes over the past I0 years.
IEBJ: What do you think it is?

HiD: Well, put it this way...when you have
so many banks consistently malting the same
miSl&lce, you have two choices...you either
assume that all !he managers are congenital

Hill: If you look at the laws and regulations
that allow the banks to do what they do, coupled with the fact that the very largest banks

into very nsky speculauve loans. Just look ac uon ... now who 'se out there look1ng or
at third world countries~ur government loans at a million dollars a shot?'' That's the
won't let them go belly up, so we shoveled a real estale developers, and it was the same
lot or money that way. When thai slowed type or loan. They said they'd pay back high
down, banks said "Ah ha, here's the highly margins and they could take large gobs or
leveraged business... Michael Milken wears money and senior folks could go out there
nice clothes, we'll do the same thing." The and feel good about mak ing the Iransaclast shot was "We can't lend to oil wildcat- tion ...very risky transactions.
ters, we can't lend to Zimbabway, we can' t
Please Su Page 33
lend to xyz Corp...with a junk bond trans·

have the most expensive money or allj-;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(money from COs or from the commercial I
paper market where they go to Wall Street
and float a bond at relatively higher rates, get
the money in and then II)' to lend it out at a
higher rate). Also, big banks are much more
bureaucratic, and loans have to work up
through more layers or management to get
approval-especially if Ihey're not s1andard
routine transactions.
IEBJ: Like a big commercial real estate
loan?

"when you have so many banks
consistently making the same
mistake, you have two
choices...you either assume that
all the managers are congeniJ.al
idiots or else the incentive structure is encouraging them to make
bad decisions. I believe the latter
rather than the former."
Hill: Exactly. So when you can buy the
expensive money, along with the expensive
cost of making a loan, ii has driven the banks
to look ror big credit where they can pump
out a ton of money in one shot They essen·
tially wrile down the fl.l(ed cost of making a
decision--they need something with high
margins so they can pay back the people they
borrowed money from .
IEBJ: Whai has this done?
HIU: It has consistently forced the banks

IN TODAY'S
UNCERTAIN TIMES,
ISN'T IT NICE To
KNOW THAT SOME
PARTNERSHIPS
ARE MORE STABLE
THAN EVER

--·=·-AI Communi1y Bank, we've spent
the last 45 years worlcjng together
with some very important partners.
Our cus10mers.
ln these unpredictable times, why
risk !he uncertajnty of branch
closings, impersonal or disrupted
service? Just call or visit any of our
banlcing offices.

We also provide our partners the
convenience of six Inland branches.
And the confidence that comes from
our fmancial strength of Sl3 billion
in assets.

RllllAlrol MAoi.StiVI""" IWa- ~c.-...
Rli<TAKA·Ruii-AHD l i!AM ~

200 E.uT Cmus Avs. 714-793·7S7S
9699 s-.. Ava 714-3~19
1175 E.uTHDILuro Ava 714-UI·2323

SAN BIIR!WIDN>-BI!Tll CAiuoM Alii 0aaA WHm

VICI"OaWlJI-BAuY-

UZZO

A11D-

ClooAIIrY

16120BBAJ. VAU.JIY RD. 619-2AI·I466
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Largest Credit Unions in the Inland Empire
Ranked by .·\s\eb
N - Ill C.-Mit Unloll
A..._
City, State, Zip

Key Extc:~~tlve
Title
Phone/Fax

Aswts

Loans

Mm~bers

Employees

Branches

156,(XX),(XX)

1.

Sa ~lito Ceuty Catral
P.O. .Box.135
Sill Bemadino, CA 92402

124,(XX),(XX)

43,(XX)

140

9

97 ,(XX),(XX)

59,(XX),(XX)

1.

Mardi Fedtnl
P.O. Box 9500
MORDO Valley, CA 92552-9500

21,445

49

Robert Cameron
President.(:EO
(714) 656-4411/656-2119

'111eNerta

90,000,(XX)

26,(XX),(XX)

14.551

31 full time

David E. Raley
CEO
(714) 885-3281/381 -9419

President.(:EO
(714) 881-3355/883-1457

Bailcba S-21

1.

5 p111t lime

NOIIoll AFB.. CA 92Q

..

Larry Sharp

Rmnlde ClllllltJ SeMel~

71,tXX>.OOO

55,(XX),(XX)

19,600

48

3

M..-kHIIWklns
President.(:EO
(714) 684-6414/781 -4653

38,871,672

21,579,820

17,830

69fulltime
13 part time

5

WilHam P. McC.rthy
President
(619) 242-56461242-5042

6403 Riverside Ave.
Rivmide, CA 92506

11Ja11 Delert Fedtnl

P.O. Box 1669
Appk Valley, CA 92307

5.

6..

Grater Co.tel F.aploJfti Fedtnl
16071 Mojave Dr.
Viaorville, CA 92392

36,365,435

22,332,248

7,103

25

Elysa J. Alnlar
President
(619) 245-0401/245-6714

LALe.a Eaployees Fedtnl

33.250.000

11.4 million

9,1XXl

13

Gottfried Winter
Presidenr.(i.M.
(714) 825-36601799-6858

11131~St.

7.

Lema LiDda, CA 923S4

Rlvenlde c-pus Fedtnl
3595 Canyoo Crest Dr.
Riverside, CA 92Sff7

28,769,592

16,040,634

5,300

L

13.5

Olllarte Sdleol EaploJftl Federal
202 Wesa B St.
Ouwio. CA 91761

26,(XX),(XX)

17.4 million

4,994

II

9.

I .

Robert Ham..
CEO
(714) 983-1959/988-5130

.

liiiMd Valey Federal
10. P.O. Box547
Fonlall&, CA 923~

20.4 millioo

cwre, J'edenl

14.6 million

8,850

14

3

....,_ J:.plofees Federal
1200 Columbia Ave.
Rivmide, CA 92Sff7

s.. .. _ ...

SeMel,_,..,_,.......

13,000,(XX)

6,598

14'

Catberint M. Richards
President.(:EO
(714) 986-4552/986-3844

16.6 milliaJ

9,(XX),IXXl

2,*Xl

5

D.K. McMillan
Manager
(714) 781-56001781-5273

' 16,112,134

9,36S,33S

4139

16,802,296

10,836,612

4,128

13. 2441 N Siena Wfi'J

10

0

SID Bemlrdiao. CA 92A04
s-111 Lake Fedtnl
14. 13325 Malket St.
Troaa, CA 93562
S..

Bel...._. City.....,_. Cnft

Ualllll 1S,250,(XX)

9.7 million

4650

IS. 447 Wesa2Dd St.
S. B D~~dillo, CA 92A01

...... Ceutlel,....
16.. 1979 NOdb "E" St.
S.O Bemmtino, CA 9240S

9,IXXl,IXXl

Rile Federal
4422BJO('bJnAvc..
Rivenide. CA .92501

7.2million

l'rlltlllla ............

6,1XXl,IXXl

17

11

u.
:a

s.ooo.ooo
4.8 million

4,900

3.321

2,850

12

12

II

Linda Martina
CEO
(714) 882-2911/881-4162
Gerald Dunoth
President
(619) 372-4001/372-4447

0

Brenda J, WJWam1
President.(:EO
(714) 889..{)838/889-7973

2

Carol Hooper
CEO,(Ieneral Manager
(714) 8864637/881-6500

4 full time
2 plllt time

Jean Mansfield
CEO
(714) 682-1555/nooe

4

Carlos V-.cef01
CEO
(714)781-0981/none

6,1XXl,IXXl

3,939,949

3,1XX)

6

0

N..cy Beaudll
Manager
(7J4) 822-4487/822-4487

VlcW Valey , ......
1S44S Bib St.
Vic:unille, CA 92392

5,105,1XXl

3,899,1XXl

2,300

6

0

Nonna Lee Sawabl
Manager
(619) 245-35371245-3541

a.....rartr......

4,9SI,836

1'7215 ~ Bl1ld.

,_.., CA 9233S

2L 1299 CdDmbia Ave. S... B-7
JUwnide, CA 92S07

n.

7 JX'IJ.IXXl

P.O. Box 1505
Rivcnide. CA 92S02

,.....,......

Jo Anne Drake
Manager
(714) 350-55001357-3005

18,120.(XX)

lL 410N. Lcmca Ave.
o..io,CA 91764

u.

Debra Gannaway
President.(:EO
(714) 787-3605/682-4864

...._Nea.O,.
P.O. Box 1146
Banlow, CA 92311

4,132,385

3.918,937

2,968,550

1,196

899

Bllrb.-. Duckwortlt
CEO
(714) 683-1420/nme

3

2

0

Michael S. Ralralo
CEO
(619) 156-2591/noae

NIA • NIIC ~ WND • WoMid Not Disclou 1111 • 1101 tllltlil4bk. 1lle infonnalion in the above list- obWned from the CO!rqiMies listed. To the best or oar a-ledae the information aupplied is KCIInle ll of pea time. While every effort is made 10 ensure the •c;QIJK}' and thoroughnesa of the lis&. omissions and r:ypopphical enon sometime occor. Plellle send ~tiona or addilioal on c:cJq~Uyleacrhcad 10: 1lle lDland Empire Bun- Joamal. 3281 Eul Guasti 1490, Onlario, CA 91761. RIIUarclwd by JolaNt HtiU/ey. Copyri111t 1991/EBJ.
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FDIC-commercial banks and savings
banks. The latest FD1C projection calls for Hill: I hope they disappear. Chances are,
$47 billion over two years, plus they need most will convert to commercial banlcs.. .I
some money to take care of past committals mean it's clear that with the thrifmess test,
and other such things.. .in our book, we pre- they must have 70% of their money in mortdict that they'll need $51 billion plus another gages and in mortgages backed instruments... thls is helping them now, but in the
$30 billion to recapitalize the fund.
long run, its going to hurt them.
IEBJ: Surely this could be regulated.
IEBJ: So $70 billion is just a down payment?
IEBJ: Are small banks making a profit in
Hill: Well, that's the point.. .it can be regutoday's economy?
lated against and there can be strict ftre walls HiU: Right
Cuntumt d from Pa'.!t 31
built between the two operations. But we
Hill: Small commercial banks are heavily
don't want to see deposit insurance used to IEBJ: Then what about RTC?
involved in residential and small business
IEBJ: But don't banks see the vacancy
give the commercial bank a competitive
lending. The spreads are thin for the bigger
rates?
advantage over the existing investment HiU: RTC and the savings association insur- banks ... the smaUer banks are actually worlcbanks.
ance fund (which is a part of FDIC) have ing with bigger spreads because their money
HiU: It's like looking at the rear end of a
separate authorizing language. They just got comes from individual depositors and from
horse that's galloping down the street...it's IEBJ : 1111
· led FDIC.
e us about the cnpp
a $50 billion slug of money a little while COs that are not marketed nationally so they
too late.
ago.
pay less for their money than the very big
Hill: Put it this way, they need about $70
banks do ... big banks do deals on basis
IEBJ: What else did the industry do?
billion. They are broke ... and understand that IEBJ: Will S&Ls ftzzle out altogether over points.
the
$70 billion is not for RTC .. it's for thenextftveyears?
PkaseSuPage34
HiU: They forgot about portfolio diversi- , _ L _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.~___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___::_ __
Hill: The problem that some members had
is the fear that a commercial bank will go in,
and if they have a major position in the stock
of a company, and the company is going
south, they would then take depositors
money and put good money after bad.

Banks and S&Ls
Running on Empty?

ftcation. The way you offset risk is by
having many different types of investments. But what we've seen in the banking industry over the past 10 years are
narrowing portfolios.
IEBJ: It looks like the combination of all
these things has led to a concentration of
the problems in the banking industry
among the largest banks.
Hill: That is correct

IEBJ: How many banks have you specifically looked at?
HiU: We have classified 158 banks with
assets of $10 million or more... this being
the epicenter of the banking problem in
the U.S.

IEBJ: Isn't that a small number of banks
to look at?
HiU: It's a relatively small number, but
it's 80% of the problem assets. Some
holding companies have multiple banks
on that list. But take a look at Security
Pacific, if the real estate market in Los
Angeles drops 20% which is totally possible, their management is going to have a
rather stressful weekend.

IEBJ: You said that diversification has
narrowed, but what of the recent news
that banks can now become more actively
involved in the securities market.
HiU: Banks have always had some stock
market activity through their trust departments because they have been investing
portfolios for the trusts they have been
managing. Banks can provide brokerage
services through subsidiaries, but that's
been relatively limited. Now large commercial real estate banks want to get
involved in the investment banking busi-

THE BIG CITY BANKERS.
NOW YOU SEE 'EM.
NOW YOU DON'T.
"' v'G3 //
What happened to your big
city banker? Somebody men-

""-.(

tioned the word "recession"

~
\~,v.

\\

and your "personal" banker was gone in a puff of smoke. You'll

j "~

'

f

probably miss the fancy lunches and free ball game tickets; but the news isn't all

Qv
-~
Q
,·:

\.....
___..

~\

bad. There's a great locally based independent /
bank that's been around for over a century.
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~

.
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First Trust Bank has watched financial institutions
come and go over the years while it has grown stead ily to
become one of California's most solid banks. We're experts at
addressing the needs of local business and sticking by them through
the rough years as well as the prosperous ones.
Call Larry Petersen at 945-2740 today. It's only a local call
and he'll take it personally.

ness.
IEBJ: What exactly would large banks
be doing?
Hill: They would be performing that
whole range of activities involved in taking a company public. This includes raising venture capital, to guaranteeing a
IIOck issue, to making positions or markets in a stock of a particular company.

IEBJ:

lsn'llhiJ good?

TilE UNCOMMON BANK

MEMBER F.D I.C

BU5mess Financing: Larry Petersen (714) 945-2740 ·Real Estate ProJects: Bob Mon (714) 945-1275 ·Trust Services: Guy Beyeooorf (714) 983.0511
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ing about two particularly important
events. One was in the early 70s when
Citicorp invented the Certificate of
Deposit which essentially started the liberation of the saver and increased the
cost structure in the industry. The second
was the four major problems in investing
which banks got involved in during the

80s: Third world, oil patch, highly lever-

Guess Who Needs $70 Billion?

aged and commercial real estate.
Hnl: Oh there has to be a solution ...the
market makes solutions ... the market
IEBJ: So, in conclusion, you would say
hates vacuums. But what the solution
there is hope but it will take awhile.
t.~.~
will be is going to depend on the wisdom
of Congress (take that as you will) ...Von,
Hill: Yeah ...it's gonna be expensive...so
my ~author, and I have policy proposwhat else is new. 6
als that we advocate for, but that doesn't ~-------------------------
mean anyone will listen to us .. .I think
what we look forward to is a narrowing
of the risk exposure to the taxpayer
~10NEY
t , ·''·~ .. I· ,, /), ( ,,
through deposit insurance. This means
IEBJ: So these small banks are going to banks with very circumscribed lending
powers. Also, we will witness the indusmake it in the long run?
try gain competitiveness as banks open
up whollyowned subsidiaries that can
HID: Oh absolutely...they are the only
take riskier positions and can go belly up
guys making money..•big banks aren't
without affecting what I call a mattress
making money.•.the little guys are.
bank .. .a bank that's so risky it throws
money under a mattress.
IEBJ: How many independent small
bents are there in the U.S.7
IEBJ: Who is the big talker when it
HOI: About 6,000 of them with less than comes to banking decisions now days?
$300 million in as.'let size...thcte are indeHOI: That's the problem ...thcte's no one.
pendent banks today making moneyThe people who should have the largest
IDIIly have a smaller volume of transacsay should be Congressman Gonzales
tions than 1m active ATM.
from Texas who heads the House Banking and Urban Affairs Commiuee and
IEBJ: About the employment picture...
Congressman Dingle who heads the committee on Securities Action. And then
HHI: There will be between a 20 and
Senator Regal with the Senate Banking
25'11 loss in the industry over this
Committee... they essentially have the
dec:ade._this is without a doubt the steel
largest voice in the legislation in
industry of the 90s. So much of it really
Congress.
depends on the passage of interstate
banking and a lot of the problem now is
IEBJ: Are these decision makers being
that big bents just do not have enough
heard?
capital to buy out otber big banks. To
use an analogy, we have a bunch of
HID: They're talking ...but they're getpotaltial sbartcs IDd pinmbas with muzting creamed.
zles on them---tbat's 1m inhibiting factor.

Banks and S&Ls

Slice it, dice it, shape it any way you want...U.S. banks are in a wringer

Banks and S&Ls

FllNUING AN ACQUISITION:
\\'HI-:RE \\"ILL
COl\lE FR0!\1 ?

Running on Empty'!

IUJ: Are you in favor of interstate
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Ow plgv 1Hutb liTe broun. TodDy the
FDIC IJioM ueds lit exeeu of$70 bUIiolf just to nscru the deposits til troutkd llastitutions. Is then stilllwpe!
Dr. Robert Auerb~~eh, Ph.D. is the for_, «onolflist for the House Banking
Colftlflittee and former advisor to the
U.S. TniiSUTJ. Today he is a professor
Ill the Univenity of Rivenide's Graduate School of Management. In an
exclusive interview with the Inland
Elflpire Business Journal, Dr. Auer-

Auerbach: Right. It reminds many rently they are required to hold I2 percongressmen of the Garend-St Gennain cent of their checking deposits with the
bill of I982 where they opened the sav- Federal Reserve . . The Federal Reserve
should pay interest on those
ings and loans up to all ro::al'l"!"""'
depositsright now it's just
kinds of things that they
too
high
of a tax on the
weren't doing and allowed
banking
system.
them to go across state
lines. Instead of helping
IEBJ: Is it true that it will
the savings and loans, it
ac
tually be the smaller
enticed them into different
banks
who wiiJ survive the
things and it got them into
best?
much worse trouble. What
I think needs to be done
Auerbach: Well, most
immediately is to make the
people
wouJd say that, but
banks more profitable. Cur- Robert Auerbach, Ph.D.

the only reason why I'm hesitant is that
the banking supervision in this country
is so poor that I'm not quite sure what
the condition of the banks really is.

IEBJ: So the solution is...
Auerbach: Immediate subsidy to the
banking system and pay interest on
reserves would help save the banking
system. It would put about S1 billion
into the banking system immediately.
Now I hate to say that-it's peanuts
compared to what they are going to have
to do to bail them out, bot it is a start. 6

b"h~nhh~s~hhon~~~L--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~

Bllllkillg.

IEBJ: Tell about the recent hype
about replenishing the FDIC with
some $70 billion.
Auerbach: It will come from taxpayers one way or the other...even if they
borrow it. We will be paying the
interest and will eventually have to
pay it back.

"We at Independence Bank have a direct business investment in
the future of the Inland Empire. We view ourselves in partnership
with the businesses of our surrounding communities... and accept
the personal commitment of a continuing interaction with them in
responsible corporate growth and prosperity... "
-·Jeanne Lochart

IEBJ: Is $70 billion accurate?

Vice President and Manager
Inland Empire Regional Office
Rancho Cucamonga, CA

Auerbach: It may be inadequate
unless they make some fundamental
changes. Right now it's just a temporary amount

IEBJ: What about the President?

bW:io&?
IEBJ: How ugly is the situation?

HID: It's pro-competitive, I'm in favor of
that. I'd raaber see t.nts merge out of
market than to keep on seeing this wave
of mergers within a martet.•.t.hat helps.

Auerbach: It isn't as threatening to
the health of the United States as

IEBJ: What have we seen taking place
this re-'1

Hll: A bunch of bub-like mergers

Vf:ly

IEBJ: Why?
simi1lr to the airline industry whcle airlines tried to merge to build defensible
HOI: It's just sat or the dynamics of
fOIUalel in a:nain cities IDd 10 they get
the issue. It's not a situation where it's
mooopoly pricing. We're beginning to
easy to be a winner.
ICC that in the buking industry, except
DO ODC WEts to talk about that in polile
IEBJ: What, in your opinion was the
company. We're talking about it which
straw that broke the camel's back?
means we are not Vf:I'J polite.

IEBJ: Will there be a solution in the

Hill: In the book we spend time talk-

Palm Sprrngs Savings Reports Third
Quarter Earnings
Palm Springs Savings Bank has reported net earnings for the third quarter or
1991 of SI47,(XX), an increase of 9.7'11 from the $134,000 earnings repor1Cd for lhe
thin! quartet of 1990. Net earnings for the nine moDihs ended September 30, 1991
were $519,000 compared to $385,000 for the same period of 1990, a 34.8'11

iacreue.
Tbc caminp aruqaiYaleot to S0.19 per- share ($0.17 f1llly diluttld) for the third
..-riDd 50.61 pel" sllue (50.60 fuDy diluted) for lhe fUll nine months of 1991.
AIICts wen JepOnCd • $133 mi1lioa and dcpolits as $121 million on September
30. 1991. DepolillllaYe iaclealed by $3.6 million from last year.
SIOC:kholden eqllity pew from just over SS million to more than $5.7 million, a
- " $7(1),000. 01' 13.8 ,., increale, . blat's cae IDd laDiiblc capital ratios were 43CJI on September 30, exceedqlbo 3.MI•c:qainmeM. 1be rist-bued captial ratio was 8.9%, excecdDtg the cur.-7~eeqaemeaLA
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One of California's Top Performing Banks
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S•roing th• Bu<inm ond P•ofmionol Communiti" of th•
Inland Empire and San Gabriel Valley Through Offices in:
Covina
Ontario (2)
Pomona
Riverside

San Bernardino (2)
San Gabriel
Upland
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(ilno CValley=GJJank
Arcadia (2)
Chino (2)
Colton
Corona
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The banking supervision
in this country is so poor
that I'm Mt quite sure
what the condition of
banks really is.
might appear-most of the money
that was lost wasn't to United States
citizens. And most of the money that
will be raised through taxes comes
from United States citizens. The very
very bad part of it is the redistribution
or Wealth to bankers who made bad

loans.

Creative, Flexible
Financial Support to
tbe Middle Market
Specializing in
Business Lines of
Credit Including:
Accounts Receivable,
Equipment Financing,
Import/Export
Financing

"Our commitment to Inland
Empire businesses starts
with a deep belief In the
economic power and
vitality of this area."

IEBJ: How are banks reacting to
JliOpo8ed changes?
Allerbacb: Well banks don't want to
go for the Bradey changes, and he's
timed them at a very bad time. Here
the banks are in terrible trouble and
they want to give them a lot of new
businesses to go into.

IEBJ: This sounds like a bill that
leveral years ago gave savings and
lOins cowuJess freedoms .

•INDEPENDENCE:iiiiiiiiiiiiiii;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill
BANK
THE BANK THAT IIEAHS BUSIIESS
IN

Rancho Cucamonga • Onlario • Upland • Pomona • Ri-side • Cl.-emont • Fontana • Mon..ait
Independence Bank has 14 branch localions In Califoma l l n d - ol o- $700.000,000

Inland Empire Regional Office • Haven Avenue & 6th Street •
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730

(714) 980-0522
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Top Colleges and Universities in the Inland Empire
Ranked by 199fJ-91/~nro/lmem
lnstJtutloo
Students:
Address
Total Enrollment
City, State, Zip
Farulty-Student Rallo
Callfonia State Polytedullc UnJverslty, Pomona
18.7TI
L 3801 WestT~eAve.
19:1
Pomona, CA 91768
Callforola State University, San Bemardloo
12,561
l. SSOO University Parkway
20:1
San Bernardino, CA 92407-2397
UnlYentty ol California, Riverside
8.890
3. 900 Univenity Ave.
14:1
Rivcnide, CA 92521
Unlvenity ol La Verne
7,000
4. 1950 Third St
19:1
La Verne., CA 91750
UnlYenlty olltedlands
3,006
5. P.O. 80ll3080
13:1
RedlaDdl, CA 92373-0999
Loma UJida Unlventty
2,446
3:1
6. Lema Linda, CA 92350

De Clwemollt Gnctute Sdtool
1. 170E. Tealll St.
Oaraooot, CA 91711
l'blr Collep
I. 1050 N. Milb Ave.
Claremont, CA 91711

'·

Public
1938

442
125

Public
1960

$1,067
$7,380

$4,169

546
124

Public
1907

$2,373
$10,072

$5,360

Type of Institution
Year Founded

On Campus:
Room & Board
(Avg. Yearly Cost)
$4,34 1

Private
1891

$11,170
$11,170

$4,590

116
310

Private
1907

$12,960
$12,960

$5.000

928

Private
1905

$3,200-$20,080

$5,580

212

1,800
9.2:1

68
73

Private, Graduate
1925

$14,010
$14,010

n/a

850
n/a

80
0

Private
1963

$16,200
$16,200

$21,200

634

60

Private

29

1926

$14,700
N/A

$6,350

10:1
500+10:1

2

Private
1861 (Orange)

$137 per unit
S137 per unit

N/A

20

180
n/a

n/a
n/a

Private
1971

s125 per unit

$125 per unit

nJa

N6ul tJahownlty
lL 4371 .Lalbom St.

Rmnide. CA 92501

Top Local Exec.
Title
Phone/Fax
Bob H. Suzuki
President
(714) 869-2290/869-4353
Anthony H. Evans
President
(714) 880..50021880-5901
Rosemary SJ. Scbraer
(714) 787-1012/787-3866
Dr. Stephen Morgan
President
(714) 593-351 1 ext4960/392-D364
James R. Appleton
President
(714) 793-2121(793-2029
Dr. B. Lyn Behrens
President
(714) 824-4300!824-4577
John D. Maguire
President
(714) 621-8025}621-8390
Paul B. Ransloo
Acting President
(714) 621-8198/621-8479
Nancy Y. llekavac
Pxesident
(714) 621-8148}621-8323
R011 Stephals
Academic Center Direclor
(619) 341-80.51/n/a
Dr. WUllamJ. Peplctllo
Regional Dean
(71o4) 250-51 ()()J2S0-5433

NIA "'N« Applicable WND = Wollld Not Disclose

11a = 1101 available. The information in the above list was obtained from the companies listed To the best of OUJ knowledge the information supplied ia ~ a1 of press time. While every effort is made 10 ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the list, omissions and typographical errors sometime occur. Please send corrections or addi1iom on campany leuabead to: The Inland Empire Business Journal, 3401 Centrela.kc Dr. 111620, Ontario, CA 91764. Researched by JoAM HefU/ey. Copyrighl 1991 IEBJ.

+Health Care Ne\vs
HMC Group Corporate Headquarters
Under Construction

manente Medical Center in Ontario.
HMC GROUP, formerly known as HMC
Architects, Inc., and Harnish, Morgan and Causey,
was founded in Ontario in 1940 by the late Jay Dewey
Hamish, FAIA. The fum has grown to 186 people and
was ranked the 18th largest architectmal fum in the
United States in 1991, according to Building Design
Gild Construction magazine. HMC's main office is
presently at 500 East "E" Street in Ontario, with
regional offiCes in Los Angeles and San Diego.~

ters degree in gerontology and is a noted university
lecturer. She has been recognized nationally for her
procedures and written publications on various topics
pertaining to the aging.
She was an administrator for a prominent retirement center in Lorna Linda and has also been the clinical coordinator of the Multi-disciplinary Geriatric
Council at Lorna Linda. For information regarding
classes in long-term. care, call the academic center at
341-8051 or drop by the center at 41-555 Cook St. in
Palm Desert. ~

Chapman UniYersity Introduces
"Long-Term Care" Certificate in the
Coachella Valley

HMc

GROUP, an Ontario-based architectural
film, is watching the c:onsuuction of its latest buil<ling
from a new perspective. Typically, the buildings HMC
designs are for bealthcare, education, government or
commercial clients. But this structure will be the
fum's new corporate headquarters and will bring
together the staff which, for several years, has been
scattered in four separate facilities in Ontario and
Upland. The new four-saory 43,500 square foot buildin& fronts 1nland Empire Boulevard and features roof
decks oo the upper floots and liberal use of both clear
and solar grey window glass. Occupancy is anticipated
iD January 1992.
For over balf a century, HMC has been a leader in
plamlina the IJ'Owth of bealthcare facilities throughout
the ln1and ~ire and Southern California. San AnaoDio Colmlunity Hospital has been a client since 1940,
ln4 J:{MC'a wed is rdleCt.ed in the many expansions
IDd c:~wa&es ia that regional facility. HMC projects
iaCiude Moreno Valley Hospital Medical Mall, Ran~
c:bo CacMn-p Medk:al Cenaer.. Kaiser Permanente
Medicll
in ,....._, and the neTt ~ Pee·

ea.

chapman University's Coachella Valley Academic
Center in Palm Desert is proud to offer the "LongTerm Care Certificate" program to residents of the
Coachella Valley.
Recent statistics indicate that by 1995, 20 percent
of the total U. S . population will be 60 years of age
and older. Thus. there will be a great need for qualified/certified long-term care specialists and facilities.
The Coachella Valley alone, in preparation for thls
increase, has doubled the number of long-term nursing
facilities during the past five years.
This new "Long-Term Care Certificate" will fulfill
three levels of need for the community. Health professionals, with a baccalaureate degree, can pursue a nondegree "Graduate Certificate in Long-Term Care."
Secondly, the certificate is also designed for health
science majors that have an interest in nursing home
administration. Fmally, the certificate program can be
taken for Continuing EducatiQn Unit (CEU) credits by
people who are not necessarily seeking a degree, but
who have an interest in issues pertaining to the aging.
Beginning in November, the first of five courses
required for the certificate will be offered. The subject
will be "Issues in Aging" or, in more practical terms,
"What Do 1 Do With My Mother or Father" (when
they become ill or unable to care for themselves) .
Janet Underwood will be the instructor. She bas a mas-

·--------------~--------------------------

'

Chancellor

121
461

=,.co~~ewt

Cdumbia
Oaraooot, CA91711
C..p- Unlv. (C-=Itella Valley Academic Ctr.)
II. (1-555 Cook SL Sllile 100
Palm Desert, CA 92260

204

Tuition & Fees:
Calif. Resident
Non Resident
$1,090
$6,000

Facuhy:
Full-Time
Part-Time
682
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THE
CENTRE
OF
ATTENTION
Centrelake . Ontario ' s outstand ing busin ess add ress . 70acres , master-planned to offer the best of everyth ing .
Classic office bu ildings . State-of-the-art te lecommunications services . Covered parking. On-site
amenities, including hotels and restaurants .

T

T

Did we mention the lakes?
See for yourself why Centrelake is the center of attent ion in the Inland
Empire .

St. Bernardine Appoints Director
of Managed Care

S

t. Bernardine Medical Center is pleased to
announce the appointment of
Brad Sher as director of Managed Care Services. He joins
their organization from O'Connor Hospital, a 350-bed tertiary
facility in San Jose, where he
was director of Managed Care
for four years. Prior to that. Mr.
Sher served as senior contract
manager for Blue Cross of California, and also has past experience as an insurance broker.
He obtained his masters degree in Health Service
Administration from Golden Gate University in San
Francisco. His many professional affiliations include
serving as chairman of HFMA's (Healthcare rmancial
Management Association) Managed Care Committee,
program director for the Bay Area Healthcare Contractors Association, and member of the board and
executive committee for Pacific Health Alliance.
Mr. Sher will be responsible for directing St.
Bemardine Medical Center's Manage Care program
among providers, physicians and consumers.
Mr. Sber is married and has one daughter. His
interests include golf, reading and movies. ~

I
+

1-10 Freeway at Haven Avenue

NOW LEASING: ONE LAKESHORE CENTRE

+

Contact:

A joint development of:

CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD

CENTREMARK/MISSION LAND COMPANY

Mark McAdams o r David Berger
(7 14) 980-7788

~~
./

----------------------------------------+
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Ideas For The Inland Empire

.

An Alarm BeU is
Ringing ira the California Business Community. Who WiU
Respond?

Beyond Good
Intentions
By RuyHeally,
Dir«tor,
COIIStl'uctioft AIOG/'tllt&.f Program

MaJthew K . Fong, Member, Cali-

forrU4 Stale Board of Equa/izaJion

A t a time when it is becoming more and more difficult to show black and not red on the bottom line,
most managers take a look at their "people costs."
In addition to salary or wages, the employer typically provides a portion of health care benefits, purchases insurance for worker's compensation (WCI),
pays state disability insurance and social security
levies.
State disability insurance and social security payments are set by state and federal law, and have to be
accepted as part of the cost of doing business. Many
fums seek to control health care costs by purchasing

The cost ofinjuries, accidents or
improper use or disposal of hllZJUdous
materials can run I 00 times the cost or

1M ~nu of a lullf-lwur jobsite safety

reW.w.

A n alarm bell is ringing in the business community of California - loud, clear, unmistakable. Have you
heard it? Companies, both large and small, are leaving the state in ever increasing numbers. Hundreds of
thousands of Californians are losing their jobs, or
having their jobs threatened, not by recession, not by
foreign competition, but rather by competition from
other states in the union who are luring away healthy
California companies.
The list of California losses could fill this page.
Examples include: Applied Materials, a leading computer chip manufacturer, shifting substantial operations from Sunnyvale to Austin. Texas; and McDonnell Douglas and Lockheed moving aircraft manufacturing facilities that will produce airplanes well into
the next century to Georgia and St. Louis. California
has lost 60,000 aerospace jobs in the last four years.
One of the great strengths of the state has been its
pool of talented aerospace workers. If enough of
them move out of state, the aerospace industry in California could collapse because no manufacturer
wou\d locate new work here if the worker talent pool
is depleted beyond repair. 1be loss or these jobs hits
lbe pocketbook of nearly every Californian living in
the local economy where it is estimated lhat each unit
of 214 jobs produces $3.5 to $5 minion in local busi-

acb beoeftta bola&b tude associations, which cm
..,.ari• aa a poap to . - h dollars.
ODe of \be beat \oll&-tenn mswen to reducing
WCl coats is tbroa&b an effective safety program.
This ia U\)ec:ially uue of coosuuction, which bas
IOIDe of tbe mare COidy occupational categories.
..Most coostructioo fums unden\and the importance of safety," says one association executive.
..Where they fail is in foUowing through with detailed
and repeated training. You have to go beyond good
intentions."
Other safety consultanlS stress the need for repeating key safety messages - through posters, payroll
stuffers, tailgate meetings on the jobsite, watching
videos or a slide presentation, providing a monlhly
update of new safety information at the jobsite.
1be Coostructioo Awareness Program is interested
in the safety issue, because the public perception is
that contractors do little to promote safety and instill
safe practices in the minds or an employees.
Tbe truth. or course. is that the best and biggest
conuactorS are the ones which tend to go "beyond
good inlentioos" in providing safety equipment, practices and infonnatioo to their employees. Not having
lime for safety training, say the professionals, is not
m acceptable excuse. 1be cost of injuries, accidents
or improper use or disposal of hazardous materials
can run 100 times the cost or the expense of a halfhour jobsite safety review.
Many fatal or crippling injuries on the jobsite,
insurance executives teU me, result either from ignoring or disobeying company safety rules.
The better-trained and more experienced workers,
say the safety coosulllDlS, are the ooes who observe
the rules and recognize that their own self-interest is
at stllte. Any project manager or superintendent worthy or the title will make time for safety training and
review. Here the intereau of the employee and the

ness.

R~turn

:.,.
Accounting Principles
May Dictate
Construction

Financing
By Kenneth LevenJhal,
Senior Partner,
Kell/II!Jh LevenJhal & Co.

Traditionally, accountants have been chroniclers
of financial data. Today, the profession seems more
involved in discovering financial advantages on a
prospective basis. A case in point is the principle of
interest recognition for banks making construction
loans.
The principle is similar to percentage-of-completion methods used for contractors. That is, lenders
report interest income on a monthly basis as disbursements are made to the borrower.
Payment of accrued interest on outstanding funds
drawn arc made from subsequent draw-funding
requests. Accordingly, construction loans were categorized as performing or, under the new OCC/FDIC
designations , as unclassified. Interest was properly
accrued and collected as the project was built out. No
ongoing construction loan ever appeared in a non-

CoUection problems generally surfaced
at the conclusion of the project. They'd
arise if either the fair-market value of
the property securing tlu loan dropped,
or if the colliJteral was
"for-sale lwusing" that didn't sell.

A few other examples of recent or expected plant

closings and out-of-state moves include: the General
Motors plant in Van Nuys; the General Dynamics
facility in Pomona; Sun Microsystems in Sunnyvale;
Riverside Steel; the Stroh Brewery in Van Nuys; the
Bank of America and Security Pacific credit operations which have been moved to Arizona; Lucas
Western, a $2 billion company moving from the City
of Industry to Park City, Utah; and the $30 billion
Capitol Group moving from downtown Los Angeles
to San Antonio, Texas.
Recession and defense spending cuts are not adequate explanations for the outbound flood of companies. The truth is that business is losing confidence in
the ability of California to compete. The past 50 years
of unbroken growth in California has lulled many
into a false sense of security. "California doesn't have
to compete to attract new business," some mistakenly
believe. "Everyone wants to locate here, if they can,"
is the conventiooal wisdom. But today, nothing could
be more wrong. The business environment in California has so decayed that instead of thinking "Why
should we give any thought to leaving the state?"
company planners are now forced to ask "Why
should we stay?" And the business justifications for
opening up shop or staying in California are rapidly
shrinking.
1be alarm bell is ringing! Who will respond? The
answer is we all must; every Californian - we all have
a stake in this. Governor Pete Wilson responded soon
after taking office this year by announcing the formation of a new Council on California Competitiveness
made up or leaders from business, labor and educaemploye~~~,
Safety does pay if you 10 beyoad good inten- tion. 1be real impetus for chmge, however, must
begin in lbe bean d each Californi111. We must sub*-.A
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to Traditional Family Values Denotes Real Estate
Marketing Trends for the 90s

The

1990s are shaping up as the decade
of traditional values for consumers, a
refreshing change following the 80s focus on
the individual. And, at the forefront of this
return to traditional values, is a focus on the
family. The family is back in fashion, and
since the home is central to family life, this
societal trend has not been lost on those who
aeate, build and market new home communities.
The distinction is now being clearly made
between purchasing a house and buying a
home. Buyers are again looking at a house as
more than an invesunent or a place to live;
they are looking for a home and community
that both nurtures their family life and
reflects traditional values.
By incorporating advertising, public relations, collateral design, corporate imaging,
product layout and model interior design into
a cohesive marketing program, astute home
builders are beginning to appeal to the con·
swners' desire to return home, so to speak.
In place of the hard-edge, materialistic
tactics of the '80s, which were directed at the
individual, marketing campaigns are now
attempting to evoke a more emotional reaction - actually a sound strategy since buying a home has always been an emotional
decision.
The impact of this trend will go beyond
photos of serene countryside and cuddly pets
in ads. It is challenging builders and their

marketing agencies to develop substantive,
believable methods of demonstrating that
their homes and communities really can have
a positive affect on the quality of family life.
Advertising agencies are targeting couples and families, who are now purchasing
their first or second move-up home, by
appealing to their desire to enjoy a more
relaxed home life away from the hectic pace
of their work environmenL This, of course, is
the advantage the communities of the lnland
Empire enjoy over Los Angeles and Orange
counties.
Sophisticated developers also realize that
community relations programs are essential
to the fost.ering of a "neighborhood" feeling
for the communities they build and a "good
citizen" image for their firms.
These community relations programs
translate into special events that focus on traditional, family-oriented themes such as
charity pancake breakfasts, community picnics and family safety days. These events
serve a variety of purposes including reinforcing buyer's decisions, auracting passive
buyers and creating a perfect vehicle for generating positive publicity about the community and its developer.
This publicity, by word of mouth and via
the media, tells prospective buyers what residents experienced firsthand at the event this builder is committed to the future of the
communities it creates and the families who
Jive there. It's a subtle sell, but community

Christtnas shopping in malls- Tis'
the season for conservative optimism.
COIIIi~Wed From

performing or non-accrual category.
Collection problems generally surfaced at the conclusion of the project. They'd arise if either the fairmarket value of the property securing the loan
dropped, or if the collateral was "for-sale housing"
that dido 't sell. The ability of a financial institution to
recognize interest income, as funds were disbursed
enabled the lender to report accrual-basis income to
both shareholders and regulators.
But since the S&L crisis, both regulators and
accountants have been rethinking the use of percentage-of-completion. It has been suggested that banks
use a more "conservative" accounting principle in
reflecting interest income derived from construction
lending.
The alternative •s similar to that of "completedcontract" methods. If it is applied to interest recognition for construction loans, then theoretically, a construction loan would be "non-earning" during its
entire funding period (12 to 18 months) and would
only reflect interest income upon "payoff." In this
way, the shareholders and regulators would not be
experiencing the potential over-accrual of income
with respect to such loans.
If this principle is adopted by lenders, they will be
even more apprehensive about construction loans.
For all intents and purposes, they might be saddled
with a non-earning asset during the term of the outstanding construction l~rrespective of its potential for ultimate payoff.
Selection of the completed-contract method for
interest income recognitioo by lenders, in our view,
should be optional by regulators. M the debate goes
on, we '11 keep you posted. t:.
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Schmiedicker feels that people will and adding a touch of holiday pomp.
be very selective in their spending
Barry Ginsburg, developer/owner of
habits, unlike the kamikaze consumer the Desert Hills Factory Stores in
of the 1981);, hit and run with a glut of Cabazon, has a different mentality than
disposable income. Today, consumers the others. Tile fact<ry outlets are based
are more value orienton the premise of buyed, replacing novelty _ _ _ _ _......._ _ _ ___, ing directly from the

frivolous shoppers are
items with practical
gifts.
stillfloating around,
Tanya Anderlik,
general manager of
buying Hawaiiora
The
Festival
at
snow cone machines
Moreno Valley, has
been working in tanfor new Barbie, or
dem with the Chamber
going crazy at The
of Commerce to stoke
Shorper Image, with a
consumer appetites in
the Moreno Valley.
talking bathroom
The game plan is to
scale thaJ verbalizes
block off streets for a
Christmas carnival
your fluctuations in
with rides and booths
weight, a telephone
in the front of the mall.
tap detector, an ullra
The
Montclair
Plaza, in conjunction
1(1nic pest deterrent,
with the city of Montor an instant brealhaclair, have arrmged for
lyur tester.
the installment or additiooai traffiC signals to
improve ingress to the L . - - - - " ' T '_ _ _ ___.
mall. Mounted equestrians, emulating
the Royal Canadim Mounted Police,
Will be posted throughout the parking
lot during the seuoo as a safety J*f01

manufacturer, thereby
chopping the middle· th e
man, and passmg
savings on to the consumer. So, they don't
need seasonal giromicks, Ginsburg says,
since the outlet industry
provides great value
year round. He expects
business to be equal or
beuer than last year,
with people loading up
on great valued basics.
But the frivolous
shoppers are still floating around, buying
Hawaiian snow cone
machines for new Barbie, or going crazy at
The Sharper Image,
with a talking bathroom
scale that verbalizes

your fluctuations in weight. a telephone
tap detector, an ultra sonic pest deterrent, or an instmt breathalyzer tester.
Happy Holidays! t:.

relations makes a statement that hits the hot
buuon of today's home shoppers.
Another imponant trend residential developers are discovering is the significance of
inspiring confidence in its product and the
company that builds it. Again, home-buying
is an emotional decision, and buyers want to
feel good about their choice in every respecL
For this reason, new home marketing is also
focusing on customer service and warranty
programs that give buyers a feeling of securi·
ty before and after the sale. Many corporate
and product advertising campaigns are now
interwoven with regards to making the
"right" choice as to the home builder, not just
the home.
Emphasizing the family and value-oriented features and benefits of their products also
has a direct impact the architectural style of
houses being designed and built today.
No longer is Mediterranean architecture
the style of choice in many communities.
Builders are incorporating elevations with
classic exteriors that use wood treatments,
brick work and river rock accents in order to
appeal to the '90s home buyer.
Model complexes are also reflecting the
change toward family. Interior merchandisers
are designing model homes appealing to consumers· preferences using traditional furniture and rich colors as well as designs that
emphasize the homes' family-{)riented features. Additionally, collaLeral pieces and
maps highlighting local community services

are becoming strong selling tools for sales
agents.
One key component of the rebirth of 1J11ditional values is the desire of families to
own their own home. The challenge in
today's economy is to show the homebuyer,
particularly the first-time homebuyer, how
this desire can be fuUilled. Buyers are willing to make the investment in commute time
if they see the dividends of home ownership.
Thus, advertising must focus real value of
home ownership as well as the emotional
value to the family.
Whether it's in Chino Hills or Temecula,
home will be the focal point of the '90s, and
those residential builders and marketers who
base their siJategies on this premise will be
the ones that families come home to. ~

Clawdia Roxbwglt is prtsidenl and fo!Uider of lite
Roxbwglt AgUICJ, Costa Mesa.

Do Not Pass Go...Do Not Collect $200
COIII~d From Page /0

At the time of purchase, the Journal idea to our national marketing departwas infonned that others in the area were menL ..I'm glad now that I didn'L"
also investing-this included businesses
Events did not materialize quite as
like Cen1r111 City Mall, the Maruko Hotel, AT&T had hoped. "The boards were to be
AT&T, 99.1 KGGI, AA Transmissions, oo sale for only $20.00 at higb-<:lass suns
Vesuvio's, Fred Herbert Bail Bonds, the like I.Magnin and Saks Fifth Ave. There
Riverside Transit Agency (RTA), Prudential was to be a big party with major
Realty, the Mission Inn. and Metro MOIOrS. celebrities ... Nordstrom 's and Harris
"This game is being produced in con- Department store would be behind it- but
nection with the Crippled Children's Soci- for some reason, production was
ety," said Elusive Dream's Marv flak in an continually delayed. ..we couldn't even get a
inviting letter to the Journal dated April 25, few boards for our clients."
1990. "Fifty cents ($.50) from the proceeds
The boards for Riverside and San
of each game will go directly to them, plus Bernardino were supposed to be produced
on July 20th, we will lx>ld a lcick-{)ff party by November l...but when November
at the Maruko Hotel in San Bernardino to came, no one had passed go... no one had
raise additional funds for their organiza- collected $500. AT&T asked for a refund,
lion." No celebration was held.
but they were denied.
Games were to be made available to the
AT&T was not the only Inland Empire
BusifltSs JourMJ at Sl2 woolesale no later organization to Jose out on the deal. Viithan October Lnooe were received.
!ani, who was on the board of directors for
"I was one of the first suckers," says the Palm Springs Performing Arts Center
AT&Ts San Bernardino general manager, asked center vice president of operations,
Beuy Villani. "It's been awhile, but I do Gerhard Frenzel, if he would participate.
remember a gentleman gave me a presenta- Frenzel met with representatives from Elution of boards they did with other compa- sive Dream and agreed to help market
nies. All the samples looked good. He spaces on the board in the Palm Springs
made nice pmnises."
area. In return, the Performing Arts Center,
Acc<rding to Villani, AT&T was offered being a non-profit ccxnpany, would get 1
a prime spot oo boards for Riverside and free spot on the board. The Palm Springs
San Bernardino counties, as well as a board board was to come out in spring o( 1991,
for Palm Springs... all for ooly $3,500.
after the Riverside and San Bernardino
"It was certainly an opp<rtunity, and we boards were to come ouL .. nothing hapwere told that the boards would be ready by pened.
Thanksgiving so that we would have sup"Later the CitiOpoly representative
plies to give to our clients as Christmas came to me aslcing that we put forth more
gifts," says Villani. ·we proceeded. and I of an effcn to nwtet the pme in the Palm
bought in our Riverside general business Springs area he wliUd us to participale in
manager. I also made an auempt to sell the
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In,·esttnent Ne,vsletter Successful in Featuring Environmental Companies
Unique monthly newsletter featuring innovative technologies and inventions for
environmental investing recently launched in Southern California

T ~~~ Environm~ntal

Investor's
News~uu spotlights private and public
companies and investment funds in the
enviroomental, recycling, and alternative energy areas ocherwise overlooked
by investors and the media. Its motto-"tum green ideas into greenbacks."
EIN is the brainchild of editor
Donna Luck, a PR and marketing consultant in the environmental field.

-

Luck describes the newsletter as a oneof-a-kind investment tool for investors
and reference source for the media.
The newsletter already has a circulation of nearly 2,500, including the
fmancial and environmental media as
well. 1be newsletter also offers a trial
subscription of $33 for three issues.
'!YPically, it features small privately
and publicly-held companies and
"visionary individuals," who, she says,

----------------------------------------------- ~--

"have broad imaginations and eager- jects.
She says few investment newsletters
ness to initiate new products that
should assist the future of the environ- deal exclusively with environmental
investing, and those who do, only feament"
Luck says her agency, Chasen & ture publicly-held and larger corporaLuck Public Relations, researched the tions trading on the various exchanges.
Luck says she believes EIN will
idea and found a number of environmental and alternative energy compa- bring the entrepreneurs together with
nies sincere in pioneering new tech- those who can ultimately push their
nologies but who lacked resources and ideas in to the 21st Century. 6
a marketing staff to promote their pro-

..

Inland Empire People'·:;!. :;
.

I Do Not Pass Go...Do Not Collect $200

,., !
Conli~d

vonne Brown is an account
executive with the U.S. Postal
Service. She works with customers to
select various postal products and services
UPS has available. Some of these services include: automation, zip+4 barcoding, addressing for success, business reply,
courtesy reply mail, priority mail, and
express mail. Her objective is to provide
the best service and help her clients to
save money.
Yvonne bas worked in the Inland
Empire for 21 years, and bas been
employed by the U.S. Postal Service for
18 years, where she started as a clerk- Her
diligent work and determination led to her
promotion to a supervisory position.
Since the Inland Empire is growing at a
rapid rate, with new businesses and
affordable housing. Yvonne assisu Postal
Service customers with information needed to address their mail properly so it can
be automated. This results in monetary
savings for both the customer and the
Postal Service.
Yvonne sets an excellent example for
her peers and is often called for advice
and suggestions, triggering motivation in
Olbers-abe is a very positive individual,
an wet to the Postal Semce. Yvonne has
received two special achievement awards
from the Postal Service for acc:omplishmenu u an account executive. Most
recently, sbe received the Dinctors Award
for establishing the San Bernardino MSC
small business center to wort with smallto-medium busiDels customerS on various
postal products and services.

In her spare time, Yvonne enjoys being
with her family. Her husband, Bin Brown,
is also employed by the U.S. Postal Service. She bas three children, ages, 18, 16,
and five. Her 18 year-old daughter is a
freshman at Howard University, Washington, D.C., Her 16 year-old daughter is a
debutante attending Redlands High
School, and her five year-old son attends
San Bernardino Montessori School.
Yvonne is a very proud mother. Her hobbies are basketball, games, reading. skiing.
and anending amusement parks.
Yvonne is a member of the Social
Lites, Inc, a non-profit organization that
works with young men who are seniors in
high school, helping them to realize their
dreams and goals to attend college
through the Social Lites, Inc's scholarship
program.
Yvonne's goal in life is to be the best
she can, always striving to set a good
example for others. 6

~ J. Sleigbl is the lalt.lllddition at
California Mortgage Service in
Palm Deaen.ICCOI"din& to Ill llJilOIIDCCIDeD
this week by Denise Goodman, managing
direclor «the loin axnpiJJY.
Prior to joinin& CMS this month, Ms.
Slei&lt wu ICti¥e with 1be Hanel Company « Riwnide, tpecializina in the sale of
IJIUIIIIall c:ou.,lc:lel and vacart land.
VJ. 's delrrt uprrience includes a sales
poll with Gear&e Berkey and Associates
wbere sbe ltfved in land saki and the IU"kaiD& of IIUb-diviliool, and two yean or
.-vice widl Cla.ic Rally in the saki and
~ of liJI&Ie family bomel md condominimnl 6
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going with them to see the people on our
lisL..we just didn't have the time. We could
malc:e recommendations, but we didn't have
time to help them make a sales job. When
the Riverside and San Bernardino boards
fell apart, we knew we would not see
anything either. I think the Hyau Regency
was going to purchase Boardwalk for
$2,500-whether they did or not I am not
sure."
Bob Spivacke, director of marketing for
Carousel Mall, formerly Central City Mall,
in San Bernardino also had an encounter
with Elusive Dream Marketing Services.
"We've been battling this thing for nearly
two years now," says Spivacke. "Thomas
Magee, Elusive's representative is still
telling me that the game is being printed. I
even changed our board logo when our mall
changed it's name. Magee said that the
printer received the logo and the games
would be ready in November of 1991...I've
yet to even have my calls returned."
Villani said she was excited because this
looked like long-term advertising at a
reasonable price. "The gentleman I met
with told me that this was a new twist on
MONOPOLY. He said that MONOPOLY
has kind of died out and it's not selling at
the rate that it used to. Having the new
Cityopoly game right beside MONOPOLY
would help Parker Brothers sell their
games."
Parker Brothers certainly did not lose
out in the deal. In late 1990, they sued
Thomas M. Magee of Elusive Dream
Marketing Services in excess of $500,000
for copyright infringemenL
Today, Magee claims that he has settled
all disputes with Parker Brothers and the
game is geuing a fresh start. The Inland
Empire is to receive their boards by the end
of the year.
"My understanding is that Magee did
come to a settlement with Parker Brothers
in redesigning the game," says Spivacke.
"But to me, that is not the issue. I just
want to see the game, and I want it
delivered...he is two years late. I've been
bending over backwards trying to work
with him and even trying to smooth over
some of the other people in our area like
Maruko Hotel and Bank of San
Bernardino...l don't know what's going to
happen."
"The game is being printed as far as the
Inland Empire is concerned," said Magee in
a recent conversation with the Business
Journal.
"Understand that when I took
over this project in 1990.. .1 didn't criginate
the "Opoly" games-! proceeded in

dwnping my life savings in a project and I
got sued by Parker Bros."
Parker Bros. went after Magee
personally. Part of his legal expenses were
paid for by insurance. "You have to
understand that they basically shut me
down from doing any business for almost a
year," says Magee.
Magee claims that he was able to reach a
settlement with Parker Brothers in the latter
part of August 1991. He would market a
similar game... with a different look. "We
agreed to ship Parker Bros. any old games,
and they would destroy them, we have done
thaL They, in turn, agreed on a version of
the game that I have worked tirelessly on
with attomeys...it has been modified and is
now non-infringing--! have my own legal
rights."
According to Magee, Parker Brothers
was not upset about the name of the game,
in fact, the name should remain the same.
They were, however, upset with the look of
the board. "It still has a nice graphic
illustration on the center of the board," says
Magee. "There are now 43 squares versus
40 squares. Property values are much
higher in the new game and the colors are a
little differenL"
Rather than chance cards in the new
game, there are cards titled "gamble" and
"fortune." "I've had people tell me that we
actually have a better looking product
today, but in the end, the game is basically
the same..."
"I'm just tired of all the 'B.S.' stories,"
says Spivaclce. " I've been trying to help
this guy saying hey, just be honest with me,
but don't throw me a line.. .I'm too old for
thaL" 6

Valley
View
Mesa
\

t' h ri~l nm' Tt'l'l'

Farm

OPEN DAILY
DECEMBER 1-21
Mon.-FrL-U:OOpm-4:30pm
WeekeDds -8:30am-4:30pm

Trees - Any Size
from $18.00+ tax
714
(
)

980-4761

4934 Delphln Place
Alta Loma . CA 9 1701
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Regional Small
Business Center
Opening in
Inland Empire

being developed by IEEC to provide
advice and direction to the center's
service plan and to assist in generating
ongoing support to expand the center's
programs.
The center is located at the Koll
Business Park on Chicago Avenue in
Riverside. To schedule an appointment
and find out more information about
the center's services, businesses may
call (714) 274-2576. 6

California's newest Small Business
Development Center is now open to
serve small businesses in Riverside and
San Bernardino counties.
The Inland Empire Small Business
Development Center, a parmership of
the U.S. Small Business Administration and the State of California Depart- New programs to control air pollument of Commerce, is sponsored and tion from motor vehicles will be develadministered by the Inland Empire oped by cities and air qua.lity officials
over the upcoming year under a bill
Economic Council (IEEC).
The center, headquartered in River- passed by the California Legislature in
side, will provide free management 1990.
Assembly Bill 2766 will fund these
consulting and assistance, business
training workshops and referral and programs through a $2 fee collected by
information services to existing and the Department of Motor Vehicles on
aspiring small business owners in the all auto registrations in the South Coast
two county region. According to center Air District. Similar fees are authorized
consultant Paul Saldana, full-time in other parts of the state.
In the Southland, the fee will genercounselors will assist businesses with
the development of business plans, ate some $25.5 million in fiscal year
financial analysis, cash flow manage- 1991-1992, which began July I, for
ment, marketing plan development and innovative programs to cut vehicle
emissions.
a variety of other topics.
As it rises to S4 in April 1992, the
The center will also host special
small business workshops to give the fee is expected to generate $41 .8 milbusiness community comprehensive lion in fiscal 1992-1993 and $42.8 milapplication-oriented educational oppor- lion in fiscal 1993-1994.
tunities. Training events will also be
"Tailpipe emissions constitute our
coordinated with local educational major source of air pollution," said
Norton Younglove, chairman of the
institutions.
South
Coast Air Quality Management
The center will also provide referral
District,
which covers Los Angeles,
and information services to local businesses, including areas like employee Orange and Riverside Counties and the
recruitment and training, financing, non-desert portion of San Bernardino
economic and statistical data, as well County.
"It's appropriate that motorists
as house a Small Business Resource
Library. The center will provide a link should do their part to help in the
between government assistance and region's drive for clean air," said Younresource programs and the private sec- glove, who is also a Riverside County
supervisor.
tor.
"This modest vehicle registration fee
The center's services will be delivered by a full-time staff of three, one will help our cities and air quality offidirector and two business counselors. cials reduce unhealthful motor vehicle
The full-time staff will be compliment- emissions," said Judy Hathaway-Franed by local professionals, consultant cis, member of the Los Angeles County
network and volunteer counselors. Transportation Committee.
The funds will be split three ways,
Recently, Terri Corazini was hired as
with
40 percent going directly to cities
the center's full-time business counthe district based upon populawithin
selor. According to Steve PonTell.
president of IEEC, Corazzini previous- tion, 30 percent to AQMD and 30 perly served as a counselor for a similar cent to special projects chosen by the
center in Pennsylvania. The director Mobile Source Review Committee
and second business counselor posi- established under the bill.
"Although modest, these funds will
tions are expected to be filled later this
provide a so.lid base for cities to plan
month.
The IEEC, an economic develop- and implement such programs as parkment organization of local business ing management strategies. timing trafleaders based in Ontario, was awarded fic signals to relieve congestion and to
a grant by the state to establish the cen- consider air quality impacts of new
ter. In addition to the state grant, local developments," said Hathaway-Francis,
businesses and organizations are pro- who chairs the Mobile Source Review
viding fmancial and other methods of Committee and is also a member of the
support. A local advisory board is La Habra Heights City Council. 6

Auto Registration
to Cost $2

Toni \ aldl'z Ell'l"ll'd 111 Huard
of

Din•l'lllr~

t

Deborah
A.
Moore, president of
the Inland Empire
CDC, announced
that Toni Valdez.
Director of the Small
Business Develop ment Center in
Pomona has been .._...:o;~a:.:--"-~~
elected to their Board of Directors .
The Inland Empire CDC, a non-profit
community development corporation, has
a growing membership of area lenders. It
was formed to assist lenders serve communities in and adjacent to the Inland
Empire.6

Sanla Uau'

j,

with a special treat
In addition to the steam train, there will
be historical Los Angeles street cars and
Pacific Electric red cars to ride. Tickets
can be purchased on the day of the event
($5 for adults and $3 for children six-It)
and are good for passage on all trains running for the entire day. For more information, call the museum at (714) 943-3020. 6

" Yan Can Cook" "I\ Farm·
\ i'ih llarri.,

t

("ominl! 10

lm111 ... 0n a "lrai n!
The Orange Empire Railway Museum
(Perris, California) will be holding its annual Santa Christmas Train on December 21
and 22. Santa will arrive at the museum on
the museum's passenger carrying steam
train at II :00 am both days.
Passengers will be taken aboard the
train, and as the powerful steam engine
chuffs northward, the children will be gathered (one passenger car at a time) and taken
to a special car where Santa awaits them

ManinYan, internationally-renowned
chef and cooking celebrity, made a special
appearance at Harris' department store
Thursday, November 14, in San Bernardino. Yan, best known for his syndicated
television show, "Yan Can Cook," was oo
hand to promote his new book, "Everybody's Wokking."'
Yan performed a chinese wok demonstration for the 120 people in auendance,
and also demonstrated various decorative
cutting techniques. 6
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Keeping You Healthy for Generations ...
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Loma Linda University
Medical Center 7141824-0800
11234 Anderson Street at Barton Road
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Garamendi Announces New
Unfair Claims Rule
uary_ Once lhe findmgs are made pub. drcn sootc things .'o do, while the par·/
he, a '>Cf"Jc~ of hcanng~ Will be sched- { ems shop:'
uled m order to allow for public com1llc cafTOIJscl u.sclf was purc~d
~III!!~"'"?"QQ~Amenl. Once t.tus -~tage •s comp.Jete. !.he 1111 a JOint venture between the mall
rqxxl will be finahz.cd and
assoc•II•On and the cuy of San
thc Pentagon wtll make Bcrn.udmo Econom•c Development
fCCCW'd of its deciSIOn IS 10
Wfatcoflheland.
Currently, offtcials

govcrrung body of four d•v•~ions the
Development Department, Downtown
Mam Street, Inc .. Visnors & Convcnuon Bureau, and the Econormc Dcvclopment Counc•l The Econom1c Dcvclopmcnt Agency's forman on came

I

I

.

1li1Jidio.,IJIIII.·~·l'l
.....,~ ~~~~:::,'~g~n~~~~~:

courting a number of
dcvdopers throughout

•
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hr oty of San Bcmardmo

IS

m the

Sou1hcrn

Cal!forma

Robert Muchell, Drrector

of~ I. V.D.A states, "l am opum!~tJc

:nbo;:s~~:~~

I
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ct:nltr of the fastesl 8JO'*'Il1g area in lhc
..of the land and Its c/Tect
contmemal Umted States. Southern
y
Cali.forma attracts people from all over
Frnally, l..ockheed. who IS current!) ~\gency. 1bc cuy loaned the malt asso- about as the City found 11 could best
the world, and San BernardinO is opc:ratmg a 747 rcpa1r facJIJt_Y on the CJauon approximately $875.000 for the develop an effiCient, well· planned
assured of dtvcrs:iftcd growth
base. lWi affmned !herr comnut.mem to purchase of the new auracuon.
economic development strategy by
Inexpensive housmg is a major operate m San Bernardmo through
Busmes.~ w1thm the mall 1s already puumg these programs together under
auraaioo WJth smgle-fanuh· detached the1r mdJCitJon that they may soon boom10g. Catalano stales that one a smgle agency admm1strator
homes constirutmg the maj; shaft' of exert:JSI!' thclt first nght of refusal on a stc.-e o ....ner sa1d that he can't keep up
The Development Depanmem IS the
1he market and priced as much as 40 num"ibcr of addillonal bu1ldmgs located w1th busmess. It IS the hope of the 1 comb10cd efforts of the Rcdcvclopperccm Jes~ than Los Angeles and 00 _ ortoo Att Fore~ Base lockheed asSOCiation that the name and 1mage mem Agency and Commumty Dcvel
ha:s mdJCatcd as busmcs.s grows, they change, along w1th the id<htion of the opment Departmcnl. The goal ot the
Orange CounlJes
lbc quality ofeducauoo avadable 10 "' 111 provJdc 1.250ncw Jom for the val- new anractJon, will result m long-tcml Development Department 1s to aid
Sm Bernardino retirdents as an asset tO le.> eoonom)
benefits for the mcrchant.s of the mall firm:; des1ring to locate m one of the
lhe cornmunuy. A vanct} of educa11on
cuy's redevelopment tones. Help can
al resources IS offered. mdudmg Cal 1
mclude technical a1d, or assJStanc~.:
forrua State Umven.:ny at San Bernardi
w1th construCIJOn rinancmg, landscap
no aOO the Jnlernationa..IJy.L;noy,11L.orna
JOg, off-site improvements or other
Lrnda McdJcal Center and 1t~ rela1ed
mcemives. The department also runs
schools. Thousands of students aucnd
programs tO improve the city's housmg
communny colleges through. out the
stock, 10cludmg aid10g affordable.
Inland Empire, and techrucal and trade
housmg construcl.lon and helpmg lo"'
schools offer cumcu/wns rangmg from
mcomc renters and home buyers
secretarial tohigb-lechskills
Finally, it manages federal funds
Every cultural and recrcauonal
used for small business loans and the
aur.claon m Southern CalifOrnia 1s
financing of such structures .as city
Wllhm easy dnv1ng distance. From
owned sidewalks, sewer lines, street
mountams and deserts to the PaCJflc
lights, and communny centers
Ocean Js OOI) 90 nunutes
Main Street, Inc. works to auract
1
Thirty mmutes from downtO\\o""O, the
and retam downtown bus1nesscs. It is
San Bernardino Moum.11n<; are famou..s
currently changing the area's appear
for skung and water sportS. as well as
ance including altenng building
bemg one of the natJon's most glam-~
Ca.rrou.sel to Entertain All
as
communny.
facades and changing !he strccl.SI.:apc
ourous resort areas. C1ty residents use
The Cuy Econom1c Development
1bc Convent1on Visuors Bureau Is
lhe rnou..oa&ml ror qwct gecaways. secAn 1dea that began years ago has Agency and !he Mall Association st.an- responsible for brmging convcn!Ion
ond homes. IDd IDllll. vacauom. Sk.ers I become a VJvid and 1maginaovc reality cd pulling this project together in entcnammem acuvities. and tourists 1 ~
an be oo lbe skJpes m the morning and for the store owners inside the new February, while completion happened the city.
t.c1: m the olfu in lhe aftc:rnoon
Carrouo;el Mall. Fonnerly Central City JUS! 10 months later. Catalano states.
1bc Economic Developme 1 C
.
Tbe mouotams and nearby deserts \1all, th1s name change 1s a part of a "We wanted th1s type of change to hap- cil is tasked with coordinatin~ p~~~c
Offer exotiC choiceS for OUtdoor hob- new marketmg program bemg llllplc- pen as QUICkly as posSible as 10 help r and private efforts, for marketing and
bies md rtereaOOn.
memcd by Sam Catalano. genel"l;/ manthe merchants and the communuy."
; promotional purposes, a1med at luring
The cny or S. an Bernardmo truly ager of Carrousel Mall. Catalano stated
San Bernardino Restruct res
new bus. mess and rctainmg ex 1sting
offers JlS res1denu and VISitors ma.x 1- m a recent mterv1cw. ··we arc trymg to
Development A enc u
bUSI/lCSs
mum opponumty 10 expenence some target fanuhes from all over the Inland
g Y
It IS ctty's goal lhat the Economic
Califorma's fine§! aurae- . Emp1re. One way IS tO g1vc the ch1lIn an effort to spur economic Development Agenc~ work as one 10
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Norton Transition
Pictlng Up Steam
The Nor10D Air Fc:wt:e Base u.uaUoo to civ1han land 1s aomg u
planned.. A reclevclopmem plan has
been completed IDd is be1n1 tmple·
IDalled • this time. 1be Air Forte is
_....,...........,iiiEIM"""""""J
Impact St•dy IDd 11 acbeduled to
mUe .. fllldiap pobiJC m mid Jan-

growth, the city of San

r-~=f--t-;t----!J.---!JI-l Bernardino has created a
new Economic Develop-

t=::t::t::;J=:::l~~;:;;;;:::ti
0
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mem is
Agency.
new
entity
headed The
by Timothy C. Stemhaus, agency
admimstrator. Steinhaus
was brought to the cuy
from Palm Spnngs where
he was involved in liS
redevelopme.ru elfons.
The Econonuc Deveiopment Agency is the

stnve for tile economic growth desired
With San Bcmardmo. !J.

Cf)nl''"ud Fra.n Pag~t 1

!~~~::~ :~~~~l~v:rc:k;~e~~i~~~~~ ~~ :~~nse lltomeys, msurance Industry
proper paperwork The current mdustry
average JS s1x months, although _there are 110
specific legal standards by wh1ch Ht'iurers
must ab1de. The Unfau Cla1ms Practices
Act, lnsun.nce Code S_ccllon 790.03 (h), is
vaguely \ltTIIten and difficult to enforce m
lheabsenCtofregulations
~sixteen years afler being passed, the
Unfair ClamtS Practices Act has never been
properly implemented by the department of
lnsun.nce," Garamendi said. "The result
haS been an insurance industry that handles
policyholder claims accordmg tO 1ts own
stopwatch. Today, I'm tcllmg the 1ndusuy
arK! anyone else that processes poltcyholder
cla.uns, that the clock is ticking and 1 hold
iheumer."
"No longer will a person whose house
has burned down or who was severely
inJured in an auto crash need to worry
whe!OCr their legiumatc clrum will be paid
on lime and in full."
Every year the Dcparunent of Insurance
receives thousands or complaints from coosumers concerning the handling of claims
by insurers. In 1990, the Department's
Consumer Services Dtvision opened 20,410
files on complalnlS regardmg claims handling. These ccxnplaints were filed by anyroe dissatisfied with the way lhe1r clauns
were handled by the 1nsurers- from the
policyholder and third pany clainunts to
health care providers and auomeys.
The ma)Ol"ity of complrunts received by
thedep~ mvolvedclays by insurers m
processing and paying claims. The second
largestcateg<ryisdisputes over the amount
of money due. or how to value a claimantS'
loss.

The new reguluions are even more
stringent than those proposed by the
National Association of lnsu.rance Ccrnmissionm. They were developed after many
meetings and sigmricam input from Garamendi's Consumer ComplaintS and Unfair
Prtctices Task Force, a 77-member group
including con§umer advocates, plaintifrs.

cal PITNI~=tmn represcntahves. med 1
The new
~!her mteres1ed panrcs
of the road~ 7gu atlons WJU 5Ct new "ruiC5
handlmg cla'~ru~:rlo;:crw:ho has a role m
llighhghts 0 f h
ofmsuran~
1
mcludc.
esc new regulations

llobbit!!: Skiing, dancmg, readmg, psy.
chologyand\Iavel
Prior Ca r«r(s): Restaurant Manage.
mom

• EJ:phcit affirma~ve standards of cOOduct
for all Insurance hncs, mcluding auto llle
fi~ and allied hoes, surety and life
dts.'
abJhty;

Affiliations: National Assocmuon of
Female E~;ecutJves, Chamber of Com·
of R1verside and Corona. and
Health Care Political Act1on Commmee.

and

' The regulations will put specific time
parameters on the emire claims process
any IO~ulry to an insurance company
regardmg a POICnt~al cla1m must be
ansv.ered wJlhm 15 days, upon submission
of a cla1m, the ,_nsurer mu~t begm an immc.
dJate mvcsugal.lon; once claim documcma.
!JOn has been affirmed, the insurer has to
pay the claim within 30 day~
• Man~atory reponing from insurers on
compla1~ts they receive, which will be
made ava.1lable to COOSUil'l'tJ by the Depan.
mentoflnsurance;
• Clauns handling practices of insurers may
not vary based on criteria such as the
claimant's race, sex, national originorrehgJoo; and
•. Prov1dc the CommiSSioner w1th discrc.
!Jon IO tmposc heavier fines and penalties
for repealed or egregious violatioos. Ftne.s
or 55,000 per_ violation and SIO,OOO per
Willful ViOlatiOn are permitted, plus the
authonty to order an insurer to "cease and
des1S!" from unlawful behavior.
"My new rules complement our low.
cost_auto msurance reform proposal and
pro\llde a bas1s for restonl.loo of the right or
the conwmer to sue insurance companies
for bad faith," said Garamendi. ''Together,
they wtll go far to ensure that insurers be
held accountable to their policyholders and
that they conduct insurance business in a
responsible and responsive manner. Cahfomia consumers deserve no Jess."
A public hearing will be held to coosider the regulations on Dec. 19 in Long
Beach, Calif. 6

merce~

Occupation: Associate vice president of
plans for FHP Health Care, one of the
nation's largest health maintenance organll..IIIIOOS
Dtography : Received bachclor·s of mtcr.
national studies m 1979, master's or
hwnan resource management m 1982 and
master's of business administratiOn in
1987 from University of Utah, Salt Lake
Cny, Utah. Holds over nine years of sigmficant and prog.ress1ve line management
e~;periencc w1th HIP Health Care, begmnmg from 1982 as assistant to the reg1onal
vtce prestdcm of Utah. In I 983, was pro·
motcd to associate director of operations.
and the following year to director of operatiOns. In 1988, moved 10 California as
asSOCiate \/ICC president Of operations. ln
February or 1991, was promoted to current position and responsible for the
adrmnistralion ofFHP's Riverside County
individual practice association and group
model plans. as well as the ongoing
development of FHP in the area.
Family: Single mother of two boys, Ryan
(8)and Devin(3).

Major Accomplishment: Dcvelopmg
new lype.s or health care delivery S)'!!itcms
that cooperate w1th and supplement the
health care community, addressing the
local need for addiuonal phys1c1an 3CCC.\'
Over 15 years of managed health care
expenence, improving cost and service m
both contracted and RIP owned and oper
atedsystcms
Personal Accomp lishments: Raismg
two healthy, happy and act1ve boys
Best Thing About the Inland Empire:
lis unparalleled growth allows S1m1lar
growth for FHP and new commun1ty
health care partnerships
Greatest Concrrn: Lack of suffiCient
physicians to handle the tremendous
anticipated growth of the Inland Emp1re.
Last Book Rrad: "Quality Wuhout
Tears" by Phillip Crosby
Fa\Orite Drink: Cadillac Margueritas
Favorite Restaurant: Anchors Smkers
Cajun in Riverside
Last Movie Setn: !he Ftsher Krng"
Residence: Anaheun Hills. 6

An Alarm Bell is Ringing in the California Business Community. Who Will Respond?
COfiiiii.W"a From Pa

necessary cure, even if it involves some

(rankin¥ 1st or 2nd in cost) and one of the
pain, some sacrifice of our own individual least effective in the country in dclivenng
desires for the greater good of society.
cash benefits to injured workers (ranking
The problem facing us took many years 36th in benefits delivered). Business in
to develop. and it will take time and deter- California pays S7.90 per SIOO in salary
mination to solve. lt is a structural prob- for worker's compensation, whereas the
lem. involving the way we have construct- cost is S2.60 per SIOO in Pueblo. Col·
ed our state economy. Rearranging the fur- orado.
mture m our building of st.ate or giving it a
The health care system must be
fresh co11 of paint will not do. We must reformed to reduce costs through greater
replace some or lhe beams that hold up the cost effectiveness. The educational system
SIIUCture, particularly some of the increas- must be rcfonncd to end the government
ingly heavy beams that threa1en to bring monopoly on elemenlary and secondary
the whole building down if not replaced education and 10 allow parents to choose
with ones made of newer, ligh1cr more to send their children to schools that build
sturdy matcnah
a solid reputation for quality instruction
The old structural members that need to The legal system must be reformed to farrbe examined and eiJher modified and ly compensate mjured panics without
replaced include the worker's compensa- threatening bankruptcy for California
tion sysJem which is one of the most business and driving insurance costs out or
expensive for business in the enure nation the range of afTordabihty. S11eamlined. no-

38

fault compensation systems need to be
examined and Implemented
Govcrruncnt, both state and local, must
be forced tO become more efficient and
cost effective. No new spending programs
should be implemented without first asking the question: "Is the benefit 10 be
gained by this spendmg idea wonh taking
more money out or the px:ket of Californians?"
lbcre are many more avenues that need
tO be explored. But fundamental tO the
proces§ is a commitment to listen to our
business community and learn from what
we hear. The voices of California's good
corporate citizens have much to offer As
just one example, aerospace compamcs
have enormous expertise in the field of
~industrial offset." When a foreign country buys an expensive fleet of aircraft. it
often requires that an equivalent amount

of dollar investmenl be made b" the
aerospace company in the foreign country's economy so the monetary otnnow for
the neet will be fully ~offset" by the
investment innow Los Angeles is on the
threshold or purchasmg rapid r.ul trnnsit
equipment worth billions from fore1gn
countries. As a minimum, Los Angeles
should COOSJder requiring the wiruung btd·
der to have a. maJor poruon of the des1gn,
development and even railcar manufactur·
mg done in California
An alarm bell is ringmg m the business
community of California. The notes of the
bell warn not of a blazmg lire, but rather
of a lire that used tO bum hot lh 1 snow
rapidly gomg 01.11. The heat of busmess
competition in California is a life-sust.aining necessity for us all. Californians at
every level of society must hear the alarm
and respond. Will you? 6
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Last Month's Inland Empire Business Headlines

ECONOMIC SPOTI.JGHT
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1991 . the end of the 1990
fiscal year.
Net income for the first
half increased 90 percent to
$731,000 as compared to
$385,000 for the first half
of fi scal 1991 . Revenues
during the firs t half were
$12 million as compared to
$13.200,000 for the first six
months of the prior years.

Riverside, Calif. September sales of new -o
and existing Southern ~ 20,000 4---------:---:----i
California homes fell by :
4.1 percent compared ~
:I:
with sales for September 0 15,000
1990, while average sales j
prices inched upwards by §
1.1 percent for the same z 10,000
6
period, according to data
200,000
gathered by TRW RED!
5,000
• Pacer Technology
Property Data.
Reports Higher Sales
While the number of
Ran cho Cucamonga ,
home sales, year over
Calif.
- Pacer Technology
year, increased by two
(NASDAQ:
PTCH) last
percent in Los Angeles
a/ Labor force is by place of residence. Employment
month
reported
record sales
County and nearly three
includes persons involved in labor/management disputes.
j
and higher net income for
Data revised to March 1990 benchmark.
percent in Orange Counb/ The unemployment rate is computed from uruounded
the first quarter 1992 (perity, these gains were more
0 Sopt.1"1 0 Aug. 1"1
•
Sopt.1tt0
data. Therefore, it may differ from rates using the rounded
od ended Sept. 30, 1991 ).
figures in this table.
than offset by substantial
Percent Change
• Current month preliminuy, past months revised
Sales rose 23 percent to
drops in home sales activSept 90Aug. 91Note: Because of a change in methods, CUITent labor force
$2,619,437
from
ity in San Diego and
Sept91
data (November 1989 forward) are again comparable to the
Sept91
data for Januuy 1983 through March 1988. However.
$2,125,690
for
the
like
20%
-20.6%
Los Angeles
Riverside Counties.
these data are not strictly comparable to the data for April
Orange
2.9%
-17.8%
period
last
year.
Net
San Diego home sales Riverside
1988 through October 1989.
-17.9%
-18.9%
Prepared By: Labor Market Information Division Southern
income
for
the
quarter
-0.2%
fell by 19 percent com- San Bemarcino
-9 Oo/o
Aiea Information Group 1525 South Broadway, Room 232
-186%
-196%
increased 160 percent to
pared with September ~~~Diego
Los Angeles, CA.
-4.1%
-18.4%
$129,780,
or one cent per
1990, while Riverside
1991 Inland Empire Community Wage
share, versus last year's
County activity was off by 18 selling price of an existing home
Rate Survey
percent. San Bernardino posted a gained 4.5 percent over the year- $50,382 or 0 cents per share.
The company cited increased
Wa~ and Salaty Survey for 1991 in Riversule and San Be~ardi
moderate 6 percent decline in earlier period. 6
no Counties compared to La; Angeles and Orange Coun11es
domestic demand for its conactivity.
sumer and contributors to firstFor the five-county Southern
results.
quarter
•
United
States
Filter
California area, the average price
Aggressive sales and marketof a home sold in September Announces Results
Rancho Mirage , Calif.
ing programs combined with new
1991 was $210,411, up from
$208,215 one year ago. Average United States Filter Corp. product introductions to produce
home prices were bolstered by announced that net income higher sales in the consumer and
annual price gains in two coun- increased 50 percent to $377.000 hobby segments of Pacer 's busities : San Diego led the five for the three months ended Sept. ness. The increase in European
Southern California counties with 30, 1991, as compared to sales was due to the introduction
a 4. I percent gain over September $252.000 for the three months of new products and expanded
distribution.
1990, while San Bernardino post- ended Sept. 30, I990.
Revenues were $6,515,000 as
"This is the largest revenue
ed a 2.6 percent gain.
Sales of all housing types were compared to $6,554,000 for the quarter in the company's history
"These are "weighted averages" f~r each of the JOb cl~ifi
down in Riverside County, led by prior year. Additionally, revenues and continues an unparalleled
cations. Ninety-seven (97) Riverside and San Bernardmo
companies contributed to the wage survey. . .
a 42 percent decline in the sale of increased 19 percent in the sec- five-year growth trend which
Source: Merchants&. Manufaaurers Assoctallon
new homes. The average selling ond quarter as compared to the resulted in record sales and earnOffice and Industrial Vacancy Rate
price of condominiums in River- first quarter of this fiscal year, ings for fiscal 1991 (period ended
Third Quarter National Summary 1991
side fell by a substantial 18 per- and order backlog has increased June 30, 1991)," said James T.
cent compared with September over 50 percent since March 31. Munn, Pacer president and chief
-~·.
~-.:::j:::•-~·'==¥'·:::r·-~~~
.)-executive officer.
1990, though the
Pacer Technology Financial Results
"A continuation
effect of that drop on
of this growth pattern for
overall home values
,_
I ....
the next three quarters
was negligible. Con"'"'
...
s~
l!:i
.,;.,.;
~~
o,.:
would place the company
..,_ o;C"'t
~~
dominiums represent
NO
0
.... "'...
"'M~
fifi
in a position to record its
~
~a
less than four percent
15
first-ever
SIO million
of
home
sales
in
the
t.A
year," Munn said.
lnland Empire county.
Pacer TechnoloSales of new
, ,
gy is a manufacturer and
homes fell by 13 per- ~
_,
worldwide markel er of
cent in San Bernardi- ~
--~
i
advanced
technology
no
county,
while
the
• The national vacancy rate of office properties decreased
to 18.6% in the third quarter
.
adhesives, sealants and
average selling price
• National construction activiry of office propert1es
threadlockers for the
of a new home
declined for the fifth consecutive quarter as overall construction levels reached 3.4% of the tol.tl office mventory.
automotiv e. indu s trial
declined by one per• The national vacany rate of industrial propert1es dechned
and aerospace markets
cent compared with
0
for the fust time in a year, recordmg a decrease of twoPer
Primary Fully Diluted
tenths of a percen1.1ge point to 12A% m the tlurd quarter.
and
related products for
September
1990.
Share
• Construction activiry of industrial pr?perues was
Weighted Average
the
consumer.
cosmetic
While
sales
of
existCommon
Shares
unchanged as construction levels remamed at 0.5% of the
and Common
and hobby markets. 6
ing homes fell by 4.4
total induslrial inventory.
Shwe Equlvetent
percent, the average

Riverside & San Bernardino Counties
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KLEIN· DRUCKER
JOINS PFAFF OFFICES

Attorney, Jackie Klein-Drucker,
author of "Handling the Social Security
Case," joins the legal offices of Palm
Desert auomey, Samuel Pfaff.
Klein-Drucker, an accomplished writer, also served as a contributing editor to
the "West Social Security Law Reporter,"
a "main-stay" legal publication, which
appears in law offices of attorneys,
nation-wide.
Prior to her association with Pfaff,
also a social security law specialist,
Klein-Drucker served as administrative
law judge for Cal-OSHA. 6.

early September as a means of effectively
marketing the three and four bedroom luxuAS DIRECTOR
ry homes in a timely manner.
Irv Green,--.........- - - - - - ,
"I was convinced that the majority of
developer of
affluent homcbuyers preferred to work with
Mission Pointe,
their own real estate agent in a purchase as
has announced
vital as a new home, and felt realtors should
the selection of
receive a full selling commission." said Ms.
Karel Roberts as
Roberts.
the estate comTho executive serves with Land Investmunity's director
ments, Inc., and has wcded extensively in
of broker particithe Coachella Valley with the fiilTI's presipation programs
dent. Jamie Klein, in consulting and sales.
and liaison with
In her new post, Mrs. Roberts will be
responsible for weekly promouonal events
for realtors and the preparation of news bulletins sent directly to heads of offices and
agents explaining the programs. 6.
ROBERTS SELECI'ED

home community in La Quinta. The team
spray painted and planted pots with cacti
and wrappro them individually for delivery
to 200 VIP guests. Rob 1\Jvell, right, director of sales for Quinterra, presents a check
and letter or appreciation to Tony Smith arxl
craftsmen (lefl to right) Trnoy. Ava, Jesus,
Rene, Jeffrey. Pam, Cadi arxl Louis. 6.
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AKKOWWBST

MEDICAL
~··.

GK~~-·,up

BONAFEDE PROMOTED TO
SENIOR ACCOUNT MANAGER
AT THE JONES AGENCY

Arrowwest and its entire provider network extends to you
and your extended family best wishes for a
safe and healthful holiday.
Arrowwest Medical Group a Coordinated Health Care Provider
Network participating In the following health plans:

Bruce Bonafede has been promoted
10 the position of senior account manager

for The Jones Agency, Advertising and
Public Relations.
Beginning as an account executive
with the agency in August 1987, he was
named account executive/creative direcIOr in 1988 and senior ICCOUJl1 executive
in 1989.
Bonafede moved to the Coachella
Valley from Washington, DC in 1986.
Prior to joining The Jones Agency, he
was account executive/senior copywriter
for the Ad WOOWl, Palm Springs.
In addition to his career in connnunications, Bonafede is a playwright and a
member of the Dramatists Guild. His
work has been published and produced in
the United Swes, Canada and Europe.
He and his wife. Dolores, live in Palm
Springs. They have one child, age four. 6.
HELPING HANDs
The lrtisiJIS of the Foundatioo of the
Retarded of Desert toolt time out from
their lrtistic eodeaYOn to assist Wrndsor

Projects launch a new ainale-family

I

Aetna Health Plans of Southern California
Aetna's Senior Health Plan
Aetna's Select Choice
Amerimed HMO Plan
Care America
Cigna Private Practice Plan
Loma Linda Health Plan
Metropolitan Life HMO Plan
Private Health Care Systems LTD.
Our new "Arrowwest Health Care Center" is now open.
For information about the
Arrowwest Health Care Center or for making an appointment. call
(714) 880-0180
The Arrowwest Medical Group respresents
"Traditional Medical Care Designed To Meet The Needs Of Tbe 1990's.•
AfU,OWW.aT

PHVaiCIAN

AaaoCtATION 0~ aAN

. . . . NA .. DINO

A .... oww•aT PHVaiCIAN AaaoctATION 0~ LOMA LINDA
1•aa w•aT HIGHLAND
aAN . . . . NA .. DIN0 0

AV.NU.

•

CALI~O .. NIA

MAILING ADD.. •aa:

.UIT. 117
ea•u

P.O. •ox a1e0

8AN . . . . NA.. DINO, CALI~O .. NIA ea•oe

1·800-338-AWMQ
OR
1-800-338-2884
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EXAR-1 Soon to be a Reality
Conlinued From Page 46

EXAR-1 Soon to be a Real_~t~· : All They Need is $15 !VIillion
l••rl•• ~rl'fi11g •
101111~.
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No to11glu, 110 rp11tterr, 110
•xluauL.jut p•rt tku tltttrkiJ. It'1 110
lurprilt tlet idea for 11 productio11 grodt

tl«trle uttHftobUt lw bte11 IU'OIIIId for
Urtrol dtault1. Bill tu't U.S.IIIIlo IIUJktn
rtGdJ to INIIU tJu tlwtge~ Roll Ward is
tJu cltUf tllgiMtr of EXAR-1, 01tt of the
worlll'l MOll tf/ititlll electric e~~n. His
brollltr, Roger WCII'd is a two-time lrulJ
WiiiHtr (1959 arul1962). Roll dtliglltd
IUid bllill rirttuJl]J ntry au Roge-.- ractd.
CrureiiiiJ, Ro11 is tMploJed bJ tltt Sollthwat El«trie Ctu' COifiiHUIJ. His goal is to
lltlp rllilt the 11ttded jrut4s to stt jill1 protluttioll of tilt electric car. Tilt retail
price~ OtiiJ $12,000. 111 Gil exclusive
iltlenltw with lilt llllluul Empin Business
Jo11111lll, Roll Ita 111 Ill 011 his rood to the
clt«urt4 jlllg.
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IEBJ: How muc:b mooey do you need to
raiae?
Ward: We've got our main office right
now in Phoenix...that's where our brokers
are. We are trying to get the project on the
stock mubt. 1bete is now a plan for people to buy stocb at $1.25 a piece with a
minimum buy-in of $30.000.
IEBJ: What is your ultimate goal?

Ward: To put this thing into p-oduction.
We'd like to build 10,000 cars a year in one
planl aJooe. The governor of Nevada wants
two plants. San Diego will build a plant as
11000 u we get on board.
IEBJ: How will the money be used?
Ward: Right now it would be used to buy
puts and lO have an assembly plant. We've
been offered buildings and land almost rent
free just to get the car on the road. Former
Ontario Mayor, Norm Snyder was very
interested in our project as it would employ
550 people and would generate some tax
money. He offered to provide us with both
a buildi.Dg and JXOPertY.
IEBJ: How much money would you need
to raiae to open one plant?
Ward: Approximately $15 million.
IEBJ: Is it cbeaper to ~ this car than
a 11001111 vehicJe?

IEBJ: How much space do the batteries take up?
Ward: Right now we've got the batteries divided between the front and
rear of the car.
IEBJ: What does the dashboard look
like? Does it have electronic controls?
Ward: It looks like any nonnal car. It
has a speedometer and an electric fuel
gauge. It also has a radio, and we plan
to deliver the car with a voice phone
that plays messages for you.
IEBJ: Have you considered installing
a small gas engine in case there was
ever a power loss?

IEBJ: When was EXAR built and who
built it?

Ward: h was built in Italy by a gentleman
named Pietro Frua in 1979. Later the car
wu brought to the United States. We're
trying to IIIUtet it here for full scale productioo.

fixtures to it and you can take one body
off and put the other one on. You can
put a pick-up body on it, you can put a
station wagon body on it

Ward: They would be made by the Snow
Corp. in Huston, TX. We want everything
American on this car.
IEBJ: How much would it sell for?
Ward: My goal is to sell it for $12,000.
IEBJ: Where is the car kept?
Ward: Right here in Upland at Dave
Lang's Garage, 1152 West Ninth Street, just
two c:kxn east of Mountain Ave.
IEBJ: How much does it weigh?
Ward: Right now it weighs about 4,900
lbs. But we attend to put a Kevlar body on
it Kevlar is a bullet-proof material that's
lighter than aluminum and stronger than
steel. Also, the color of the vehicle can be
impregnated into Kevlar. If someone
comes aloog and scratches it with a key or
something, you can just rub it out
IEBJ: One would think that with these
innovative features, the car would be much
more expensive.
Ward: The car is not really as expensive
as people think. Let's say that you have a
little crash and ruin the right front fenderoo my old Cadillac that would cost several
hundred dollars. But with the EXAR, all
you do is unbolt the fender ml call the factory. They'll bolt a nice new fender back on
for about $75. As a matter of fact, the
whole body costs around $1,000-that
includes a built-in roll bar.

Ward: Today'a car has approximately IEBJ: What about anti-lock brakes and an
28,000 puts. The EXAR-1 bas ooly 7,000 air-beg?
plf1L 'lbat'a two-quarten more oo an averqe car lban wbat die elec:lric car has. No Ward: We have four-wheel disc brakesradialor, no boles, no fan belts, no carbure- most cars don't even have disc brakes.
'lbele are much lifer and they operate at a
tor, no mufDen...
cooler temperature. In answer to your
airbag question-yes, we have them for
IEBJ: Where would you buy your putS?
both driver and pusal&er.

right now and we've never had ooe electrical JX"Oblem.
Ward: Right now you plug it into a regular llOv or 220v socket With the batteries
we have in now, it takes five hours on llO
and 2.5 hours on 220 volts. You can plug it
in to any outlet you have at home.
IEBJ: Are they coming out with better
batteries?
Ward: The Japanese have a battery they
say will run the car 200 miles on a 15
minute charge... that's like stopping for a
cup of coffee on the highway.
IEBJ: Tell us a little about your batteries.
Ward: They are six volt, basically the
same thing you'd run in a golf cart There
are 24 per vehicle.
IEBJ: How far can they run on a charge?

IEBJ: How many amps does it actually
take to move the car?
Ward: Well, the car has 19 horsepower.
That may not sound like a lot, but it converts to 240 foot pounds of thrust at the rear
wheels-that's plenty. Normal top speed
on the car is 80 to 85 mph. It will go from
zero to 60 mph in 12 seconds-that's about
the same as any average car.
IEBJ: What roadblocks have you faced?
Ward: One of the things that ~le were
afraid of were the oil and automobile companies...they're not going lO support us or
let us on the street, but right now the government is so anxious to get electric cars on
the road that they really can't stop us.
We've been approved by the Department of
Transportation and the Energy Deparunent

Ward: At 60 mph. you could drive it for
125 miles... and with the Kevlar body, we IEBJ: So it is perfectly legal on the road.
expect it to go even further. This will break
the weight down close to 3,200 lbs. For Ward: Oh, absolutely. The Department of
monitoring the battery's power, there is a Transportation came out here and said,
little needle just like a normal gas gauge.
"You've been bragging about what this car
will do, and we don't believe you so we
IEBJ: When do the batteries wear out?
want to try it out." So they did, and it
passed l 00 percent
Ward: Every 30,000 miles. As a matter of
fact, if you drove a normal car for 40 000 lEBJ: Would the life of this car be longer
miles you've done paid for it in the gas: oil, than that of a normal vehicle?
and tune-ups you've had to use.
Ward: It would, and another reasoo is that
IEBJ: What type of maintenance does this this car has a frame built out of 41-30
car require?
material, the same material that I use to
build race cars. And so if you crash pretty
Ward: Normal maintenance would be tires, good, at least it has a substance underneath.
brakes, lube-job and windshield wipers.
IEBJ: What e!Je is unique about EXAR?
IEBJ: Is there any danger of moisture getting in the car and causing a shock?
Ward: We plan to build Olber bodies along
with this and every body will have the same
Ward: Everythina will be very well
sealed. We've JOt 85,000 miles oo the c:ar

that's a net profit of $20 million.
IEBJ: If this car ever went into fullscale production---{)o you think major
gas stations would carry special electrical filling pumps?

mation on the EXAR-1 who do they
call?

IEBJ: Have you had a lot of people
approach you who want to buy the car?

Ward: I can be reached at 714-9830764.~

Ward: You bet! Coming up with
Ward: They're building a station
down in LA right now for just that purpose.

10,000 buyers would be the least of our
problems. People love the price and
Ward: No we haven't. That would
the looks of the car. It's also practical
defeat our purpose for polluting the air.
you
know-this car can seat five peoA sudden power loss is highly unlikely.
In fact, the car will tell you itself when IEBJ: How much would it cost to ple. I think: the need for the cars is in
California, we have 25.5 million cars
you are getting low on energy...it will build the EXAR?
today which are polluting the air.
slow down a tad and the gauge will tell
Ward:
It
would
cost
about
$10,000
to
you how many miles you have left
build it so if we sold 10,000 cars a year, IEBJ: If someone wants more inforbefore you need to rechar~e?

rliiiiiiiiiiiil

IYou ~yJJe Closer Than You Think to an SEC lnVe~tigation I
Con1inued From Page 16

who traded ml when.
Which brings us to ASAM, the Automated Search and Match system, which
stores data from publicly available sources
such as SEC disclosure documents, Standard & Poor's records, and newspaper articles, amoog many others. The data comprises a literal "who's who," linking people
from such unexpected sources as their college fraternity, country club and professiooal association. With records on nearly
800,000 corporate insiders including
employees, consultants and relatives of
executives, ASAM can link two or more
seemingly unconnected people to uncover
lrading infractions.
The trading systems evaluate every
transaction against a constantly updated
profile for each stock, taking into consideration the stock's historical trading pattern as
well as any developments that might
explain a current deviation. These could
include major corporate or industry events,
regional economic developments ml overall market conditions. There are other systems in place, but the SEC, exchanges and
NASD do not reveal all their surveillance
techniques.
Whenever a stock's profile is exceeded,
evaything from flashing lights to computer
voices alert stock watch analysts at the
exchanges or NASD. Analysts ftrst evaluate
rec:at news and market developments, then
COllact internal and external c<mpany representatives and the floor specialist if the
stock is listed oo an exchange. If warranted,
brokers oo either side of questimed transactions also are cootacled. If a valid cause

accounted f<r the unusual activity, such as a
newly published research report or major
business article, the review may be concluded at that point Regardless of the outcome,
however, a permanent record of the review
is maintained for future reference.
In highly suspicious cases, the SEC is
alerted. While the SEC maintains some
surveillance capability of its own, it relies
heavily on the technology, expertise and
resources at the exchanges in NASD to help
identify misconduct. In fact, many of the
most famous insider trading cases were discovered and investigated by these self-regulating organizations before being turned
over to the SEC. Following an evaluation,
the SEC may initiate civil legal actions
against those involved, or turn the case over
to the U.S. Department of Justice for possible criminal prosecution.
Ayojdjng J!ppec;mary lpyestjgatjop

lives and any others with access lO material
information to design, implement and
enforce a written corporate insider trading
and disclosure policy. It may not eliminate
all judgment errors, but a policy will help
minimize - and mitigate -personal and
corporate exposure and liability. An effective policy should:
• Be designed for all levels of the company, including management, directors, support staff, outside consultants and even family members of those with inside informatiOit
• Set corporate restrictions on trading
before and after disclosure announcements
(such as earnings) to assure compliance
with regulations requiring that the public
has a fair ml timely oppatun.ity to receive
and evaluate news.
• Limit access to sensitive infoonation to
those with a "need to know" in order to
reduce the potential for accidentally leaked
non-public infonnation.
• Limit interaction between unofficial
spokespersons and external audiences, particularly investors, securities analysts and
the media. To reduce mistakes, clearly
defme wbo- fum receptionists to executives- can speak f<X" the canpany.
It's not easy to write or implement a failsafe insider trading plan. Ongoing regulatory changes and corporate restructurings
require constant review of and revisions to
your policy. However, without a policy, you
and your company are taking unnecessary
risks with serious ~lic:atiCilll. 4

Although surveillance systems are triggered by hWldreds of questionable transactions weekly, many of the investigations
tum up insiders who never had any intention of breaking the law. They simply did
not understand their responsibilities and
restrictions. Typically, individuals have
access to non-public, material information,
but are not aware that it is illegal to trade on
that infonnation before it is made public.
Another frequent scenario fmds management holding discussions with investment
professionals without full and simultaneous
disclosure to shareholders and the public.
To reduce mistakes, it is in the best
intereslll of a company, its board, its execu- S, U. HomiJiftl H-a Kllll, Kllll.R-.u.
cituu, 51111 Frud.teo

PORTABLE DISPLAYS
• Ultra-light portability
• Solid custom look
• Stunning graphics
• Hand carryable
• Easy set-up
• Save on shipping
Systems to Fff Any Budget..•

Purchase, Lease or Rent
Reconditioned Units at Huge Savings!

SKYJIEDISPf.AYS•

714-535-6615
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Inland Office Market Still Strong

Classified Ads
REAL ESTATE LOANS
Home price s are the
lowest in years! If you
have a small down
payment, I will purchase
home with you, using
either your credit, or
mine! You can live in
the home in any area you
choose. We will share
equity in horne.

Ralph Niemeier
(71-t) 371-679-t

Rates Ar e Dr o ppin g Fas t '

F1Xed Rates Starting at
7.875%
ReftnallCe/Purchas

No Points
{Optioaal)

APR Not Quoted
Diversified Mortgage Service

(714) 920-5715
916 N. Mmail Ave ~t 0.2, Upland

Complete
Computer
Systems and
Laser Printer
Services

...
...............
,_.,....
.................
.......................

Ted Kenyon

.....-,..
..
..................
( til

rn•) 573-2403

~

l tltl.t\

l·ur

POLANTZ STUDIOS
PASADENA

.

FACTORI~G:

I

.,.,~

• Paintings
• Illustrations
• Ad Conceptions

Can It
Help Your Business?

FLOW can be yours by
calling the
ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE
PROFESSIONALS

can
818

578-1670

1{\'ll\.tltnn'

17 1-ll lJ-l'J-7 .'\-l2

To The Extreme
Auto Enhancing

·-·-·-

• Product
• Public Relation&
• Ponni1a
• Brochuntl

Ontario market where concessions tant future. The only project planned
are abundanL
to begin construction this year, TriConstruction in the O ntario area City Corporate Centre's four-story,
continues to be slower than in recent 78,000-square foot office building ,
years. However, George Realty com- was originally scheduled for complepleted two three-story office build- tion in December of 1991. However,
ings in the third quarter with a com- the project has been delayed and conbined total of 84,000 sq. ft.. HMC struction is now scheduled to begin in
Architects' 40,669 square foot build- the fourth quarter of 1991 with comto-suit office building in Ontario will pletion estimated for mid-1992.
be completed in January 1992 and be
Rancon, the developer of Tri-City
ready for occupancy in February. Corporate Centre, has been selected
HMC Architects will occupy all but by the Redevelopment Agency for
4,565 square feet on the fourth floor. development of an office project in
In addition, the 156,000-square foot downtown San Bernardino. The proTwo Lakeshore Building is scheduled ject will entail razing all of the buildto begin construction at Centrelake ings on one city block - from D Street

CJ\QWI) lift trucl<s:S.
-----------------------------------·New&
Your Material Handling Solution

Recondi1ioned
Test Drive Our
Newest Forklift!

• RACKINGJSHELVING
Cantilever
Pallets
Bulk Storage
levelers
Door Seals
Call For Our
Special low

.

• Battery Handling Equipment
Carts
Stands

Replacement Batteries

SERVING THE INLAND EMPIRE

CAU

TI~

~

Available in:
4000 LB
sooo LB
6000 LB
Capac:itiea

(818) 968-0556

leased 43,000 square feet to First
Trust Bank. Overall, construction
of new bu ildings is limite d to
build-to-sui t or owner occupied
build ings. Speculative development has ceased as financing has
become increasingly scarce.
Riverside
Activity in Riverside, bolstered
by c ity and county office needs
during the first half of 1991, was
weak to moderate. Larger tenants
in the market are consummating
trans actions well in advance of
their leas e expirat ions due to a
shortage of large con tiguous
blocks of space. This, coupled with
a lack of new construction, may
cause a si gnificant sho rtage of
office space. In the short term, ten-

TO

DAILY NON STOP SVC. FROM SAN JOSE OR SEATTLE.
•**
ONE STOP SERVICE

Complete Professional
Detailing

the three major office

Exteriors • Interiors • Engines
Autos, boats, motorhomes,

markets ;, the third

FROM

quarter was Ontado.

PALM SPRINGS OR ONTARIO

etc .

Serving the
Inland Empire
(714) 274-6167 Erik

(714) 711·1151
6737 BrodaDn ,..,.,
InN BrodctDn ~

1/J:;. ; ·,es ilVil"ab e upon
request

~. CASI2506

Ontario continued its
strong performance,
wlti/e acth'ity in Ril·erside
and San Bemardino was

j I Pill C'llllli.'IH Ill

( ·u,!lllll'''i

1
·\

Valley
View

sluggish.

Mesa

ants with a strong enough preference for its location will continue
to fu el activity in the Riverside
market despite lease rates and limited alternatives.

Christmas Tree Farm
OPEN DAILY
DECEMBER 1-21

• Video Production

• Compukr-Grlflhic

Mon.-Fri.-!2:00pm-4:30pm
Weekeads -8:30am-4:30pm

Trees - Any Size
from $18.00+ tax

• Danosrlflhic Repons
Qayld Odca Prpd.,_
4236 lfl N. Sierra Way
Sill &em.rdino, CA 92A0'7
(714) 88l-8803

American Airlines

Clearly, the ~·tron;.:est of

Color or B lack & While

Slide&
•Broclua
• PbocoJnphy

leasing activity during the first half of
1991 he! ped to decrease vacancy
rates in the Ontario/Rancho Cucamonga area and to substantially tighten the markets in Riverside and San
Bernardino.
Overall, construction continues to
be slow with on ly one building
scheduled to begin construction for
the remainder of the year. Projects in
the Ontario/Rancho Cucamonga area
are still waiting for financial commitments before they can begin construction. This slowdown of construction will also help to further
lower vacancy rates as we move into
the fourth quarter of 1991. 6

We come to you

·~

fMII-Servlce M•rtetlng
S•rvlces

to E Street, and Fourth Street to Fifth
Street - then constructing mid-rise
office buildings, secured parking
structures, and an enclosed park for
the benefit of the tenants. The first
building will be a four- to seven-story
Class A building.
Clearly, the strongest of the three
major office markets in the third
quarter was Ontario. Ontario continued its strong performance, while
activity in Riverside and San
Bernardino was sluggish. Third quarter absorption for the Inland Empire
brought the year-to -date total to
481,978 sq. ft., which surpassed
1990's year-end total. The strong

Business Pa~ in 1992, havingpre-~~::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::=:::::=:=:=:::=:=::~

Price!

1813 Del Norte
Ontario, CA 91764

I

------

• DOCK EQUIPMENT/CONVEYORS

•Gol ..................... Ne
~,

·~

ConJinued From Page 3
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First Tr,l!st Deeds
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(

714

)

980-4761

4934 Delphm Place
Alta Lorna . CA 91701

San Bernardino/C olton/ Redlands
Much li ke R ive rside, S an
Bernardino experienced weak to
moderate activity and will experience a shortage of Class A midrise office space in the not too dis -

CONNECTING AT

SAN .JOSE

Something
special
in .the
azr.
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ToU Road Debate Leaves
Unanswered Questions
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~s There Hope for the Mission Inn?
Since 1969, the Mission Inn in

December 6, 1991
1991 Legislative Overview

are currently being constructed and lower rate level in the bond market
offered gratis on taxpayer generated than with a private management entity
You are invited to attend a special luncheon program addressing the Federal and State
funds. But the OCTA would like to like CPTC. Mr. Reagan estimates that
Legislation agenda for 1992, critical issues for 1992, and how employees can work
avoid the expenditure of some $48 to CPTC borrowing cost might be in the
with elected officials. The program will be held at the Riverside Sheraton Hotel from
$55 million in up front funds. OCfA range of 14 percent But at the present 11:30 am to 2 prn. For more information call 784-9430.
wants a combined partnership of one- time, only CPTC has the franchise
third Orange County and two-thirds from CalTrans to create and operate
December 10, 1991
Riverside County (allocated on the the toll lanes. Even the HOVs would
Career Decision Seminar to Focus on How to Get a Job
basis of a proportionate amount of be required to pay discounted toll Learn how to conduct a well-planned job campaign, avoid common mistakes made in
freeway miles) to reduce the cost of either after two years with the Orange resume writing, prepare an effective resume, network and identify the hidden job marlane development. In other words, County proposal, or after five years ket, prepare for interviews. Seminar focuses on what companies and executives
OCTA prefers total privatization of the based upon the public/private partner- search finns look for. Scheduled to speak is Judy R. Martin, of J. Martin & Associates, 13 years experience in the high-technology industry, recruiting from CEO to
project
ship of the two counties with CPTC.
senior sales and marketing levels and Gail Thkarar, Human Resource Executive with
Jack Reagan, executive director of
At the present time, OCTA and
20 years experience with Fortune 500 companies in aerospace, defense, manufacturRiverside County Transportation Com- RCTC are negotiating to unleash this
ing, health care. Call310-475-5380 for more information.
mission (RCfC) sees several alterna- regulatory logjam and avoid litigation.
The real test is whether or not contives: Outright cancellation of the priNew Year's Eve
vatization arrangement; Formation of a sumers (drivers in this case) are going
SS Rancho Cucamonga Sets Sail
partnership between OCTA and RCfC to buy either plan. When, and if, the The 1992 Rancho Cucamonga Community Foundation Mayor's Ball will be held on
where maintenance and toll rates on toll lanes are built, they may incontro- New Year's Eve at the Ontario Airport Marriott Hotel.. The theme will be "Cruising
route 91 from the 57 freeway to the 15 vertibly change housing patterns in the into 1992", "Proceeds will be donated to the Rancho Cucamonga Community Founfreeway in Corona would be shared; two counties as commuters reassess dation. The mood for the Ball will be a 1930s luxury cruise liner. The Bon Voyage
their willingness to endure agonizing reception will begin at6 p.m. with ship boarding at 7 p.m. Tickets are $125 per per·
Total privatization of the project
Looking at the alternatives, cancel- commuting hours for the price of son which entitles the traveler to dancing, door prizes and a spectacular New Year's
celebration. For further information, contact Susan Mickey at989-18Sl.
lation allows no definitive solution. affordable housing.
The actual areas affected by the
Still another factor has to be included
January 16, 1992
in the formula. On the Orange County Riverside proposal stretch from
Incubators Building Business
side. vehicles exempt from toll Devore above San Bernardino to the From 7:30a.m. to 8:30 prn at the Ontario Airport Marriott Hotel enjoy a complete day
(referred to as high occupancy vehi- Orange County line, a 20-mile stretch of informative workshops on business incubation. Featured speakers include Mr. Carl
cles) should have a minimum of three of I-91 and I-21 5 combined. The Covits, secretary. California State Business and Transportation and Housing Agency
occupants. This conflicts with RCfC's Orange County proposal involves I-91 and Dinah Adkins, executive director of the National Business Incubation Assoc. For
proposal of a minimal two occupants from freeway 57 to the county line, more information contact the Inland Empire Economic Council at 941-7877.
per vehicle.
thus the allocations of one-third and t"-===========================-------------Central to RCTC's argument is the two-thirds under the unique partnerfact that the monies created by govern- ship proposal. But for now, it is "back
mental sources could be obtained at a to the drawing board" for both sides. !:i
Dear Editor:

downtown Riverside, has been plagued
with a series of financial reverses,
public custodianship, massive red ink
and always the promise that misfortunes
would reverse with a new owner. Still
no owner has been found.
The most recent attempt, in 1986,
involved Carley Capital Group .
Renovation costs totaled $40 million-the approximate amount that the current
holder, Chemical Bank of New York,
has invested in the structure. But today,
the high operating cost and debt
structure of the facility have most
Mission bidders thinking twice.
Now, the leading candidate in the bid
race appears to be a hotel owner from
the keystone state of Pennsylvania, John
K. Desmond, president of Village
Square of Penn .• Inc., who has been
wooing local politicos and testing the
pulse of community leaders as to the
feasibility of the project.
But Chemical Bank's original
tentative sale price of $28 million is in
jeopardy. particularly with respect to the

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The Inland Empire Business Journal
Presents

SouTHERN CALIFORNIA
BusiNEss RADIO

WEEKDAYS •
5:30 pm - 6:00 pm

on

XEK 950
20,000 Watts Covering:
• Orange County
• Los Angeles
• Inland Empire
• San Diego
• Ventura
• Santa Barbara

I am writing in response to the "Answers for the Inland Empire" feature in your
November issue, which left the impression that the currently proposed amendment to
AQMD's Regulation XV will extend the regulation's requirements to companies of
50 or more employees. Tilat is not the case.
Regulation XV applies to companies with more than 100 employees, and will
remain that way even if the amendment is adopted. The amendment that has been
workshopped in 1991~ propose certain changes that will:
- Require plan updates every two ¥eaTS rather than annually. thus easing the burden
on businesses.
-Minimize adverse impacts on minority, disabled and low-income workers.
- Require employee notice and review of trip reduction plans 30 days before the plans
are subrniued to AQMD.
AQMD's 20-year Air Quality Management Plan is a "cleanup blueprint" that sets
broad policy for air pollution control. The plan suggests that Regulation XV be
applied to smaller employers with at least SO employees, but not until 1993. Such an
amendment, if it is actually proposed, will go through public workshops and hearings
and will include a socioeconomic analysis, as do all AQMD rules.

~----.....,..._

overall softness in the entire commercial
real estate market throughout the
country. What seems to be appealing
about Mr. Desmond's organization are
his plans for a 240-room hotel in the
Alameda area to compliment his 324room Desmond Americana Hotel
located in Albany, New York.
It has been five agonizing years since
the Mission Inn received guests. It
would take some 60 to 90 days to reopen the hotel, but as long as this
capstone remains vacant, its
resuscitation into a viable economic
entity is questionable. If Chemical does
not fmd an acceptable bidder, the rocky
course of Mission Inn's economic
travails will finally be restored to the
Gatsbain grandeur of its colorful past !:i

~
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BARTER EXCHANGE
(The Personal Touch)

Additional
Business
Through
BARTERING

MEMBERS INCLUDE:
• Auto Maintenance
• Restaurants
• Legal Services
·Family Recreation
• Clothing Stores
• TV & Appliance
• Flower Shops
• Fitness Club

·Gift Shops
• Print Shops'
• Accounting
• Veterinary
• Hair Salons
• Video Stores
• Construction
• Jewelers

Why lay out your hard earned cash for your business needs when you can be
bartering for them with the additional business we send you?
Conserve your cash outlay and reduce your overhead by bartering with Barter
members for your business, personal and family bexpenses.
Example ... Pay a $200 cash equivalent (credits for your mechanical and printing·
needs from your accumulated credits.
Using your wholesale barter credits (equivalent dollars) you are purchasing at
your cost (wholesale). Doesn't that sound great? PLUS YOU STILL HAVE THAT
$200 CASH IN YOUR POCKET- SOUND INTERESTING?

Torn Eichhorn
Director of Communications
South Coast Air Quality Management District

BARTER EXCHANGE
1678 North "E" Street
San Bernardino, CA 92405

MEMBERSHIP COUNT NOW 280
FOR

THE

RECORD

To amend our October Corporate Profile on Nature's Recipe Pet Foods
(page 41). The section reading, "Nature's Recipe now has 32 employees and
has grown to become the largest premium pet rood c:ompany in the United
States," should read as, "Nature's Recipe now has 32 employees and has
grown to become the rourth largest pet rood c:ompany in the United States."
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Locally Owned For Over 6 Years

(714) 881-6130-34 ·(FAX) 881-6135
Ask tor Jose.ph. JuUe. Macyann or Tony

At Deadline!

•

Rail Authority Breaks GrouDd
The Southern California Regional Rail Authority broke ground recu~tly for the construction of a 57-mile METROUNK commuter rail line between San Bernardino County and Los
Angeles' Union Station which opens in Falll992.
.
.
The ceremony marked the beginning of construction for the frrst link of a 400-~le
planned commuter rail system being built by the Southern California Regional Rail Authonty
(SCRRA). The authority is comprised of transportation agencies from Los Angeles, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino and Ventura Cowtties.
''The San Bernardino to Los Angeles line will be a critical commuter rail link to Southern
California and will significantly improve the quality of life for many Inland Empire commuters," said San Bernardino County Supervisor Larry Walker, who also serves as the
SCRRA vice-chainnan. ''Countless residents from the Inland Empire spend more than four
hours a day attemJXing to get to and from work."
.
.
Commuter rail lines will run on existing rights-of-way used by the fretght r.ulroads,
which have been purchased or leased by the five counties. The San Bernardino to Los Angeles line will have stations in the cities of Rialto, Fontana. Rancho Cucamonga. Upland, Montclair, Claremont, Pomona. Covina. Baldwin Park and El Monte. Foothill Transit, SCRTD
and Ornnitrans will provide feeder sezvice to METROUNK stations. making rail service easily accessible to all cities in the San Gabriel Valley. Los Angeles, and S~ B~.
Terminals will be in the city of San Bernardino and at Los Angeles Uruon StaUon where
the line will connect to the Metro Red Line subway and to the commuter rail lines traveling
to Santa Clarita Valley, Venrura. Riverside, Orange and San Diego Counties.
At the San Bernardino terminals the line will connect to commuter rail lines traveling to
Hemet in Riverside County and to Fullerton in Orange County. Future plans include an eastern extension to Mentone in San Bernardino Cowtty.
The San Bemardiro to Los Angeles line will cost $174 million. The overall commuter
rail system including vehicles, locomotives, track, improvements. new grade aossing _signals
and other safety featureS is estimated to cost $775 million. This estimate does not mclude
right-<>f-way costs or construction of the stations.
The SCRRA is planning to operate five peak-period trains. one mid-day train and one
evening train between San Bernardino and Los Angeles. ll
•

Hospital Board Sues Doctors for $10 Millioll
Palm Springs, Calif. -An unJiccedented $10 million lawsuit filed recently by Desert
Hospital's corporate board against two physician board members is expected to draw nationwide attention from a hospital industry frustrated by growing physician competition for outpatient dollars.
Directors of the 350-bed acute care community hospital filed suit in Riverside County
Superior Court charging Man A. Smith, MD~ president of the medical staff, and Erwin C.
Demiany, M.D.• a past president, with seven complaints including breach of fiduciary duty,
unfair competition and civil conspiracy.
The hospital's general counsel, Michael Appelhans said the suit details "bow the P!ysicians consistently violated positions of trust, both individually and collectively, as board
members since 1984 when they first became entrusled with the hospital's confidential SlrlfCgic expansion plans.
"Instead of sezving the needs of the hospital, Smith and Demiany. as board members,
breached their duty of loyalty to the hospital while promoting their own fmancial gain,"
Appelhans further charged.
In addition to breach of fiduciary duty. unfair competition and civil conspiracy. the complaints are misapproJiiating trade secrets and/or pro~ve econo~c advantages, neglig~
ly interfering with contractual relations aOO/or prospecuve econo101c advantage of the hospital, converting hospital plans for their own use and conspiring with others to act against the
hospital, according to Appelhans.
.
.
The physicians, in one example, allegedly approached another hospttal to co-venture thetr
own outpatient facility and medical office building in nearby La Quinta after learning in
board meetings of Desert Hospital's plans to build such a facility.
Smith and Demiany were also charged with making disparaging public comments about
the hospital while sezving on this board and with discouraging other doctors from participating in hospital ventures by threatening to withhold referrals. ll
•

Murrieta Hot SpriDp Resort Seized
In a recent I1'USICie sale Pioneer Mortgage has taken the reins at the Murrieta Hot Springs
Resort&: Health Spa in Riverside County. The IJk:eover comes at a good time for the La
Mesa mortgage company which ftlcd for Chapter 11 in January.
Dennis Schmucker. Pioneer's acting CEO plans to use proceeds from the sale to help pay
off investors. The 46-acre property which is located just south of Riverside may only be
worth about $9.68 million.
"It's safe to assmne that most insolvent hotels are worth half the value they were
app-aised It three to four yean ago." said Robert Rauch of La Jolla hued R.A. Rauch &:
Associates in a recent interview with the San Diego Business Journal.
A bankrupCcy eurniner estimates, however, that some 2.500 investors have invested as
much as $223 million inlo Pioneer and only nine percent of some S195 millioo in lOUIS made
by Pioneer are good. Some 74 percent of those loans were already in default said the report.
It•s doubtful then, that Pioneer will be able to erase their losses through the sale of the
Rivenide property. The resort includes a 242 room hold and spa as well as other raw land
that may be developed for residential use. Schmucker claims the resort will continue operation as usual Wider its new Pioneer ownership. It is expected that Pioneer will conduct a
nalionll martetin& camplip 10 llttiCt I buyer. A

I
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M G L Auto Repai r M a rio R om e! Money Mart, The Jauert Enterprise Lone Trail, Riverside 92509
40340 Johnston Ave., Hemet 92544
8987 Philbin, Riverside 92503
Inc. 6934 Magnolia, Riverside 92506
North Houston Janitorial Patrick Me Perris Legal Forms Assistance Srv.
M J B Services Mark Brinlanan 30835 Moneyplus Systems Co. Pat Mazzona Deavitt 26453 Cone stoga, Sun City Johnnie Mae Johnson 23500 Hwy 74 ,
Kiowa River Court, Temecula 92591
2222 Kansas St. #J, Riverside 92507
Perris 92570
92381
M and D Landscape Maintenance Montego Bay Pool Service Victor Not Just Mail Boxes Kyla Neild 2020 Perris Valley Airport Bar & Grill
Michael Kirkpatrick 1895 Neptune Hunsaken, Sr. 14191 Montego Bay Parkridge Road, Norco 91760
Shirely Me Ke nna 2091 Goetz Road ,
Drive, Perris 92571
Drive, Moreno Valley 92553
Novedades Juan Diego Maria Robledo Perris 92570
M-N-S Pride Collison Mark Berlanga Moreno Med Care & Chiropractic 2479 University Ave., Riverside 92507
Perris Valley Bass Anglers Michael
8848 Main St., Riverside 92509
Elihs Rached, D C 23846 Sunnymead Nursing With Care Care n Mohill- Smith 39601 Langridge Drive, TemeuMagnolia Family Dentistry Jungran Blvd. #4, Moreno Valley 92553
Smith 33599 Orange St., Lake Elsinore cla 9265 1
Kang 9295 Magnolia Ave. #103, River- Moreno Valley Master Chorale 92535
Pet Express Cathleen Venn 2 5700
side 92504
Moreno Valley Chorale 25797 Sweet- Nuts & Bolts Magazine T & L Publi- Lynn Circle, Hemet 92544
Mail Boxes Etc. James Munson 43430 leaf St., Moreno Valley 92388
cations Inc. 430 Princeland Court, Pete's Handyman Co. Peter Cansdale
E. Aorida Ave #E, Hemet 92544
Moreno Valley Motoring Accessories Corona 91719
494 Orca St. , Perris 92570
Mail Outpost, The Colette Gordon W C N R Corp. 14161 Elsworth St. 0 P C 0 Industries Ratana Srisar- Phaza I I Gabrie l Rivera 1657
401k South Lincoln Ave., Corona #H, Moreno Valley 92553
ingkam 670 E. Parkridge #110, Corona Sycamore St., Perris 92570
91720
Moreno Valley Podiatry Group 91719
Platinum Printing Carolyn Lankford
Mail Pros Robert Rose 15952 Perris Roben Parker, D P M 22940 Alessan- Oaks Realty, The Lester Pyeatt 40582 13040 Wich ita Way, Moreno Valley
Blvd. #E, Moreno Valley 92388
dro, Moreno Valley 92388
Via Amapola, Murrieta 92562
92555
Mak's Property Management Mary Morris Enterprise Nora Morris 763 E. Oasis Lawn Maintenance Brian Point West Realtors Joan Wo osley
Ann Kiel 36092 Toulon Drive, Murrieta Lake St., Lake Elsinore 92530
Cones 505 W. Graham, Lake Elsinore 45700 Adler Lane, Temecula 92590
92562
Mortgage Partner Jack Coupens 92530
Poulos Bicycle Sales & Assembly Jay
Marek Dental Arts Mark Stefflce 3762 30285 Calle Belcanto, Menifee 92584
Office Supply Warehouse Co le tte Poulos 30320 Murrieta Road, Menifee
Elizabeth St., Riverside 92508
Motorcycle Electrical Specialties Illengo 425 W. Rider St. A-9, Perris Valley 92584
Margit House Publishing Co. Richard William Zahle r 2834 H amme r Av.E 9257 1
Power Play Sports Cards James Valk
On Line Computer Tape Drive Sales 10491 Ol d Limon ite Ave #C. Mira
Stafford 41230 Johnston Ave., Hemet #123, Norco 91760
92544
Mountain Air Construction Geo Kieu-Oanh Ngoc Rook 480 Wilson Cir- Lorna 9 1752
Mark's Service Boguslaw Gawronski Nordquist 4201 W. Ramsey St. , Ban- cle , Corona 9 171 9
Press N Play Marshall Noriega 17460
One Hour Photo' n Portrait Muhan- Owl Tree Road, Riverside 92504
14630 Park:wood, Moreno Valley 92553 ning 92220
Markim Services Marc Nelson 28638 Mr Dryclean Paul Lee 2621 Green na d Es ha ik e r 787 N. Main S t. #C, Pressley 's Professional C leanin g
Corona 9 1720
Nonhpon Lane, Menifee Valley 92584
River Road #102, Corona 91 720
David Pressley 1436 Circle City Drive
Marriott Carpets and Drapes Davood Mug Factory, The Michael Serll 3903 Opsahl and Tweed Pediatrics Sonja #101, Corona 9 1719
Opsahl, M.D. 127 12 Heacock #9-B, Prints Charming Denise Norton 7020
Kavandi 24475 Sunnymead Blvd. #H, Everest St., Riverside 92503
Karen Lane , Riverside 92509
Moreno Valley 92388
Multi Media David Rude 2869 Jane, Moreno Valley 92553
Optima Tek Mark Krusemark 1463 Pro Bungle Consultants Derek WhitMaverick Realty & Investments Riverside 92506
Michael Geiger 9251 Shamouti Lane, Murrieta Equine Services Michael Melody Circle, Corona 91720
taker 112 S. Main St., Lake Elsinore
Riverside 92508
Hoge, DVM 25110 Monroe St., Mur- Orange Inland Flag & Banner 92530
Clarence Cates 9446 Magnolia, River- Pro Carpet Care Willi am Santucci
Mayer Homes A H M Homes, Inc. rieta 92564
3409 Avenida Hacienda, Escondido Murrieta's Island California Oaks Bar side 92503
1141 Pomona Road, Corona 91720
92029
& Gri 40538 California Oaks Road, Orthopedic Surgeon Medical Group Pro Dox Patricia C roskre y 39840
Occu-Care Medical Group I 1760 Avenida Palizada, Murriet.a 92563
Media Spec:iaJties Aubra Fishel 27474 Murrieta 92562
My Buddies Pizza Robert Richardson Chicago Ave. #13, Riverside 92507
Bolandra Court, Temecula 92591
Protectall Patrol Clifford Large 12240
Medical Protection Plus Greg Ander- 2503 E. Lakeshore Drive #A , Lake Osty's Ice Cream and Yogurt David Pe rris Blvd. #A233, More no Valley
Osterode 32160 Railroad Canyon Road, 92557
son 27475 Ynez Road #407, Temecula Elsinore 92530
My Gallery Martha Brantley 23 191 Canyon Lake 92587
92591
Protection Concepts For Seniors
P F C Unlimited Berry & Berry Enter- Pe te r Evan s 29780 Co rte Cruzada,
Medical Restorative Services A K Denver Court, Moreno Valley 92553
Weideman and Associat 4350 Via Nacho's Tacos Juan Aguilar 1252 W. pri ses 28545 b-4 Feli x Valdez Ave., Menifee 92584
Temecula 92590
Dolce #211 , Marina del Rey 90292
Sixth St., Corona 91720
Quetzal-Gatemala Import Vincenzo
Mediscribe West David Tyson 2390 E. Nail Expo Julie Nguyen 2276 Griffin P J's Hair Co. Paulette Johnson 154 Almani 28636 Front St. #1 0 1, TemecuW. Ontario Ave., Corona 91720
Way #103, Corona 91720
Florida #205, Hemet 92544
la 92390
Meditronics of Palm Springs Robert Nana's Red Barn Fran Machado 55- P S Trust R B C Ame ricorp , Inc. R & H Printing Rhonda Willis 22856
1418 1 Yorba St. #204, Thstin 92680
Kramer 441 S. Calle Encilia , Palm 900 Bach Road, Anza 92539
Horseshoe Trail, Nuevo 92567
Springs 92262
Nancy Services Nancy Agunwah 7941 P and K Group I I I Properties Kern- R & R Tack Shop R ichard Shofner
Mega Travel Inc. Mega Travel , lnc. Galway Coun, Riverside 92503
wasser & Friedman Sho 145 S. Fairfax 9632 Mtssion Blvd., Glen Avon 92509
1530-B Consumer Circle , Corona Nat Shain D D S Nat Shain 28751 Ave. 4th Floor, Los Angeles 90036
R C Sales & C onsulting Verno n
91720
Rancho California Road #105, Temecu- Pacilic Asphalt Maintenance Richard Cornejo 27485 Bolandra Court , TemecWheeler 2585 Loveland Drive, River- t - - - - - - -- - - - -- Meniree Construction & Landscap- Ia 92590
ing Ricky Jorgic 9815 Carmenita #1, Naturally Fresh Fruit 92223 R & B side 92509
Whinier 90651
Fruit Corp. 550, "B" Street Beaumont
Pacific Floor Covering Micha e l
Meniree Florist Steve Critchfeild Neiswender and Associates John Rogers 27776 Call e d e Leo n ,
31702 Railroad Canyon Road, Canyon Neis wender 56-324 Pebble Beach, La Romoland 92585
Lake 92587
Quinta 92253
Pacific Simulations Institute Glenn
Micro Technology Shahab Khan 420 Neview Heating & Air Conditioning Steinback 40890 East Newport Blvd.,
Me Kinley 1111-375, Corona 91719
Robert Howard 31340 Marcuchio St., Hemet92544
• 98% DELIVERABLE
Mimoa Hair & Nail Salon Tri Doan Nuevo 92567
Pacific Southwest Development
• START DATES
5337 ArlingtOn Ave., Riverside 92504
New Age Media and Communica- Robert Petersen 41707 Winchester
• OWNER'S NAME
• ADDRESSES
Mobele Office Machine Service tions Harrison Smith 8925 Delano Road #102, Temecula 92590
• "TYN OF BUSINESS
Palm Springs Travel Ronald Miller
Mulugeta Negose 1528 Apple Creek, Drive, Riverside 92503
• LEGAL STATUS
Perris 92370
New Horizons Residential Retire- 255 N . El Cielo Road #363, Palm
• PHONE NU. .ERS
Mona's Beauty Salon and Supply ment Warren Bell 155 Bracebridge Springs 92262
Park Thwne Child Care Center ComSantiago Rodriguez 3310 Mary St., Road, Riverside 92506
Riverside 92S06
Na.b's Pool Service Rick Gilbert 5400 pany Child Care, Inc. 511 E. Dale St.,
Penis92370
M•di M011di lnteraational 73-100 Picker SL, Riverside 92S03
Bl Pueo lA. Palm Delert 922tiO
Noel's Truckh• Noel Machicote 4527 Penturbia Reaional Kenneth Tibbits
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ula 92593
R C Tile Co. Richard Cot.are lo 13926
Chervil Coun, Moreno Valley 92553
R D Riding Co . Bread of Life I nc.
1663 1 Canyon View Drive, Riverside
92504
Radiology Transcription Services
Dorothy Street 6789 Phoenix Ave.,
Riverside 92504
Rainbow Accessories Hyon Song 1112
W. 6th Street #104, Corona 9 1720
Raincross Attorney Service Steven
Hall 6506 Doolittle #209 , Riverside
92503
Ramona
Child
Development
Center,inc Ramona Child Development 750 E. Ma in S t., San Jaci nto
92583
Ramsey Mini Mart G ui zar Ahmad
5140 W. Ramsey St., Banning 92220
Rancho California City Associates
John son + Johnson Indus tr 27450
Ynez Road #200, Temecula 92591
Rancho Concrete J D H Concrete, Inc.
30504 Iron Bark, Temecula 92591
Rancho Construction Rancho Cucamonga Enterpri 27452 Jefferson Ave.
B8, Temecula 92390
Real Estate Financiers Charles Allcire
41871 Lomas St. , Hemet 92544
Recliner Mart Edwin Manske 990 1
Indiana Ave. #103, Riverside 92503
Red Light Salon Roben Parker, D P M
6886 Magnolia Ave., Riverside 92506
Red Wagon Day Care Mari ly n
Franlclin 11750 Carmine St., Riverside
92505
Redi Computers Miche lle Rediess
2040 East Ridge Ave. #B9, Riverside
92506
Rescue Insurance Agency Jane Crow
6850 Brockton Ave., Riverside 92501
Rice Lock & Key Raymond Maddox
12595 Heacock, Moreno Valley 92553
Riverside County Free Press David
Barnes 8612 Clearview Place, Riverside 92509
Riverside Market Place Inc. Riverside Market Place In 3282 Winnebago,
Riverside 92503
Riverside Podiatry Group Robert
Parker, D P M 6896 Magnolia Ave.,
Riverside 92506
Riverside Podiatry Group Ambulatory Robert Parker, D P M 6896 Magnolia Ave., Riverside 92506
Roadrunner Signs Ken Raskey 3351
Amhurst Drive, Riverside 92503
Rob Morby Tile Roben Morby 14202
Vmcent Drive, Moreno Valley 92553
Robert Heath Glass Tinting Robert
Heath 23910 E. Alessandro, Moreno
Valley 92557
Rojo Ranch Joseph Duarte 39 652
Rashio Road, Murriet.a 92562
Royal Carpet Care Walid Ayass 7890
Magnolia Ave. #1 8, Riverside 92504
Ruson Construction Jon Burrie 1247
Pomona Road #106, Corona 91720
S & W Development Richard Shoemaker 33625 Mission Trail, Lake Elsinore 92530
S A Screenprint Sandy Addison 2834
Hamner Ave. #116, Norco 91760

S C I In vestm ents Ronni e Sudman
61 90 Shaker Drive, Rivers ide 92506
S E E E nter prises Wi lliam Spivey
38 171 Via La Colina, Mu rrieta Hot
Springs 92563
S R C Enterprises Steven Campbell
19500 Chinotto Lane, Riverside 92508
S S Sulak & Sula k Attorney Services
Joseph Sulak, Jr. 18035 Dexter Ave.,
Lake Elsinore 92532
S and G Mobile Auto Service James
Walker 11111 Avis Coun, Moreno Valley 92388
Sabre Lighting & Signs Ruben Moncada 23853 Betts Place, Moreno Valley
92388
Safari Water Works Richard Nichols
601 Cypress, Beaumont 92223
Samoian Security Ronald S amoian
2985 Silver Cloud Circle, Norco 91760
Sandalwood Ranch Jo Stanley 4229
Pedley Ave., Norco 91760
Sanrio Surprises Tom Cho 1212 Galleria At Tyler, Riverside 92503
Sci-Tech Services David Gibson 15635
Nadia, Moreno Valley 92553
Screen Machine of The Valleys Jerry
Ritschel 40550 Kosot.a Drive, Murriet.a
92562
Seaweed Publishing Michael Nelson
227 63 Aqueduct Way, Moreno Valley
92553
Secretarial Service By Jacqueline
Jacqueline Hester 661 W. Whittier,
Hemet92543
Seeley/Wolff Property Mgt Co. Wolff
Co., The 7700 Irvine Center Drive
#730, Irvine 92718
Shorty's Auto Body Richard Flores
4918 La Sierra, Riverside 92505
Sierra Sewing Center Janie Pae 2791109 Greenriver Drive, Corona 91720
Sierra Towing Donald Cooper 10595
Campbell, Riverside 92509
Silver Penny Productions Gale Simon
59945 Calle Tuxpan, Murrieta 92562
Simplified Accounting Software
Patricia Thornton 5225 Canyon Crest
Drive #7 1-277, Riverside 92507
Skunk Works, The Robert Thompson
490 Princeland Coun #1, Corona 91719
Skydiving Adventures Parachu te
Scho Skydivi ng Adventur es, Inc
36038 Whittier, Hemet 92545
Smart Centers of Corona Michael
Kliever 1698 B West 6th Street, Corona
91 720
Software Resource Group Richard
Hedrick 27349 Jeffe rson Ave. # l l 0,
Temecula 92590
Someone Special Kaye Wilson 6160
D-4 Arlington Ave., Riverside 92504
Soup N Sandwich Mohammad Arshad
12625-I Frederick St., Suite, Moreno
Valley 92553
Sourcit Internationa l Patricia Dalin
8423 Thmrind Lane, Riverside 92509
South Asian Professional Referral
Shantray Jovial 13067 Reindeer Court,
Riverside 92503
Southern California Backnow Frederick Umar 6380 Thunder Bay Trail,
Riverside 92509
Southridge Trophies & Awards

LISTINGS
Ujva la R eddy 11370 Nicole Way, Moreno Val ley 92388
Temecula Play and Lea r n School
Font.ana 92335
Spa r kling C lear Pod Service Charles Brenda Tagliavi a 4 3 7 5 0 Margari ta
Tasker 25413 Dracaea, Moreno Valley Road, Temecula 92592
Tena nt Screenin g Se rvic e Michael
92553
Sports Surfacing Specialists Michael Inders 27475 Ynez Ro ad, Temecula
Lowry 3 1590 Railroad Canyon Road, 92590
Thai Kitchen Nikom Sri r intuse d
Canyon Lake 92587
Sportsman's Inn, T he M ike Alewine 29588 Rancho Calif. Road, Temecula
92390
441 E. 7th Street, Beaumont 92223
Sta-Safe Co. Charles Ehrlich 7147 Therapeutic Developmental Institute
Wendy C arroll 3769 Tibbetts St. #F,
Stanhope Lane, Riverside 92506
Star Painting Co. Keith Walker 273 15 Riverside 92506
Thermo Craft Engineering Gary KerJefferson Ave. #1201, Temecula 92390
mo
ian 235 Benjamin Drive #101, CoroStar Services C harles G alvar 2428 1
na 92719
Postal Ave. #108, Riverside 92503
Sterling Collision European Automo- Tierra Madre Nurseries Lawrence La
bile Engin 11730 Sterling, Riverside Pre 1159 Iowa Ave #3, Riverside 92507
Tinas Nails Hoang Mai 5533 Van
92503
Stews Barber Shop James Steward Buren Blvd., Riverside 92503
25060 Hancock Ave. # 106, Murrieta Tinree's Karee Mason 24047 Tobaro
Court, Murriet.a 92562
92562
Suburban Construction Ernest Ferrel Token Memories Susan Brown 28956
22721 Cascade Drive, Canyon Lake Biarritz Court, Menifee 92584
Tony's Spunky Steer Temecula Anto92587
Subway No 11475 John Frisella 5225 nio Fernandes 27645 Jefferson Ave.,
C anyo n Crest Drive # 19, Ri verside Temecula 92592
Toomoth ' s Top Kat Farm Yvonne
92507
Toomoth
30971 Yucca Ave., Lakeview
Sun City Interior Cleaning Services
Julie Farmer 1422 Metz Road, Perris 92567
Top Imports Noah Elk ind 12 99
92570
Sun City Schwinn Bicycles Craig Columbia Ave. #E4, Riverside 92507
Cooper 26802 Cherry Hills Blvd., Sun Top Secret Patricia Sh e rrett 7900
Limonite #G 125, Riverside 92509
City92586
Sun Communications Daneil O ' Ne ill Toti-Sunshield Gregory We iss 25845
36920 Avenida Madera Circle, Temec- Cawston Av.E #235, Hemet 92343
Transistor Hearing Aid Walter Kelly
ula 92592
Sun Val Joint Venture Valle de Cabal- 3765 7th Street, Riverside 92501
Treas u r e d Bas kets Scott Lockm an
los 710 Rimpau #101, Corona 91719
Sunbrite Carpet Dyeing & Cleaning 7 142 Mt. Vernon St., Riverside 92504
William Buckhoff 26 111 # 18 Ynez, Triple A A A Radia tor Connection
Paul Loock 4220 Glen St., Glen Avon
Temecula 92591
Sunrise Ranch William Stull 4385 S. 92509
Gilben Ave., Corona 91719
Triple Winning Associates Thomas
Sunset Auto Center Sunset Chevrolet- Pettepiece 26601 Saunders Meadow
Oldsmobi 4545 W. R amsey St., Ban- Road, Idyllwild 92549
ning 92220
U niforms Unlimited John Havene r
Sunset Mortgage Duwayne Fleming 22700 Alessandro Blvd. #B, Moreno
6560 Van Buren Blvd. #E, Riverside Valley 92553
92503
U nited India Church, The Rev.
Sunward Adventures Brian Kerr Shantray Jevial 13067 Reindeer Court,
10370 Hemet St. #280A , Riverside Riverside 92503
92503
V I P Painting Calvin Curtis 39542
Superior Building Maintenance Sun Rose Drive, Murriet.a 92362
D avid Alfonso 602 Carson St. #A, Vantage Financial Services Lloyd
Hemet 92344
Dixon 23805 Wolcott Drive, Moreno
Synthesis International Deva Beck Valley 92553
54650 Tanquitz View Drive, Idyllwild Velasco Marketing J anet Velasco
92549
24921 Branc h S t., More n o Valle y
T & S Marine George Papp 584 6th 92553
Street. Norco 91760
Vicci 's G ourmet Coffee Victoria
T2 Ltd Richard Taylor 5001 W. Wilson Bolich 2932 Summerfield Lane, RiverSt. #105, Banning 92220
side 92503
Tahq uitz Properties Foster Family Video To Rent Greg Dino 2244 Mira
Trust 801 E. Tahquitz Canyon Way Monte St., Corona 91719
# 100, Palm Springs 92262
Video Va lue Keith Hill 1675 N. Perris
Tahq uitz Proper ties Maryanov, Mad- Blvd. #Al7, Perris 92570
sen, Gordon 801 E. Tahquitz Canyon Villa V W of Hemet Foulger AssociWay # 100, Palm Springs 92262
ates, Inc. 4 1730 Florida Ave., Hemet
Taylor Made Pets Paul Cargal 5225 92343
Canyon Crest Drive #63, Rive rside Vincour Associates William Courtney
92506
976 W. Foothill Blvd. #287, Claremont
Tea Room Chinese Restaurant 91711
Stephen Chu 15928 Perris Blvd. #A, Vinnie's Home Brew Shop Vmne Cil-
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urzo 41220 Calle Contento, Temecula
92592
Voitto Publishing Gertrude Tiitinen
6839 Sedona Drive, Riverside 92509
WAVE Bill Vandenberg 31582 Railroad Canyon Road, Can) on Lake
92587
W E M Teresa Mahoney 4120
Crestview Drive, Norco 91760
W Me Richard Richard Me Falls 5632
Laredo Road, Riverside 92506
Walden Natural Foods James Walden
776 Spruce SL, Riverside 92507
Walker's Coins, Sportscards Joseph
Walker 2662 Hamner Ave., Norco
91760
Walter Contracting Salote Avatongo
4073 Weyer SL, Riverside 92501

llankruptcies
Randy Carl Burns, fdba R.C. Burns
Strawberry Farm, 1831 S. Euclid Ave.,
Ontario; debts: $210,428, assets:
$129,700; Chapter 7.
Cor-Trans-Inc., a California corporation, dba Alliance Transmissions, fdba
Family Auto Care Center, fdba The Radiatoc Shop, fdba E & S Automotive, 133
E. Washburn Circle, Corona; debts:
$124,644, assets: Sl3,231; Chapter II.
Hugo Leo Linter, Norma Evelyn Linter, dba The House Doctor, a sole proprietorship, 82-286 E. Solar Court, Indio;
debts: S427 ,556.80, assets: Sl47 ,950;
Chapter?.
Michael R. Ramirez, dba Quality
Amusement, lnc.,6741 Pine Springs
Ave., Twentynine Palms; debts :
$203,635, assets: $88,550; Cllapter 13.
Timothy M. Sullivan and Nancy G.
Sullivan, fdba Sullivan Electric &
Construction, 7640 Marilyn Drive,
Corona; debts: $169,948, assets:
$249,300; Chapter 7.
John Raymond Phillip Merritt, aka
John RP Merritt, aka John Raymond
Merriu, and Margaret Yingkee Merrin,
aka Margaret Y.K. Merritt, aka Margaret
Merritt, aw Merritt & Merriu, a California partnership, faw Merritt Insurance
Services, faw John RP Merritt Insurance
Agency, 66-258 Avenbida Laden, Desert
H~ Springs; debt and asset schedules not
available; Chapter 7.
Ralph Gilbert Nelson, faw Dermatology Medical Group of Palm Springs,
Inc., a California cocporation, aka Affiliated Dermatology Surgical &: Medical
Groop, Inc., a professioanl Medical Service corporation, aw JMA Professional
Building, a general partnership, 27235
Main St, Highland, P.O. Box 756, Bym
Mawr, CA 92318; debts: $205,668.64,
ISletS: DOlli.sled; Chapter 13.
C•y Carl HanriD and Sherry Broad·
water Darwin, aka Shanm Broadwater
Harwin, dba CutJebrook &: Associates.
fdba Intercom , 7473 El Prado Court,
Yucca Valley; debts: $375,038, assets:
$108,()99; Chapter 7.
HB Ranches, Inc., 85 E. Ramona
Expressway, P.O. Box 1774, Perris,
92572; debts: S 18,000,000, assets:
$2.,800,()00; Cbapcer 7.
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BUSINESS
Waterwheel, The Phillip Moreno 9000
Mountain View Ave., Cherry Valley
92223
Wedding L. Carol, 23345 Forrest
Drive Perris
Welch Environmental Products Timothy Welch 10374 Shoshone Ave.,
Riverside 92503
West Coast Appraisal Group Kurt
Bruggeman 41453 Agean Court, Murrieta 92562
West Coast Interiors Gen. Ptrship
Mark Herbert 2932 Rubidoux Blvd.,
Riverside 92509
West Coast Painting West Coast Interiors, Inc 2932 Rubidoux Blvd., Riverside92509
Western Creations Michael Bowman

LISTINGS

5380 El Molino Ave., Riverside 92504
Western Fire Co. Steven Carattini 297
Noga Ave., San Jacinto 92582
Western Plastics W. Plastics, Inc.
43300 Business Park Drive #Al04 ,
Temecula 92590
Western Spring & Mfg Co. Joyce
Fore 16871 Bolero Alen, Huntington
Beach 92649
Wholesale Hydraulics Co. Albert
Antonucci 6690 Van Buren, Riverside
92503
Wildomar Riding Center Bill Ciancio
22460 Grand Ave., Wildomar 92595
Wincom Enterprises John Muceus
2806 Molly St., Riverside 92506
Winkle Plumbing Pratt Smith 1895
Silver Oak Way, Hemet 92545

Woodpark Home Care Norma Azurin
14253 Woodpark Drive, Moreno Valley
92553
Words ' n Stats Jean Me Combs-Buddingh 21100 Highway 79 #196, San
Jacinto 92583
Wyntyr Transport Jerry Knutson 70C1)
Seville Way, Riverside 92504
Yost Transportation Joan Yost 9215
Mountain View Ave ., Cherry Hill
92223
Young's Pizza & Ribs Kil Young Yoon
6370 Brockton Ave . #C, Riverside
92506
Your Janitorial Service Conley
Broome 39830 Highbury Drive, Murrieta 92563

The purpose of this ad
is to increase business.
Yours ... and Ours
To show you how,
we'll give you
2 MONTHS FREE RENT*.

The fact is we are here to help your
business grow and ucceed. This is proven
by the fact that we are able to reduce
our average client's operational overhead
by 40% to 60% compared to conventional office pace.
We could just tell you we have the finest
Executive uite facilities. the best
secretarial staff, the friendliest operators,
the nicest receptionists. and the most
technologically advanced Telecommunications
system in the industry, which can all help
increase your business, but we would like the
opportunity to prove these to you.
To take advantage of the opportunity, give us a call ... today.

•
l!j=~
ONTARIO COMM CENTER
3535 Inland Empire Blvd
Ontario California 91764
714 941-0333 FAX 714 941-2547

'With a typical 12 month service agreement

Onceayear,
Palm Springs
becomes the
Film Capital
of the World!
January 8-15
m

ake plans now to attend this week-long

celebration of international cinema. Come
see the films, meet the stars and directors, and
soak up all the glitz and glamour for which
Palm Springs is famous!
• Over 65 new films from 25 countries
• EuropaCinema: new European films
making their U.S. debut
• New Directors Showcase:
Spotlighting the hottest new filmmakers
from around the world
• Other special events including: Student Film
Series, Industry Seminars, Hispanic Film
Program and more . . .
• The Desert Palm Achievement Award
presentation honoring Mr. James Stewart
:\ 11 E R I C :\ • S

D E SE R T

For ticket and program
information call:

(619) 778-8979
For free information and
hotel reservations call:

PALM SPRINGS
1-800-34-SPRINGS
P L A Y G R 0 U N D

~~~

Inland Empire Business Journal

University of California Riverside
~-- '-4 ~
Riverside/San Bernardino Broadcaster's Association
_.,~:.-.. -:'·~
Presents

1992 Economic Forecast Conference
for the Inland Empire
To update you, the local business executive, on what you can expect, and how
each of the issues listed below will effect or benefit your business.
ISSUE: Succeeding In Tough Times
• The Imporunce of Small Business to
the US Economy
• Managing Critical Assets in Small
Business
-People
-lnfonnation!fechnology
-Capital
• Developing the Competitive
Advantage

ISSUE: Environmental
• Atr Quality Management Plan and
Business Interest
• • ew Directions· Program and its
Effect on AQMD Penniuing
• Mark:et Incentives: An Innovative
Approach to Air Quality Planning
Su:ve Albright
Pruident
Economic Development
Panncnh1p, Inc.

ISSUE: Residential Real Estate
• 1991 in Review & What Worked,
What Didn't & Why
• Fundamental Changes in Construction Financing and the Impact in Residential Development
• Outlook for 1992 & Beyond

James E. Taylor
President
lnt<:r Valley Health Plan

ISSUE: SBA Lending

ISSUE: High Incane Taxpayers,
Beware!
• Recent Tax Developments
• Possible Cllanges for 1992 and
Beyond
• What's Happening to California Tues

• Loan Types

• Qualification
• Availability
John Mc:Uuley
Sr. V.P. SBA Dept.
Eldorado Bank

ISS UE: Downtown Revitalization

Mil)' Ann Quay
Partner
Vu:mti, Uoyd cl StUllman

ISSUE: Banking
• Safety and Soundness in Banking
• Effects of State and Fedcrnl
Legislation
• Condition of Wand Empire Commercial Real Esta1.c

• Milted Use for Downtown's Future
• Small Businesses, the Economic Key
• Business Retention Synergy for
Success
D. Linn Wiley
COO/ President

m.

ISSUE: Cost Cuning As We Exit The
Recession
• Automation =Discounts
• Reduce Postage Costs by as Much as
7%
• E.lqlress Mail Can Pay Dividends
Christine Nagasa.lta- Olsen
Account Repraenlltive
U.S. Poctal Service

Chino Valley Bank
,....--~~--.,

ISSUE: What The Furure Holds For
Health Care
• Why Docs America Spend $2 Billion
a Day on Health Care
• Why Managed Health Care is Offened
to One Out of Three Californians
• Proposed Federal & State Legislation

ISSUE: Economic FDreclst
• National Economy and the Impact on
the Inland Empire
• Southern California Economy and the
Impact on the Inland Empire
• How the Los Angeles Economy
Turns the Wand Empire

ISSUE: Tourism & Agriculture
(old industries in a new light)
• Tourism - a Growth in Imports
• Agriculture - a new meaning in 1992
David 0 . Poner, PhD.
Dean, Business School
Cal. State Univ., S111 Bo-n.

John Husina
PhD.
President
Husin& cl Associlla

CALL (71-') 391-1015
DATE: Thursday, January 9th, 1992
TIME: Booth Display: 7:00am-8:15am (Pre-Registration)

8:15am-2:00pm (Luncheon/Speaker Conference)
2:00 pm - 3:00 pm (Networking Reception)
Location:Maruko Hotel/ Convention Center, 295 N. "E" St., San Bernardino, CA

.------------------------------

Luncheon/Speaker Conference Cost: $45 per person/$40 per person for groups of 8 or more.
REGISTRATION FORM

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _T1tle

-----------,

------------------------------

Company ___________________________________________________________________________

Address ____________________________________________________________________________
City -------------------------------State - - - - - - ------ - - -----.:Zip------ - - - - - Total Number of T1ckets _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Check enclosed in the Amount of$

-------------------------Signature _________________________________________________________
Credit Card: Master Card _ _____ Visa _____Number_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Expiratlon

1

(please make check payable and mall to)
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL • 3281 EAST GUASTI RD., STE 490. ONTARIO, CA
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L.---------- ADVANCE RESERVATIONS MANDATORY - - - - - - - - - - .J
I

91761

